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Pyrococcus furiosus (Pf) is an hyperthermophilic Archaeon that has a growth optimum 
of 100°C. The crystal structure of its citrate synthase (CS) has been determined and, 
compared to less thermophilic and mesophilic CS structures, it is at the subunit interface 
of the dimeric enzyme that interesting changes in the structure are observed. These 
changes are thought to be structural features of protein thermostability and, as citrate 
synthase requires dimer integrity for catalytic activity, subunit interactions that maintain 
the integrity of the dimer are important. In the PjCS, the C-terminal region of each 
monomer folds over the surface of the other monomer, providing a type of subunit 
interaction that is unique to this enzyme. There is also an increase in the number of 
inter-subunit ion pairs in the PfCS compared with less thermostable CSs. A major 
interaction at the subunit interface of the PfCS is a 5-residue ion-pair network involving 
amino acids from helices G and M. PfCS mutants were created, by site-directed 
mutagenesis, to disrupt these subunit interactions by the complete and partial removal of 
the C-terminal arm regions, and substitution of Aspll3 to disrupt the ionic network. 
Determination of the kinetic parameters of these mutants revealed catalytic activities 
comparable to that of the PfCS wild-type (wt), although thermal inactivation and 
temperature optima studies show that the PfCS mutants are less thermostable than the 
PfCS wt.
Thermoplasma acidophilum (Ta) is a thermophilic Archaeon with a growth optimum of 
55°C. Compared to the crystal structure of PfCS, TaCS does not contain a 5-residue 
ionic network at the subunit interface. Attempts were made to construct the PfCS ionic 
network into the TaCS by site-directed mutagenesis. All mutations were made in
III
different combinations. Although all of the TaCS mutants had catalytic activities 
comparable to that of the TaCS wt, thermal inactivation and temperature optima studies 
revealed that all mutants, apart from the D94H single mutant, were less thermostable 
than the TaCS wt. Preliminary study of the TaCS D94H mutant has suggested that this 
mutation has created an extra inter-subunit ionic bond equivalent to an ionic bond found 
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Extremophiles are organisms that have evolved to exist in a variety of extreme 
environments and they fall into a number of different classes that include thermophiles 
(optimal growth at 55-80°C), hyperthermophiles (80-110°C), acidophiles (pH 0-4), 
alkalophiles (optimal growth at pH 9-12), psychrophiles (-2-10°C), halophiles (2-5M 
NaCl), piezophiles (growth in >400 atmospheres), and radiation resistant and heavy metal 
tolerant organisms.
The most extremely tolerant of these microrganisms belong to a distinct domain of life 
called the Archaea, identified in 1977 by Carl Woese, although many extremophilic 
bacteria have also been described. The Archaea represent a third line of living organisms in 
addition to Eukaiya and Bacteria [Woese et al., 1990]. Archaea exhibit a mixture of 
bacterial, eukaryotic and unique features at the molecular level [reviewed by Forterre, 
1997]. Interest in the Archaea has primarily been stimulated by the ability of many to 
occupy extreme environmental niches, which may provide clues about early evolutionary 
divergence [reviewed by Keeling & Doolittle, 1995]. The extreme conditions in which the 
Archaea are found impose phenotypes apparently well suited to the type of environment 
thought to exist during early life on earth.
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1.2 Extremozymes and their industrial applications
The discovery of new extremophilic micro-organisms and their enzymes, extremozymes, 
has had a great impact on the field of biotechnology as mesophilic enzymes are often not 
suited to the harsh conditions required in industrial processes. Hence, extremophiles are 
often routinely used as the source of novel stable enzymes. Apart from hyperthermophilic 
extremozymes, which are almost exclusively archaeal in origin, extremozymes that 
currently find applications originate from both bacterial and archaeal sources, and of these, 
the majority come from extremophilic bacteria. This bias is related to the feet that current 
understanding and molecular tools for working with Bacteria are better developed. 
However, with an ever increasing understanding of Archaea and with ongoing development 
of improved techniques for studying these organisms, this situation may soon change 
[discussed by Eichler, 2001]. Recently there has been an increase in the number of 
genomes from extremophilic organisms that have been sequenced, including the 
thermophilic Archaea Thermoplasma acidophilum [Ruepp et al., 2000] and Sulfolobus 
solfataricus [She et al., 2001], and the hyperthermophilic Archaeon Pyrococcus furiosus 
[Robb et al., 2001]. The availability of these, and many other, genome sequences will aid 
the search for novel extremozymes of commercial interest.
Recent advances in molecular biology techniques and protein engineering have enabled the 
production or improvement of extremophilic enzymes by rational design/site-directed 
mutagenesis and directed evolution have now become common tools for introducing and
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improving extremophilic characteristics in both mesophilic and extremophilic enzymes. 
These techniques are described and discussed in detail in Section 1.6.
Most work has been devoted to thermophilic and hyperthermophilic enzymes, discussed in 
Section 1.3, although many other extremozymes have important biotechnological potential 
e.g. psychrophilic and halophilic enzymes. Structural analysis of a cold-active citrate 
synthase enzyme revealed that catalytic efficiency appears to be achieved by a more 
accessible active site and an increase in the relative flexibility compared to the 
hyperthermophilic homologue [Russell et al., 1998]. Sequence analysis of 21 
psychrophilic enzymes from different families revealed similar features of cold-adaptation 
[Gianese et al., 2001], and it is believed that this increase in flexibility allows the enzymes 
to be catalytically efficient at lower temperatures [reviewed by Lonhienne et al., 2000]. 
These features can be utilised for biotechnological processes [reviewed by Gerday et al., 
2000], for example, in the detergent and food industries, and for the production of heat- 
labile products.
Study of the structural and biochemical properties of halophilic enzymes has shown that the 
surfaces of these proteins have a high negative charge which makes them more soluble and 
renders them more flexible at high salt concentrations [reviewed by Mevarech et al., 2000]. 
The high surface charge is neutralised by the binding of hydrated salt ions. It has also been 
found that the high salt concentration requirement of halophilic enzymes is due to a low 
affinity binding of the salt to specific sites on the surface of the folded protein, thus 
stabilising the active conformation of the protein [reviewed by Madem et al., 2000]. Not
3
only are halophilic enzymes extremely salt-tolerant, in general they are able to retain 
stability at ambient temperatures for prolonged periods and are often thermotolerant. This 
gives a potential biotechnological advantage of these enzymes over their mesophilic 
counterparts. Furthermore, due to the nature of the protein surface, halophilic enzymes can 
potentially retain catalytic activity in environments of low water activity e.g. organic 
solvents. Such features of these enzymes are of potential use in the production of 
fermented food and food supplements and in the degradation or transformation of organic 
pollutants [reviewed by Margesin et al., 2001].
As previously mentioned, heat-tolerant enzymes are currently the most investigated of all 
extremozymes, not only due to their significant biotechnological potential, but because they 
also serve as excellent models for the study of protein stability [detailed reviews by Bruins 
et al., 2001; Sterner & Leibl, 2001; Vieille & Zeikus, 1996; 2001]. This chapter describes 
the basis of protein thermostability and discusses the industrial and academic interest in 
thermophilic and hyperthermophilic enzymes.
1.3 Thermostable enzymes and their biotechnological potential
The main reason for selecting enzymes from thermophiles for use in industrial processes is, 
apart from their high thermal stability, thermostable enzymes also show increased stability 
under other extreme conditions i.e. high pH or low water concentrations. Stable enzymes 
are also more likely to allow the use of organic solvents and detergents and are more 
resistant to proteolytic attack. The main advantages of performing processes at higher
4
temperatures are reduced risk of microbial contamination, lower viscosity, improved mass 
transfer rates, and improved solubility of substrates [reviewed by Bruins et al., 2001; 
Eichler, 2001 ]. Hence, increasing the temperature of a biotechnological process and using 
enzymes that can withstand these elevated temperatures, and sometimes remain active 
depending on the requirements of the industrial process, are of significant commercial 
interest.
Thermostable polymer-degrading enzymes such as amylases, pullulanases, xylanases, 
proteases and cellulases play an increasingly important role in food, chemical, 
pharmaceutical, paper pulp and waste-treatment industries [Bruins et al., 2001]. The 
starch-processing industry, for example, is unique within the industrial enzyme sector in 
that the use of enzymes is essential for the industry. Although the use of enzymes in this 
industry has resulted in the improvement of both the processes and the products, the 
operating conditions are limited by the properties of the enzymes used. Hence, recent 
advances in molecular biology and protein engineering have allowed enzymes with 
improved operating parameters i.e. increased thermal stability and/or activity, to be 
introduced to commercial applications resulting in lower operating costs and higher-quality 
products [Crabb & Mitchinson, 1997].
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1.4 Thermostability and thermoactivity
1.4.1 Thermodynamic stability
There is evidence that, for small, monomeric proteins, there is a two-state model for protein 
unfolding and folding, where the protein exists in only the folded (F) and unfolded (U) 
forms. Hence in a reversible system:
ki
F < > U
k2
where ki and k2 are the rate constants for the unfolding and folding reactions, respectively. 
Thus Keq (the equilibrium constant) = [U]/[F] = k]/k2, and AGfu (the free energy difference 
between folded and unfolded forms) is given by :
AGfu = -RT In Keq
where R = the gas constant and T is the absolute temperature.
A G fu is a measure of the thermodynamic stability of the protein and can be calculated from 
the determination of Keq values at varying concentrations of a denaturant such as urea or 
guanidine hydrochloride, or at varying temperature. For most proteins this value of A G fu 
is small, 20-60kJ/mol, equivalent to a few non-covalent interactions, and thus proteins 
appear to be only marginally stable at their in vivo temperatures of operation. However,
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even though AGfu is small in magnitude, it is in fact the combination of two large opposing 
contributions from the enthalpic (AHfu) and entropic (ASfu) changes between F and U:
AGfu-  AHfu ~ TASfu
The predicted contributions of the contact interactions and conformational entropy 
components of stability in the folding process of a mesophilic protein are shown in Figure
1.1 as a function of temperature. Folding is assumed to be driven principally by 
hydrophobic interactions and opposed by the conformational entropy [reviewed by Dill et 
al., 1989; Danson & Hough, 2001: Rees & Robertson, 2001]. The enthalpic (hydrophobic) 
contribution to AGfu strengthens, that is becomes more negative, with increasing 
temperature, although proteins are denatured at high temperatures despite this. Figure 1.1 
predicts two denaturation temperatures, defined by the points at which the AGfu = 0 (the 
temperature at which there are equal quantities of U and F). This arises as the temperature 
dependence at low temperatures is dominated by the enthalpic changes, the conformational 
entropy being almost independent of temperature. At high temperatures the conformational 






Figure 1.1 Contributions of enthalpy (AH) and conformational entropy (TAS) to 
the free energy of folding of a protein (AG).
A schematic diagram to illustrate how the thermodynamic parameters for 
protein folding vary with temperature, and to show how the relatively- 
small value o f  the free energy o f  unfolding (AGfoiding) o f a mesophilic 
globular protein comprises relatively-large enthalpic (AHfo|ding) and 
entropic contributions (-TASf0idmg).
Using the data in Figure 1.1, it is predicted that an increased thermostability of a protein 
must involve a shift in the A G fu versus temperature profile compared with its mesophilic 
counterpart. There are several thermodynamic mechanisms by which the thermostability of 
proteins could be increased, such as those depicted in Figure 1.2. These possibilities can be 
considered to arise by a combination of shifting the stability curve, shifting the curve to 






0 30 60 90
Temperature (°C)
Potential thermodynamic strategies for increasing the 
thermostability of a protein.
A typical free energy curve (AGfo|ding) for a mesophilic protein is shown 
(a), as are also the possible strategies for increasing its thermostability by 
shifting the free energy curve to higher temperatures (b), broadening the 
curve (c), or increasing the AGf0|dingat all temperatures (d).
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1.4.2 Kinetic stability
When measuring the thermostability of an enzyme, a practical consideration is that thermal 
unfolding is often irreversible, and in such cases the two-state model, which assumes a 
reversible process as described in Section 1.4.1, must be extended to take account of the 
irreversible process:
ki k3
F <-........> U  > X
k2
Where X is the irreversibly-inactivated state and k3 is the rate constant describing its 
formation from U. In the case of irreversible unfolding, the measured rate of the overall 
process from F to X is termed:
_ f o x * 3)
( k2 + k 3)
According to this model, the upper limit of kobs is set by ki as only U (and not F) will 
undergo an irreversible transition. As discussed by Sterner et al. (2001), this is relevant for 
thermophilic proteins. At the high physiological temperatures of thermophiles, the overall 
process will be fast and therefore k3 » k 2 and hence kobs^ ki. This means that the rate of 
irreversible denaturation (k0bs) can be measured, and usually its value is much lower than 
that of the homologous mesophilic proteins. The value of ki is determined by AG* (the 
activation energy from F to U) in contrast to the thermodynamic stability which is 







A two-state protein unfolding schematic to illustrate 
thermodynamic and kinetic stability.
A schematic diagram to illustrate the change in free energy along the 
co-ordinate describing the unfolding o f a folded protein (F) to its 
unfolded form (U). AG is the free energy change between F and U and 
is a measure o f the thermodynamic stability o f the protein. AG* is the 
free energy change between F and the transition state o f the process, 
and is a measure o f kinetic stability.
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1.4.3 Thermoactivity
Enzymes from thermophilic organisms must not only be stable to high temperatures, but 
they must also be catalytically active. However, it is important to note that an increased 
thermal stability does not guarantee thermoactivity.
It is generally observed that, for enzymic reactions, the rate of reaction is increased 2-fold 
on raising the temperature by 10°C, and from this a more than 60-fold higher rate for the 
thermoactive enzyme at 100°C than that of the mesophilic at 37°C would be predicted. In 
the majority of thermophilic enzymes studied, this is not the case as the specific activity of 
a thermostable enzyme at its optimum temperature is often comparable with that of the 
homologous enzyme from a mesophile at its optimum [discussed by Danson et al., 1996; 
Danson & Hough, 2001], suggesting that thennophilic enzymes are poor catalysts. It is 
clear that molecular flexibility is essential both for substrate binding and catalysis, and 
enzymes must balance this need for flexibility with the requirements of thermal stability. 
Thermophilic proteins are thought to be less flexible than mesophilic proteins at mesophilic 
temperatures [reviewed by Lonhienne et al., 2000; Svingor et al., 2001; Fields, 2001], and 
it is also been proposed that thermophilic and mesophilic proteins only attain a similar 
degree of flexibility at their respective optimum temperatures; the comparison of 3- 
isopropylmalate dehydrogenase (IPMDH) from the thermophilic Thermus thermophilus 
with its mesophilic counterparts illustrates this hypothesis [Zavodsky et al., 1998]. 
Therefore, through the increased rigidity of the structure required for thermal stability,
12
hyperstable enzymes can only achieve, at their optimum temperature, the same catalytic 
activity as a mesophilic enzyme does at its optimum temperature [Danson et al., 1996].
1.5 Understanding the structural basis of thermostability
Until recently protein stability studies were restricted to small, soluble, monomeric 
enzymes such as lysozyme and ribonuclease, and a large proportion of the knowledge of 
protein-stabilisation mechanisms comes from studying these models [reviewed by Fagain, 
1995]. More recently the importance of studying larger, oligomeric proteins has been 
realised, as these proteins make up the majority of enzymes, and has led to the investigation 
of monomer association in the role of protein stability. Having access to thermostable 
enzymes now allows the study of the extent to which nature uses these stabilisation 
mechanisms, and also of the additional mechanisms that participate in hyperthermostability
Studying the crystal structures of larger, multimeric homologous enzymes from both 
mesophilic and thermophilic organisms has revealed that, generally, there is a high degree 
of structural homology, even if there is low protein sequence homology. This suggests that 
the thermophilic enzymes rely on the same catalytic mechanisms as do their mesophilic 
counterparts and that the increased stability of thermostable enzymes, compared with their 
mesophilic homologues, must be a result of differences in specific amino acid sequences 
that do not significantly change the overall three-dimensional conformation.
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Previous work has shown that heterologous expression of thermostable enzymes in 
mesophilic hosts generally does not affect the thermal stability and activity of these 
enzymes, also indicating that, in many thermophilic proteins, thermal stability is an 
intrinsic property of the protein and does not require intracellular thermoprotectants. 
Hence, thermophilic and hyperthennophilic enzymes can be expressed and purified easily, 
and this has allowed the crystal structures of a series of enzymes with increasing thermal 
stability to be compared, and structural trends to be identified e.g iron superoxide dismutase 
[Ursby et al., 1999], 3-isopropylmalate dehydrogenase [Nemeth et al., 2000], glutamate 
dehydrogenase [reviewed by Lebbink et al., 1999], and citrate synthase [Danson & Hough, 
1998, 2001]. The structural trends identified to date, are discussed in detail in Section 1.7. 
In general, it is found that most structural adaptations to thermostability result in a more 
rigid enzyme.
1.6 Methods of investigating thermostability
As discussed previously, as industry becomes more interested in the use of thermophilic 
enzymes in commercial processes, there is an increased interest in engineering selected 
properties into proteins. This section discusses the advantages and disadvantages of the 
three main methods of investigating protein thermostability: protein sequence comparison, 
rational design/site-directed mutagenesis, and directed evolution [reviewed by Chen, 2001; 
Lehmann & Wyss, 2001].
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1.6.1 Computer aided sequence comparisons and the consensus concept
Before the wide current availability of protein crystal structures, comparing protein 
sequences was a valuable method of identifying differences between mesophilic and 
thermophilic enzyme homologues. Although this method is less informative than structural 
comparisons, these kinds of data have still highlighted general trends in amino acid 
propensities. For example, a comparison of the sequences of enzymes from the 
thermophilic archaeon Methanococcus jannaschii and their mesophilic homologues has 
revealed an increase in residue volume and hydrophobicity, and an increase in the number 
of charged amino acids [Haney et al., 1999]. Such studies on individual proteins have 
been supported by the comparative analysis of 20 complete genomes for mesophilic, 
thermophilic and hyperthermophilic organisms [Thompson & Eisenberg, 1999], showing a 
trend towards shortened thermophilic proteins relative to their mesophilic homologues; 
more specifically, thermophilic sequences are more likely to have deletions in exposed loop 
regions.
One method of determining potential amino acids for mutation to increase thermostability 
is to compare the amino acid sequences directly, as previously discussed. Liu et al. (2000) 
identified several potential regions of the glucoamylase from Asperigillus awamori that 
may increase thermostability, based on sequence comparisons with other, more 
thermostable, glucoamylases. They found that all mutations increased glucoamylase 
thermostability by up to 4°C in operating temperature. However, the many failed attempts
15
at rational engineering are usually based on primary amino acid sequence homologies as 
the only criterion for amino acid replacement.
Recently, a semi-rational approach for engineering thermostability was published by 
Lehmann et al (2000a) [also reviewed by Lehmann et al., 2000b], utilising the computer 
based comparisons of protein sequences. Interestingly, this method uses the comparison of 
many homologous mesophilic enzyme sequences. The hypothesis for this method is that at 
a given position in an amino acid sequence alignment of homologous proteins, the 
respective consensus amino acid contributes more than average to the stability of the 
protein than the non-consensus amino acids. Consequently, substitution of nonconsensus 
by consensus amino acids may be a feasible approach for improving the thermostability of 
a protein. Hence, this method is called the ‘consensus concept’.
Lehmann et al (2000a) compiled a sequence alignment of 13 homologous, mesophilic 
fimgal phytases, which was then used to calculate a consensus phytase amino acid 
sequence. This consensus protein showed a 15-22°C increase in unfolding temperature 
compared to each of its parents, but, in spite of the increase in thermostability, catalytic 
activity at 37°C was not compromised. This may illustrate a link between protein sequence 
conservation and protein stability i.e. that many mesophiles partially contain the 
determinants of thermal stability. The main problem with using this method for analysing 
proteins is the requirement of many homologous protein sequences.
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1.6.2 Structural comparison and rational design by site-directed mutagenesis
In the rational design of enzymes, precise changes in amino acid sequence are preconceived 
based on a detailed knowledge of protein structure, function and mechanism, and are then 
introduced using site-directed mutagenesis. This technology holds potential for redesigning 
enzymes for industrial applications, although it is also an important tool for understanding 
the structural basis of thermostability, substrate binding and catalytic mechanisms of 
enzymes.
A better strategy for identifying thermostabilising mutations involves the comparison of 
protein structures of more stable proteins with less stable ones, to identify structural trends 
with increasing thermostability. The main problem with this method is that the stability of 
a protein is generally determined by a multitude of local and long-range interactions, 
discussed in Section 1.7. Hence, in order to achieve increased thermostability, several 
substitutions, each with a relatively small effect, usually need to be combined in a multiple 
mutant. Lebbink et al. (1999) investigated the role in stability of an 18-residue ion-pair 
network that is present in the glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH) from the hyperthermophilic 
Archaeon Pyrococcus furiosus, by introducing four new charged amino acids into the 
subunit interface of the homologous enzyme from the thermophilic bacterium Thermo toga 
maritima. The T.maritima GDH has a less extensive ionic network compared to the 
P.furiosus GDH. Amino acid substitutions were introduced as single mutations as well as 
in combination. They showed that many of the single mutations resulted in a decrease in 
thermal stability, but a combination of destabilising single mutations, in most cases,
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restored or increased thermal stability i.e. an increase in temperature optima of 3°C, and a 
0.5°C higher melting temperature. This indicates the need for multiple small changes to 
achieve pronounced thermostabilisation.
In the investigation of the structural basis of thermostability, rational design/site-directed 
mutagenesis has identified many amino acids involved in achieving a thermally stable 
enzyme by either removing the amino acid and showing there is a decrease in thermal 
stability, or introducing a residue and showing an increase in thermostability. A reduction 
in thermal stability has been shown in the thermostable D-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 
dehydrogenase (Pappenberger et al., 1997], indoleglycerol phosphate synthase [Merz et al.,
1999] and citrate synthase [Amott et al., 2000], by removing residues essential for 
thermostability. More importantly, it is also possible to increase the thermostability of a 
mesophilic or moderately thermophilic enzyme by the addition of specific residues as 
demonstrated for a moderately stable protease [Van den Burg et al, 1998], the thermostable 
citrate synthase from T.acidophilum [Erduran & Kocabiyik, 1998] and the mesophilic Lac 
Repressor from E.coli [Gerk et al., 2000].
A major drawback of this method of rational protein redesign is that, since it relies on the 
sequence or structural comparisons of homologous enzymes, there is the problem of 
identifying the relevant thermostabilising mutations in less homologous or highly divergent 
sets of proteins. Also, after PCR, it requires confirmation of the mutation by sequencing 
and then by purification of the mutant enzymes following each round of mutagenesis in
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order that kinetic and functional properties can be determined. This is time consuming and 
expensive, and may be impractical for multiple cycles of mutagenesis.
1.6.3 Directed evolution
A major advantage of directed evolution over rational design/site-directed mutagenesis is 
that the former technique does not require information about how enzyme structure relates 
to function. Directed evolution employs a random process in which multiple rounds of 
error-prone PCR are used to create a library of mutated genes from a parent gene. After 
each round, the best mutants are selected and used as parent sequences in the following 
round of random mutagenesis. This technique has been recently reviewed by Arnold et al. 
(2001); Chen (2001) and Lehmann & Wyss (2001). Recently, directed evolution has been 
significantly improved using in vitro recombination or DNA shuffling [reviewed by Moore 
et al., 1997]. Genetic selection or high-throughput screening subsequently identifies the 
mutants that possess the required improved properties. However, a major limitation of this 
method is the prerequisite for a sensitive and efficient method for screening a large number 
of potential mutants.
The increases in thermostability obtained by directed evolution have, as yet, been no more 
impressive than the best examples of rational design, although they may have required less 
time and effort [referenced by Lehmann & Wyss, 2001]. However, more importantly, 
directed evolution may generate new variants of an enzyme that are not encountered in 
proteins from naturally existing organisms, but are optimal for industrial applications
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[Arnold & Volkov, 1999]. For this reason, directed evolution is a valuable tool widely 
adopted by industry in the search for novel enzymes with biotechnological application e.g. 
enzymes active in solvents, enzymes with altered substrate specificity or enzymes with 
increased thermostability [reviewed by Petrounia & Arnold, 2000]. Miyazaki et al. (2000) 
found that after a heat-sensitive psychrophilic protease subtilisin S41 was subjected to three 
rounds of mutagenesis/recombination and screening, the resulting variant had a half-life at 
60°C that was approximately 500 times that of the wildtype. Interestingly, the evolved 
protease subtilisin retained its activity at low temperature in spite of its increased 
thermostability. Wintrode et al (2001) subjected this evolved subtilisin to five additional 
generations of laboratory evolution and reported a 1200 times increase in half-life at 60°C 
compared to the wild-type enzyme.
Another valuable use of the directed evolution method is to study the natural adaptation of 
enzymes for stability and function [reviewed by Arnold et al., 2001]. As previously 
described, many extremophilic enzymes are similar to their counterparts from mesophilic 
environments. Sequence comparisons suggest that these enzymes are derived from a 
common ancestral enzyme and have accumulated mutations that allow them to adapt over 
millions of years. An understanding of these mechanisms of adaptation might allow the 
production of enzymes with enhanced properties for industrial processes.
The sequence comparison/consensus concept, rational design and directed evolution have 
their distinct advantages and in the case of engineering proteins for thermostability, there is 
the choice between three different, apparently equally successful, strategies. The use of the
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‘consensus concept’ as a tool for the construction of a protein with an increased thermal 
stability, compared with rational design and directed evolution, is discussed by Lehmann & 
Wyss (2001). Not only have these techniques allowed the production of enzymes with 
increased thermostability, they have been excellent tools for the study of the structural basis 
of thermostability. Section 1.7 discusses the general features of thermostability identified 
using these techniques.
1.7 General intrinsic features of thermostability
There have been many recent reviews summarising the current understanding of the 
structural basis of protein thermostability. Three main reviews were referred to in the 
following discussion of the general intrinsic features of thermostability: Vieille & Zeikus 
(2001), Danson & Hough (2001) and Sterner & Liebl (2001).
1.7.1 Conformational flexibility and loop regions
As discussed in Section 1.4, a reduction in the conformational entropy of the unfolded state 
of the protein will reduce the value of A S fu and consequently will promote folding. This 
reduction in conformational entropy (reduction in flexibility) of the unfolded state of 
thermally stable enzymes may be achieved in numerous ways. Firstly, in the unfolded 
state, glycine is the residue with the highest conformational entropy and proline, which 
adopts only a few configurations, has the lowest entropy. These features were utilised by 
Van den Burg et al. (1998) to engineer an enzyme to resist boiling. Rigidifying mutations
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such as Gly to Ala and Ala to Pro were introduced into the moderately stable, thermolysin- 
like protease from Bacillus stearothermophilus. Whereas the wild-type enzyme had an 
undetectable short half-life at 100°C, the mutant had a half-life of 170 min at this 
temperature. The role of proline substitutions in protein thermostabilisation has been 
reviewed by Watanabe & Suzuki (1998).
Secondly, a comparison of 20 genomic sequences showed that thermophilic proteins are 
shorter than their mesophilic homologues and, where atomic structures were available, the 
shortening was found to be mainly achieved within the loop regions of the protein and at 
the N- and C-termini [Thompson & Eisenberg, 1999]. Through their inherent flexibility, 
loops are considered to be potential initiation points for thermal denaturation, and therefore 
a reduction in their size (and hence flexibility) may lower the conformational entropy of the 
folded protein. A reduction in the conformational entropy of the folded state results in an 
increased rigidity of the folded enzyme, which is a common feature of thermostability, 
although this may reduce the comparative catalytic efficiency of the thermophilic enzyme 
at mesophilic operation temperatures (see Section 1.4.3). The reduction of loop regions as a 
feature of thermostability is discussed with reference to thermostable citrate synthases 
(CSs) in Section 1.12.2.
Shortening of the polypeptide chain, by reduction of loop regions, contributes to the 
thermal stability of the tryptophan synthase a-subunit from the hyperthermophile 
Pyrococcus furiosus [Yamagata et al., 2001]. A decrease in cavity volume and an increase
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in ion pairs also contributed in the thermal stability of this protein, and these features are 
discussed later.
1.7.2 Increased hydrophobicity
An increase in the hydrophobic interactions can increase the thermostability of a protein. 
Increased burial of hydrophobic residues into the interior of the protein will be entropically 
favourable in terms of the lower degree of ordering of water molecules that occurs when 
these side chains are removed from the solvent. Hence, hydrophobic interactions are often 
thought to provide the energy required for proteins to fold in aqueous solutions.
At mesophilic temperatures, transfer of a non-polar molecule from an aqueous environment 
to a non-polar environment results in the release of water molecules tightly ordered around 
non-polar residues. An unfavourable enthalpic contribution due to the disturbance of the 
water molecules is compensated by the favourable enthalpic contributions from van der 
Waals interactions. This results in a net enthalpy change of zero. Hence, at these 
temperatures the formation of hydrophobic interactions is favourably driven by the change 
in entropy when the ordered water molecules are removed. At higher temperatures, the 
entropic contribution is less favourable as the water molecules are initially less ordered 
around the non-polar molecules due to the decrease in the dielectric constant of water at 
these temperatures. As there are no unfavourable enthalpic contributions due to the 
disturbance of ordered water molecules, the formation of hydrophobic interactions at higher 
temperatures is enthalpy driven. This phenomenon, known as the ‘entropy-enthalpy
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compensation’, means that the free-energy change of transferring a non-polar molecule 
from an aqueous to a non-polar environment alters less with temperature than do either the 
entropy or the enthalpy, although the net result is that the hydrophobic effect strengthens, 
at least in the 0-80°C range. Moreover, because the free-energy change is small, this 
increase in hydrophobic interactions at higher temperatures may make a significant 
contribution to the thermostabilisation of thermophilic proteins.
Above 80°C, the hydrophobic interaction strengthens by smaller and smaller increments 
with a given rise in temperature, and reaches a maximum around 100-140°C, when the 
entropy of transfer becomes zero; thereafter it decreases in strength. Enzyme stability in 
this region may thus require additional interaction, and this may explain the prevalence of 
ionic bonding in hyperthermophilic proteins [Danson & Hough, 2001].
Hydrophobic interactions have been predicted to play a role in protein stability from a 
comparison of the amino acid sequences of thermophilic enzymes and their mesophilic 
counterparts [Haney et al., 1999] and can contribute to the improved packing of the protein 
[Wallace et al., 2000]. Studies on the Lac repressor of the mesophilic Esherichia coli [Gerk 
et al., 2000] and the citrate synthase from the thermophilic Thermoplasma acidophilum 
[Erduran & Kocabiyik, 1998] have shown that an increase in hydrophobic interactions at 
the subunit interface can increase the temperature optimum (optimal substrate binding) by 
up to 40 °C, in the case of the Lac repressor. Although the increase in hydrophobic 
residues seems to contribute to the thermostability of thermophilic proteins, it has been 
noted that the role of hydrophobic interactions is less in hyperthermophilic proteins, and
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ionic interactions seem to contribute more to hyperthermostability [Szilagyi & Zavodsky,
2000], as mentioned before. The role of ionic interactions in thermostability is discussed in 
the next section.
1.7.3 Ionic interactions and networks
Coulomb’s law states that the energy of the electrostatic interaction between two atoms A 
and B, in a vacuum, is simply the product of their charges divided by the distance between 
them (;ta b ):
where e is the charge of the electron and Z the number of such charges on each atom. If 
the two charges are of opposite sign, the energy (AE) decreases as they approach each 
other, and the interaction is favourable; if the charges are of the same sign, there is 
repulsion between them.
Coulomb’s law is valid only for two point charges in a vacuum. For other environments, 
the electrostatic interaction is modulated by other interactions. In homogenous 
environments, the electrostatic interaction is decreased by the dielectric constant, so the 
electrostatic interaction in media other than a vacuum is always less than that stated by 
Coulomb’s law. Liquids have dielectric constants in the range of 20-110, and water has a 
dielectric constant of~80.
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As previously mentioned, Szilagyi and Zavodsky (2000) compared structural differences 
between mesophilic, modemtely thermophilic and extremely thermophilic protein subunits. 
The only general rule they observed was an increase in the number of ion pairs with 
increasing growth temperature. Genomic comparisons show that proteins from 
thermophilic, and more specifically hyperthermophilic, organisms tend to have a higher 
percentage of the charged amino acids, Glu, Lys and Arg, than those of mesophiles 
[Cambillau & Claverie, 2000]. This is consistent with the observed increase in the number 
of ionic interactions in some thermostable proteins [Vogt et al, 1997; Cavagnero et al, 
1998; Kumar et al., 2000a; 2000b; Szilagyi & Zavodsky., 2000].
Salt bridges have been proposed to play a crucial role in promoting hyperthermostability in 
proteins, yet experimental and theoretical studies have indicated that at room temperature 
salt bridges generally destabilise, or at best only slightly stabilise the folded state of 
proteins [reviewed by Elcock, 1998]. This has also been recently reviewed by Danson & 
Hough (2001) and Karshikoff & Ladenstein (2001).
The equation below describes the energetics of the formation of an ionic bond in a protein: 
AGtotai — AGdesolvalion "b AGefectrostalic "b AGprotein
where AGtotai is the overall free-energy of the ionic bond (the formation of an ionic bond
requiring a ‘favourable’, or negative value, AGtotai) and is made up of three primary 
components:
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1. The AGdesoivation describes the energy required to remove the water molecules
from the charged residues, this is always unfavourable (positive) at room 
temperature and, hence, is often called the ‘desolvation penalty’.
2. The AGeiectrostatic describes the favourable van der Waals and Coulombic 
interactions associated with the formation of an ionic bond.
3. The AGprotein describes the favourable interactions of ionic bonding residues
with other charged amino acids in the three-dimensional structure of the 
protein.
At lower temperatures the AGeiectrostaiic and the AGprotein contributions are favourable for
the formation of an ionic bond but, as the desolvation penalty is very unfavourable
(positive), the resulting AGtota] is unfavourable. At higher temperatures the dielectric
constant of water reduces, whereas the dielectric constant of the protein is insignificantly 
changed, and the desolvation energy becomes less unfavourable i.e. at high temperatures 
water molecules have a greater mobility and, therefore, they hydrate a charge less well than
at lower temperatures. Hence, an increase in temperature results in the AGdesolvalion 
becoming less unfavourable, and the AGeiectrostaiic and the AGprotein becoming more 
favourable, which results in an overall favourable AGtotai.
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An interesting observation is that there is an increase in the number of ionic networks in 
hyperthermophilic proteins, particularly at subunit interface regions; this is discussed later 
in Section 1.7.5. Several enzymes from the hyperthermophilic Archaeon Pyrococcus 
furiosus (growth optima ~100°C) have been well studied, most specifically citrate synthase 
and glutamate dehydrogenase. Analysis of the crystal structures of both citrate synthase 
[Russell et a l , 1998] and glutamate dehydrogenase [Yip et al., 1995] from Pyrococcus 
furiosus has revealed extensive ionic networks at subunit interface regions that are absent in 
their mesophilic counterparts. This may suggest that, although there is a general increase 
in ion pairs in thermophilic proteins, the presence of ionic networks may be a feature of 
hyperthermophilic proteins. The ionic networks present in the Pfuriosus citrate synthase 
are discussed in detail later.
1.7.4 Packing density
The overall compactness of a protein can be reflected by a low surface area to volume ratio, 
increased packing density, fewer solvent exposed residues and internal cavities, and a 
shortening of loop regions [discussed by Bell, 1999], which can contribute to an overall 
increase in rigidity.
Also, van der Waals forces between hydrophobic groups buried within the interior of the 
protein can result in an enthalpic contribution to the strength of the hydrophobic interaction. 
Hence, optimised packing within a protein might lead to better van der Waals interactions 
and hence increased thermostability. Chen et al. (2000) constructed seven hyper-stable
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multiple mutants of staphylococcal nuclease and found that their thermal denaturation 
midpoint temperatures were 12.6 to 22.9°C higher than that of the wild-type protein. 
Detailed structural analysis of the crystal structures of these mutants showed that packing 
had improved, with the volume of the mutant proteins’ hydrophobic core decreasing as 
protein stability increased. Further, the number of van der Waals interactions in the entire 
protein showed an experimentally significant increase correlated with increasing stability.
1.7.5 Oligomeric enzymes and subunit interactions
Approximately 80% of globular proteins, and hence the vast majority of enzymes, are 
oligomeric, and it is becoming increasingly common to find that their active sites are 
situated between component subunits, with residues from different monomers contributing 
to the active site. Therefore, it is crucial for thermophilic enzymes to maintain the integrity 
of their oligomeric structure at high temperatures.
Recent studies have suggested that the integrity of the oligomeric protein structure in 
thermophilic enzymes is maintained by hydrophobic interactions; for example, citrate 
synthase from the thermophilic Thermoplasma acidophilum [Russell et al., 1994]. Erduran 
& Kocabiyik (1998) showed that increasing the number of hydrophobic interactions at the 
subunit interface of citrate synthase from T.acidophilum enhanced the half-life of the 
enzyme up to 23-fold at 85°C compared to the wild-type enzyme. Increasing the 
hydrophobic interactions at the subunit interface of the Lac repressor from a mesophilic
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organsism also increased the temperature at which substrate binding is retained by 40°C 
compared to the wild-type [Gerk et al., 2000].
Comparisons of crystal structures of mesophilic, thermophilic and hyperthermophilic 
proteins have also suggested that the inter-subunit contact regions in hyperthermophiles are 
stabilised by ionic interactions [Rahman et al., 1998; Russell et al., 1997]. Not only is the 
number of charged residues often increased at the subunit interface of hyperthermophilic 
organisms, but there have been many cases reported where the charged residues are 
organised into an ionic network e.g. glutamate dehydrogenase from the hyperthermophilic 
Archaeon Pyrococcus furiosus [Yip et al., 1995], citrate synthase from Pyrococcus furiosus 
[Russell et al., 1997], and D-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase from the 
hyperthermophilic bacterium Thermotoga maritima [Pappenberger et al., 1997]. 
Disruption of these ionic networks has confirmed their involvement in the 
hyperthermostability of proteins [Pappenberger et al., 1997; Amott et al, 2000]. There 
have also been attempts to engineer ionic networks into the subunit interface regions of less 
thermostable proteins to increase their thermostability [Lebbink et al., 1999], and this will 
be discussed in detail later.
1.7.6 Thermolabile amino acids
A number of amino acids are chemically degraded in free solution at the high temperatures 
(>85°C) experienced by hyperthermophilic organisms. Of the 20 amino acid residues, four 
(Asn, Gin, Met, and Cys) may be classified as thermolabile due to their tendency to
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undergo deamidation or oxidation at high temperatures. Many studies involving the 
comparison of thermophilic and mesophilic protein sequences have shown that there are 
significant differences in the propensities of certain amino acids in thermostable proteins. 
Sriprapundh et al. (2000) showed that a thermostable xylose isomerase contained a few 
additional Pro residues and fewer Asn and Gly residues. Comparison of protein sequences 
from mesophilic and extremely thermophilic Methanococcus species showed an increase in 
charged amino acids (Glu, Arg, and Lys) and a decrease in polar residues (Ser, Thr, Asn, 
and Gin) (Haney et al., 1999]. Interestingly, there is no observed increase in Asp residues 
with increasing thermal stability, even though it is a charged residue. This may be because 
Asp residues are known to form succinimide intermediates at high temperature, which may 
be hydrolysed to yield a break in the peptide chain [Daniel et al., 1996].
1.8 Extrinsic features of thermostability
All of the previously described thermostabilising features are of an intrinsic nature. 
However, it has been observed that some extrinsic factors play a role in protein stability in 
vivo; for example substrate and salt concentrations, organic solute concentrations, and 
pressure (the pressure-induced stabilisation of glutamate dehydrogenase from P.furiosus is 
discussed by Sun et al. (1999)). These features are summarised by Vieille & Zeikus 
(2001). Martins et al. (1997) examined the accumulation of organic solutes under optimum 
growth conditions in twelve species of thermophilic and hyperthermophilic Archaea, and 
found that there was a correlation between a raise in growth temperature and the 
accumulation of certain solutes e.g. an increase in the concentration ofdi-myo-inositol-1,-
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r(3 ,3’)-phosphate with the growth of P.furiosus, suggesting that these compounds serve 
as general stress solutes.
Many features have been identified with increasing thermostability, but it also clear that the 
mechanism of thermal stability varies between proteins and seems to be the accumulation 
of several features. Here, glutamate dehydrogenase is discussed as a case study for the 
investigation of the structural basis of thermostability.
1.9 Glutamate dehydrogenase as a model enzyme for the study of thermostability
Among the enzymes used a models for investigating adaptation mechanisms, one of the 
best-studied is glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH) [reviewed by Lebbink et al., 1999]. GDH 
catalyses the oxidative deamination of glutamate to 2-oxoglutarate with concomitant 
reduction of NAD(P)+. A large number of primary sequences and several three- 
dimensional structures from GDHs obtained from organisms with a wide range of optimal 
growth temperatures are available. Hence, the crystal structures of GDHs spanning the 
biological temperature range can be compared to identify structural trends with increasing 
thermostability.
In general, GDH is a multimeric enzyme consisting of six identical subunits. The hexamer 
is composed of two trimers that are stacked upside down on top of each other (Figure 1.4). 
Each subunit contains an N-terminal, substrate-binding domain that forms almost all of the
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inter-subunit interactions, and a C-terminal domain binding the cofactor NAD(P)+ 
[reviewed by Lebbink et al., 1999].
Figure 1.4 The three-dimensional structure o f glutam ate dehydrogenase (GDH) from the 
hyperthermophilic Archaeon Pyrococcus furiosus.
The structure is formed from association o f  two trimers that are stacked on top o f  each 
other. This figure shows the structure o f the trimers, with each monomer o f the trimer 
associated with its opposing monomer, labelled A, B, and C.
The determination o f the three-dimensional structure o f the GDH from the 
hyperthermophilic archaeon Pyrococcus furiosus has allowed the comparison o f this 
structure with those o f mesophilic GDHs. The crystal structure o f the extremely
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thermostable GDH from Thermococcus litoralis has been compared with that from 
P.furiosus [Britton et al., 1999]. The two enzymes are 87% identical in sequence, yet differ 
16-fold in their half-lives at 104°C. The major structural differences identified from this 
comparison were that the less stable T. litoralis GDH has a decreased number of ion pair 
interactions, modified patterns of hydrogen bonding and substitutions that decrease packing 
efficiency. As previously discussed, these are common structural trends identified with a 
decrease in thermostability.
The most interesting structural feature identified with increasing thermostability of GDHs 
is the increase in numbers of ion pairs and the formation of ion-pair networks [reviewed by 
Yip et al., 1998]. As discussed in Section 1.7.3, comparison of the Pfuriosus GDH with 
mesophilic GDHs, namely from Clostridium symbiosum and Esherichia coli, has 
highlighted the formation of extended networks of ion-pairs as a possible explanation for 
the thermal stability of the hyperthermostable enzyme. Much work has been carried out in 
attempts to analyse the extent of formation of ion-pair networks in the different GDHs, and 
to correlate this with observed thermal stability.
Yip et al. (1998) compared both the amino acid sequences and three-dimensional structures 
of GDHs spanning the biological temperature range. They found that the Pfuriosus GDH 
contained three unique ion-pair networks: a large 18-residue ionic network at the N- 
terminal domains, a 6-residue ionic network and a smaller 3-residue network. The large 
18-residue ionic network is formed by the interaction of residues from four monomers 
across the two-fold axis relating dimers (Figure 1.5). These results indicate that the ion-
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pair networks become more fragmented as the temperature stability o f the enzyme 
decreases. Kumar et al. (2000a) also compared crystal structures o f GDHs to investigate 
the location, statistics and electrostatic strengths o f ion-pairs and of their networks within 
corresponding monomers of the thermophilic and mesophilic enzymes. They found that the 
ionic bonds in P.furiosus GDH are highly stabilising and concluded that ion-pairs and ionic 



















Figure 1.5 Schematic of the 18-membered ionic network present at the dimer 
interface of glutamate dehydrogenase from Pyrococcus furiosus. 
Diagram showing the ion-pair network involving two-fold symmetric 
interactions o f 18 charged residues, based on a figure by Karshikoff & 
Ladenstein (2001).
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Several groups have used the information obtained from sequence and structural 
comparisons of the GDHs to study the roles of ionic networks in GDH by rational 
design/site-directed mutagenesis. Rahman et al. (1998) attempted to add and remove ion- 
pairs at the intersubunit of GDH from another hyperthermophilic Pyrococcus species, 
Pyrococcus kodakaraenis. They showed that removal of an ion-pair resulted in a lower 
optimum temperature and a decrease in thermal stability compared to the wild-type GDH, 
yet the addition of an ion-pair increased the optimum temperature (by approximately 5°C) 
and the thermostability (a lh increase in half-life at 100°C).
Lebbink et al. (1999) attempted to increase the thermostability of the GDH from the 
hyperthermophilic bacterium Thermotoga maritima by mirroring the 18-residue ionic 
network found in the P.furiosus GDH, as previously discussed in Section 1.6.2. They 
found that a combination of three destabilising mutations resulted in an enzyme with a 30- 
minute longer half-life at 85°C, a 3°C higher temperature optimum for catalysis, and a 
0.5°C higher apparent melting temperature.
These studies indicate that subunit interactions, specifically extensive ionic networks, are 
important in the hyperthermostability of GDHs, and may be a general feature of 
thermostable enzymes.
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1.10 Citrate synthase as a model enzyme for the study of thermostability
Citrate synthase is found throughout Bacteria, Eukarya and Archaea, and is chosen here as 
a model system in which to study the structural basis of extreme stability of thermostable 
proteins. This enzyme is an ideal model protein as it is present in all phylogenetic domains, 
there is an extensive data-base of enzymic and structural information from mesophiles, and 
more recently, thermophiles, and it is an oligomeric protein for which the catalytic 
mechanism is known in great detail.
1.10.1 Metabolic role
Citrate synthase is a member of a small class of enzymes that can directly form a carbon- 
carbon bond in the absence of metal ion cofactors. After acetyl coenzyme A (AcCoA) is 
formed from pyruvate, citrate synthase catalyses the condensation of oxaloacetate (OAA) 
and AcCoA to form citrate and coenzyme A via a citiyl-CoA intermediate (Figure 1.6). The 
enzyme catalyses the condensation of acetyl-CoA and OAA as the first step in the citric 
acid cycle, therefore controlling the entry of carbon into the citric acid cycle. Hence, this 
enzyme occupies a key position in the central metabolism throughout the majority of 
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Figure 1.6 The reaction catalysed by citrate synthase [Remington, 1992]
1.10.1 Structure
Analysis of the sizes of citrate synthases from various sources revealed that they can be 
divided into two groups. The enzyme found in Eukaiya, gram-positve Bacteria and 
Archaea is homo-dimeric in structure, whereas most Gram-negative bacteria contain a 
citrate synthase that is hexameric.
Study of the three-dimensional structures of mesophilic citrate synthase from both pig 
(pigCS) and chicken heart has shown that, in eukaryotes, the enzyme is a dimer in which 
each subunit can be described as consisting of two domains, large and small [Remington, 
1982; reviewed by Remington, 1992]. Figure 1.7 shows the three-dimensional crystal
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structure o f pigCS. The Remington study also revealed that there is a large conformational 
change induced by substrate binding, with the shift from the open (ligand-free) to the 
closed (ligand-bound) form being described by an 18° rotation o f the small domain relative 





Figure 1.7 A ribbon diagram of the three-dimensional structure of citrate synthase from pig.
In this figure, one monomer is shown in blue and the opposing monomer is shown in 
yellow. The subunits associate via the large domains, as shown by the dashed line. The 
active sites lie between the large and small domains, requiring residues from both 




The citrate synthase reaction is thought to proceed via an acid/base mechanism 
[Remington, 1992]. It does this by an initial enolisation (deprotonating the methyl group of 
the acetyl-CoA) followed by a condensation reaction in which the carbanion attacks the 
carbonyl group of OAA, producing citiyl-CoA (Figure 1.8). The final stage involves a 
thioester hydrolysis resulting in product formation.
This catalytic mechanism was studied initially by determining the three-dimensional crystal 
structures of substrate or transition-state analogue bound enzymes [Remington, 1982; 
Karpusas et al., 1990]. These studies identified the potential amino acids involved in 
substrate binding and catalysis, and their proposed roles were then confirmed using site- 
directed mutagenesis. The citrate synthase reaction has also been modelled using combined 
quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) potential functions [Mulholland & 
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Figure 1.8 Catalytic mechanism of the condensation reaction catalysed by citrate 
synthase.
This schematic diagram describes the condensation o f acetyl-CoA and 
oxaloacetate to citryl-SCoA catalysed by citrate synthase. The residues currently 
thought to be involved in the mechanism, both catalytic and substrate binding, 
are shown. These residues are numbered according to the pig citrate synthase. 
The substrates and products are shown in red.
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Many studies of the catalytic mechanisms of the citrate synthase enzyme have involved the 
site-directed mutagenesis of the catalytic residues His274, His320 and Asp375, as 
mentioned previously. Initial site-directed mutagenesis studies focused on the substitution 
of His 274 and Asp375 in the pig heart citrate synthase [Evans et al., 1989; Alter et al., 
1990; Zhi et al., 1991] which demonstrated the essential role of these residues in the 
catalytic mechanism. Recent work has also included the site-directed mutagenesis of 
His320 in pig citrate synthase [Kurz et al., 1995; 1998; Evans et al., 1996] and the 
equivalent residues in E.coli [Man et al., 1994], which again demonstrates the importance 
of these conserved residues in catalysis.
1.11 Thermostable citrate synthases
Bacterial expression systems have been developed for the over-expression of citrate 
synthase enzymes from a number of thermophilic and hyperthermophilic Archaea i.e. 
Thermoplasma acidophilum, TbCS (growth optimum ~55°C) [Sutherland et al., 1990], 
Sulfolobus solfataricus, SsCS (~87°C) [Connaris et al., 1998] and Pyrococcus furiosus, 
PfCS (~100°C) [Muir et al., 1995]. Kinetic and thermal properties of these recombinant 
enzymes are comparable to the properties of the native citrate synthase enzymes [Danson et 
al., 1985; Smith et al., 1987]. Sequence comparisons show a high degree of sequence 
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Figure 1.9 Sequence comparison of pig and thermophilic citrate synthases
Figure shows the structural alignment o f  the protein sequences from 
pigCS (helices highlighted in pink), TaCS (red), SsCS  (orange), and 
PfCS (yellow). The helices are labelled and highlighted.
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The three-dimensional structure of these citrate synthase enzymes has been determined; 
Thermoplasma acidophilum, (open conformation/ligand-free) [Russell et al., 1994], 
Sulfolobus solfataricus, (open conformation/ligand-free) [Bell, 1999], and Pyrococcus 
furiosus, (closed conformation/ligand-bound) [Russell et al., 1997]. The crystal structures 
of these thermostable enzymes can be compared with mesophilic citrate synthase structures 
e.g. pig heart (37°C) (open and closed conformations) [Remington., 1982], to identify 
structural features of thermostability. All the CS structure data are summarised in Table 
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Figure 1.10 Schematic representations of the mesophilic and thermophilic citrate synthase 
structures.
In these figures the a-helices are shown as rods, and the catalytic residues and 
substrates are shown in ball-and-stick representation.
Pyrococcus furiosus
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The dimer interface of all the CSs is made up of two parts: the main part being the eight a- 
helical sandwich of four antiparallel pairs of helices (F, G, L and M), with the additional 
interaction at the C-terminal regions. These features are discussed in further detail in 
Section 1.12.4, and in the introduction to Chapter 3. Figure 1.11 shows the three- 
dimensional structure of f^CS, with the inter-subunit regions indicated. It is important to 
note that the C-terminal arms of the 7hrCS and SsCS are not complete in the three- 
dimensional models, as the last 14 and the last 8 residues respectively were not seen in the 
electron density map [Russell et al., 1994; Bell, 1999]. This is probably due to the fact that 
the PfCS was crystallized in the presence of ligands (closed conformation) whereas both 
the 7hrCS and the SsCS were crystallised in the open, ligand-fiee conformation. Hence 
there may be interactions present which have not been observed, also suggesting that the C- 
terminal arm seems to be ordered only in the presence of substrates.
Comparative structural analyses of these citrate synthase structures has revealed many 
features that may contribute to the thermal stability of this enzyme. Russell et al. (1994) 
compared the structures of citrate synthase from TaCS and pigCS, and found that, despite 
the lack of sequence identity, the 7hrCS had all the equivalent structural counterparts as the 
pigCS. Comparison of the 7aCS and pigCS structures with SsCS [Bell, 1999] and PfCS 
[Russell et al., 1997] identified further structural adaptations to stability at higher 
temperatures. The next section discusses the structural trends identified with increasing 






Figure 1.11 Structure o f P.furiosus citrate synthase.
3.1(a) shows the crystal structure o f P.furiosus citrate synthase, highlighting the subunit 
interface and C-terminal regions. Each monomer is shown in blue or yellow 
demonstrating how the C-terminal arm regions interact with the opposite monomer. The 
central helices (G and M) that contain the ionic networks are labelled. 3.1(b) is the 
3.1(a) structure rotated -90° on its y-axis so the C-terminal arms can be illustrated 
clearly. The red arrows indicate the positions o f the active sites, which lie between the 
large and small domain o f each monomer.
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1.12 General features identified from citrate synthase structural comparisons
1.12.1 Amino acid composition
In general the more thermostable citrate synthases have fewer thermolabile residues. These 
trends have been noted on comparing genome sequences of hyperthermophiles and 
mesophiles, as discussed in Section 1.6.1. In general the thermophilic structures have a 
higher content of charged residues (although lower content of histidine which is relatively 
thermolabile) than that of the mesophile. Many of the thermolabile residues found in 
pigCS are replaced in PJCS by a residue that forms part of an ion pair, whilst some are 
eliminated via loop shortening. Of the hydrophobic residues, isoleucine seems to be 
favoured in the thermophiles but the overall hydrophobic content shows little difference. 
These substitutions result in the formation of isoleucine clusters sandwiched between the 
intersubunit helices (F, G, L and M). This clustering of isoleucine residues allows for a 
very well packed hydrophobic core. A similar clustering is observed in glutamate 
dehydrogenase from P.furiosus and has been implicated in the stability of this enzyme [Yip 
et al., 1995]. Analysis of glycine and proline residues shows that there is no significant 
trend in the total contents of each amino acid, although location in the structure may be 
more important; the thermophilic citrate synthases have a lower number of intra-helical 
proline residues than pig CS.
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1.12.2 Increased compactness
All thermostable citrate synthases have a considerably reduced accessible surface area and 
volume compared to the pigCS. There is also a decrease in the number of internal cavities 
present in the enzymes with increasing stability: 7 cavities in pigCS, 3 cavities in TaCS, 
and no cavities present in SsCS or PJCS. Thus, the absence of large cavities in .SsCS and 
PJCS may contribute to their thermostability by eliminating areas in the structure where 
non-optimal packing occurs (see Section 1.7.4). The presence of isoleucine clusters in the 
core of the PJCS structure, as mentioned previously, may also contribute to optimising the 
packing of this enzyme.
Figure 1.12 shows that there is an overall shortening of loop regions in the CS structures 
with increasing thermostability. Compared to the pigCS structure, four loops have been 
identified in the 7hCS that are significantly shorter; the same four loops are also shortened 








Figure 1.12 C om parison of the loop regions connecting Helix C and
Helix D over-laid for the citrate  syn thase enzymes.
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1.123 Increased number of ionic interactions
When the total number of ion pairs was calculated for pigCS, TaCS and PJCS using cut-off 
distances between oppositely-charged residues of 4, 5, and 6A, there was observed to be a 
significantly increased number of total ion pairs found in PJCS. A number of these ion 
pairs in PJCS are located in loop regions, and the hypothesis is that the ionic interactions 
can ‘pin’ the loops down to the main structure to minimise flexible regions, as discussed in 
Section 1.7.1.
Looking simply at total number of ion pairs, it can be seen that, in general, all the 
thermophilic CSs have a greater total number of ion pairs than the pigCS, with PJCS having 
the greatest number of inter-subunit ion pairs. The increase of ion pairs that can form ionic 
networks at the subunit interface regions of hyperthermophilic enzymes has been discussed 
previously (Section 1.7.3) and is discussed further in Section 1.12.4.
1.12.4 Improved homodimer association
The complementarity of packing at the subunit interface can be viewed by way of a gap 
volume index, defined as the interface gap volume divided by the interface surface 
accessible area. The gap volume index for pigCS is 1.74A, while that for 7hCS is 1.03A, 
SsCS 1.26A, and for PJCS is 1.29A, a smaller figure being indicative of closer packing 
[Bell, 1999]. However, in the three-dimensional structure of the open form of TaCS the 
final 14 C-terminal residues are unresolved (possibly due to flexibility). Hence if the gap
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volume index is recalculated for a 14 C-terminal deletion of PJCS, then a figure of 1.02 A is 
obtained, which is consistent with the hypothesis of improved dimer contact with 
increasing thermostability. The gap volume index for the citrate synthase from the 
psychrophilic bacterium, DS23R, is 1.52A which illustrates that the reduction of this value 
when comparing the thermostable enzymes with the mesophilic pig enzyme is not a result 
of comparing prokaryotic and eukaryotic enzymes.
Using a cut-off distance of 4A, at each end of the central four helices, there are no ion pairs 
at the subunit interface of pigCS , but there is one ion pair at the subunit interface of TaCS 
(although the interactions in this region are mainly hydrophobic), two ion pairs in SsCS 
(although there are also many hydrophobic interactions) and a five-membered ionic 
network at the subunit interface of PJCS (no hydrophobic interactions) (Figure 1.13). This 
is a common feature of hyperthermophilic enzymes, as discussed in Sections 1.7.3.
As discussed previously, in the PJCS the monomer-monomer association is made up of two 
parts, the ionic network present between the 8 a-helical sandwich, and the additional 
interaction of the C-terminus of one monomer with the partner subunit. This C-terminal 
region consists of 13 residues and the penultimate residue Arg375 forms an ionic 
interaction with the Glu48 residue on the opposing monomer. The structure of the pigCS 
C-terminal region is different, see Chapter 3, and this region in the open crystal forms of 
the TaCS and SsCS is unresolved (see Section 1.11), possibly due to the flexibility of this 












Figure 1.13 Comparison of the central four helices of the citrate synthase 
enzyme.
Figures show the 4 central helices, G, G \  M, and M ’, o f the inter­
subunit region o f citrate synthase. Helices from one subunit are shown 
in blue, the helices from the opposing subunit are in yellow
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1.13 Experimental aims
Detailed analysis of the three-dimensional structures of citrate synthases, ranging from 
mesophilic to hyperthermophilic, has allowed the identification of structural trends with 
increasing thermostability. The structural trends identified in Section 1.12 are consistent 
with general trends of thermostability identified in other proteins, Section 1.7.
For this project, I am particularly interested in the investigation of the structural basis of 
hyperthermostability in citrate synthase from the hyperthermophilic Pyrococcus furiosus, 
and as discussed previously, an interesting feature of hyperthermostable enzymes is the 
increased number of ion pairs, particularly those that form ionic networks at the 
intersubunit regions.
The dimer integrity is particularly important in hyperthermostable citrate synthase as the 
active site comprises residues from both subunits, so the dimer must be maintained for 
catalytic activity. It is then unsurprising that the hyperthermophilic citrate synthase has 
evolved mechanisms to strengthen the interaction of the subunits.
This thesis describes and discusses the study of the inter-subunit ionic network and the C- 
terminal interactions of the Pyrococcus furiosus citrate synthase by site-directed 
mutagenesis, with two major aims:
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1. To disrupt the C-terminal and ionic network regions in PJCS to observe the effect 
on thermostability.
2. To introduce the five-membered ionic network present in PJCS into the equivalent 




This chapter details the general techniques used in the experiments described in this thesis. 
Methods that are specific to a particular chapter are described within that chapter.
2.1.1 Reagents, enzymes and other materials
Molecular Biology: Vent DNA polymerase, the Rapid Ligase Kit (T4 DNA ligase), and 
Shrimp alkaline phosphate (SAP) were supplied by Boerhringer Mannhein, (Mannheim, 
Germany). Restriction enzymes were supplied by New England Biolabs, (Boston, USA). 
QUIAEX II Gel extraction Kit was supplied by Quiagen Ltd., (West Sussex, UK) and the 
Nucleospin Plus Plasmid Miniprep kit was supplied by Clonetech, (California, USA). 
Deoxynucleotide set was supplied by the Sigma Aldrich Chemical Company, (Poole, UK).
Cell culture: Bacto-agar, Yeast extract, Tryptone, Nalidixic acid, streptomycin sulphate, 
and ampicillin were all supplied by the Sigma Aldrich Chemical Company, (Poole, UK).
Electrophoresis: Agarose was supplied by Helena Biosciences, (Tyne and Wear, UK). The 
ethidium bromide and TEMED were supplied by the Sigma Aldrich Chemical Company, 
(Poole, UK). 1Kb DNA Ladder was supplied by GibcoBRL Life Technologies (Paisely, 
UK), and broad and long range protein markers were supplied by Bio-rad (California,
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USA). Protogel™ acrylamide stock was supplied by National Diagnostics, (Georgia, 
USA). BioDesign GelWrap™ was supplied by Biodesign Inc., (New York, USA).
CS purification and assay: Dye Matrex Red Gel A was supplied by Millipore UK Ltd., 
(Watford, UK). Coomassie Brilliant Blue R, Coenzyme A (lithium salt from yeast), 5,5’- 
dithio-bis(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB), oxaloacetate, and acetic anhydride were supplied 
by the Sigma Aldrich Chemical Company, (Poole, UK). The Bio-rad Protein assay reagent 
was supplied by Bio-rad, (California, USA) and the Albumin Standard stock solution 
supplied by Pierce, (Illinois, USA).
All other chemical used were supplied by Fisons, (Loughborough, UK), Sigma Aldrich 
Chemical Company, (Poole, UK), Fluka Chemicals, (Gillingham, UK), and Merck, 
(Lutterworth, UK).
2.1.2 Bacterial strains, culture conditions and plasmids
The E.coli strain MOB154 (gltA6 , galK30, pyrD36, relAl, rpsL129, thi-1 supE44, hsdR4, 
recA X-) was grown in LB broth (1.0% (w/v) Bacto-trypton, 0.5% (w/v) yeast extract, and 
1.0% (w/v) NaCl) at 37°C, shaking at 200rpm, or on LB plates, 1.5% Bacto agar, or in 
Terrific Broth (1.2% (w/v) Bacto-trypton, 2.4% (w/v) yeast extract, 0.4% (v/v) glycerol, 
17mM KH2PO4, and 72mM K2HPO4). For the growth of E.coli strains carrying plasmids 
conferring ampicillin resistance, media was supplemented with ampicillin to give a final 
concentration of lOOpg/ml. Bacterial strains expressing streptomycin resistance genes were
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grown on media and on plates supplemented with 25pg/ml streptomycin sulphate. All 
bacterial strains were stored as glyceral stocks (15% v/v) at -70°C.
The pREC7/Ndel vector was kindly supplied by Dr Linda C. Kurtz of Washington 
University School of Medicine, (St Louis, USA).
2.2 Molecular Biology Methods
2.2.1 Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
Reactions were carried out in 0.5ml Eppendorf tubes, which were placed in an Eppendorf 
Mastercycler. The PCR reaction mix contained lOpmoles of a forward and reverse primer, 
1 unit of Vent DNA polymerase, x 10 Vent DNA polymerase buffer (supplied with the Vent 
DNA polymerase), the template DNA to be amplified (0.1 pg) and 50jiM of each dNTP, 
unless otherwise stated. Each reaction was made up to a final volume of 100pi with sterile 
distilled water. The PCR machine was programmed to heat for 5 min at 96°C, followed by 
a step of 3 min at 85°C for the addition of the Vent DNA polymerase (hot start). These 
steps were followed by 30 cycles of the following conditions;
96°C for 1.25 min (denaturing)
55°C for 2 min (annealing)
72°C for 2 min (extension)
72°C for 10 min (final step after 30 cycles)
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This was followed by a cooling step of 4°C until the samples were retrieved for analysis. 
Where the PCR conditions were different, details are given in the relevent chapters. 
Samples of the PCR products were taken, and 1 x DNA loading buffer was added (see next 
section), and the products run on a 1% (w/v) agarose gel.
2.2.2 Agarose gel electrophoresis
Horizontal agarose gel elctrophoresis was used for purification and analysis of small DNA 
fragments. Agarose was dissolved in 1 x TAE buffer (40mM Tris-acetate, pH 8.0, lmM 
EDTA) by heating in a microwave oven. When the agarose had cooled to approximately 
45°C, ethidium bromide was added to a concentration of 0.5pg/ml. The agarose was 
poured into a gel mould containing a well-forming comb, and the gel left to set at room 
temperature. Once set, the comb was removed and the gel placed in a gel tank and covered 
with 1 x TAE buffer. DNA samples in 1 x DNA loading buffer (0.04% (w/v) bromophenol 
blue, 0.04% (w/v) xylene cyanol, 5% (v/v) glycerol), were loaded into the wells and 
electrophoresed at a constant voltage of 80-100V, alongside a 1Kb ladder DNA marker, 
until the xylene cyanol dye front was l-2cm from the edge of the gel. The DNA separated 
was visualised under UV illumination. DNA bands were cut out of the agarose gel for 
purification (see following section).
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2.2.3 DNA purification from agarose gel
Following horizontal agarose gel electrophoresis, the relevant band was visualised using a 
UV transilluminator and excised from the gel using a scalpel. The DNA was then purified 
from the gel using the QUIAEX II Gel extraction kit. The excised agarose gel was 
dissolved in QXI solubilising and binding buffer, 3 x QXI to 1 x volume of gel. QUIAEX 
II DNA binding silica particles were added depending on the amount of DNA to extract 
(lOpl for <100ng, 30pi for >100ng of DNA). This mixture was incubated at 50°C for 10 
min. The mixture was spun at 13,000 rpm in a microfuge for 30 secs and the supematent 
removed. The pellet is then washed with 500pi of QXI, followed by another spin. This is 
followed by two rounds of the pellet being resuspended in an ethanol buffer then spun in 
the microfuge. The pellet was air-dried for 10-15 min, then the DNA eluted by 
resuspending the pellet in 20pl od sterile, distilled water and spinning at 13,000 rpm for 30 
secs.
2.2.4 Restriction Digestion of DNA
Restriction digestion was carried out in accordance with the enzyme manufacturer’s 
instructions. The incubation time and the number of units of enzyme used were varied 
depending on the amount of DNA being cut, usually 1 unit of enzyme/1 pg of DNA. 
Digests for the identification of successfully ligated and tranformed plasmid DNA were 
incubated at 37°C for 3 hrs. Double digests for the ligation of inserts and vector were 
usually incubated at 37°C overnight. All citrate synthase genes were cloned into the
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pREC7INdel vector using the restriction enzymes, Ndel and KpnI. When double digests 
were carried out, the NE Buffer 1 restriction buffer, lOmM Bis Tris propane-HCl, lOmM 
MgCh, ImM dithiothreitol (pH 7.0 at 25 °C), that was compatible with both Ndel and KpnI 
was used. The NE Buffer 1 was also supplemented with 1 OOpg/ml BS A to aid the enzymic 
activity of the KpnI enzyme. Under these conditions the KpnI restriction enzyme displays 
100% activity, whereas the Ndel restriction enzyme displays 75% activity.
2.2.5 5’ Phosphorylation of oligonucleotides
50-100ng of oligonucleotide were phosphorylated , prior to ligation, by the addition of 5 
units of Shrimp alkaline phosphatase (SAP), x 10 dephosphorylation buffer (supplied with 
SAP), to the restriction digest mixture. Each reaction was incubated at room temperature 
for 10-30 min, and was stopped by heating at 65°C for 15 min. Phosphoiylated 
oligonucleotide was stored at -20°C.
2.2.6 DNA ligation
Ligations were carried out in a final volume of 20pl using the Rapid DNA ligase Kit by 
Boerhringer Mannheim, (Mannheim, Germany). The recommended insert to vector ratio 
was 1:3 vector: insert (50ng of linearised phosphorylated vector and 150ng of insert DNA). 
The ligations were incubated at room temperature for 30 min. Each reaction contained 5 
units of T4 DNA ligase and 1 Ojul of 2 x T4 DNA ligation buffer in a total volume of 21 pi.
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Controls: 1) no ligase and no insert (to check for uncut vector DNA), 2) no insert (checks 
for vector religation).
2.2.7 Transformation of competent cells
MOB 154 E.coli cells were made competent and transformed with double stranded DNA 
using the calcium chloride method. A 1ml LB overnight culture of MOB 154 cells was 
used to innoculate a 50ml LB culture. The cells were incubated at 37°C, shaking at 
>200rpm, until a final OD650nm equalled 0.4. The cell culture was chilled on ice for 5 min, 
then spun at 4000g for 10 min at 4°C. The harvested cells were resuspended in 20ml of 
ice-cold 50mM CaCL, and left on ice for 2 min. This was followed by another spin at 
4000g for 10 min at 4°C, then the pellet was finally resuspended in 5ml of 50mM CaCL 
supplemented with 15% (v/v) glycerol. This suspension was aliquotted into lOOpl aliquots 
and snap-freezed to be stored at -70°C.
lOOpl of competent cells were used in each transformation reaction. 50-1 OOng of DNA, 
either from a ligation reaction (5-1 Opl) or uncut, was added to the competent cells and left 
on ice for a minimum of 30 min, before heat shock treatment in a water bath at 45°C for 45 
secs. The cells were aliquotted into 0.8ml of LB and incubated at 37°C at 200rpm in an 
incubator for 90 min before plating onto LB plates containing the appropriate supplements. 
The plates were incubated overnight at 37°C and transformed colonies selected.
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2.2.8 Extraction of plasmid DNA from cell cultures
Plasmid DNA was extracted from 1.5ml LB overnight cultures of transformed colonies 
using the Nucleospin Plus Plasmid Miniprep Kit supplied by Clonetech, (California, USA). 
The 1.5ml LB overnight culture is spun at 3000-5000g for 5-10 min, then the pellet 
resuspended in 250pi of Buffer A1 (resuspension buffer). 250pl of Buffer A2 (lysis buffer) 
was added and incubated at room temperature for 5 min. To remove protein from the cell 
extract, 300pl of Buffer A3 (binding buffer) was added and incubated on ice for 5 min. 
The cell extracts were then spun at maximum speed in a microfuge for 10 min at 4°C, and 
the supernatant applied to a Nucleospin column. The column was washed several times 
with an ethanol buffer (70% ethanol), and the DNA was finally eluted from the column 
with 50pl of distilled water. Samples were stored at-20°C.
2.2.9 DNA sequencing
DNA was sequenced using the Perkin Elmer ABI 377 Auotomated DNA sequencer. 
Samples were prepared for sequencing by aliquotting 50-200ng o f’miniprep’ DNA, and 3- 
lOpmoles of oligonucleotide primer into an 0.5ml microfuge tube. The volume was made 
up to 6pl using sterile distilled water. Samples were elongated using T7 DNA polymerase 
and fluorescent labels. All citrate synthase genes were sequenced using both forward and 
reverse primers. The Wisconsin GCG Sequence Analysis software package was used 
analyse sequencing data.
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2.3 Protein expression and purification
2.3.1 Protein Expression
For large scale protein purification (30ml Dye Matrex Red A column), the bacteria were 
grown overnight in 50ml of Terrific Broth containing lOOpg ampicillin/'ml. 1L of Terrific 
Broth (lOOpg ampicillin/ml) was innoculated with the 50ml overnight culture and grown to 
a OD600 of 5, when the cell culture was induced with a final concentration of 50pg nalidixic 
acid/ml (to induce the ^RECHNdel vector). The cell culture was incubated at 37°C for a 
further 16-18 hrs, and the cells were harvested by spinning at 3000-5000g for 30 min at 
4°C. For small-scale purification (2ml Dye Matrex Red A column), 1ml of overnight 
culture was used to innoculate 50ml Terrific Broth, lOOpg ampicillin/ml.
2.3.2 Preparation of cell extracts
Harvested cells were resuspended in 20mM EPPS, pH 8.0, 2mM EDTA, 20ml per 2-3g of 
cells. The resuspension was sonicated for 15-20 sec bursts 3 times, with incubation on ice 
between bursts, then centrifuged at 12,000g for 15 min.
2.3.3 Protein purification
The prepared cell extracts were subjected to a heat step; 15 min at 85°C for PJCS wt, 80°C 
for the P/CS mutants, and 65°C for all the TaCSs, followed by centrifugation at 13000 x g 
for 20 min. Each extract was then loaded either onto a 2ml (small-scale), or 30 ml (large-
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scale) Dye Matrex Red A column, equilibrated with 20mM EPPS, pH 8.0, 2mM EDTA 
(loading buffer). In smallscale citrate synthase purifications unbound protein was removed 
by washing the column with 10 x column volume of loading buffer. In large-scale 
purifications, unbound protein was removed by washing the column with loading buffer 
until the A260nm baseline returned to zero.
CS was eluted with loading buffer containing 5mM oxaloacetate and ImM CoA [James et 
al., 1994]. 1ml fractions were collected and assayed for CS activity, and samples were run 
on 10% (w/v) SDS-PAGE to check for purity. The pure CS tractions were pooled.
2.4 Biochemical techniques
2.4.1 Determination of protein concentration
Protein concentration was determined by the method of Bradford (1976), using the Bio-rad 
protein assay stock reagent diluted 1:4 reagentrdistilled water, then filtered. A 0.9ml 
volume of the diluted, filtered Bio-rad protein assay reagent was incubated with a 0.1ml 
volume of protein samples at room temperature for 15 min. The absorbance at 595nm was 
measured and the protein concentration calculated from a calibration curve prepared with 
Albumin standard solutions (0-10pg/ml)
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2.4.2 Sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE)
Protein samples were analysed by the SDS-PAGE method. A 20ml resolving gel solution 
(10% (w/v) Protogel™ acrylamide, 0.375M Tris-HCl pH8.9, 0.1% (w/v) SDS) was 
polymerised by the addition of 5mg of ammonium persulphate (from a 10% (w/v) 
solution), and 12.5pi of TEMED, and poured into a gel mould. The gel solution was 
overlaid with water-saturated n-butanol and left to polymerise at room temperature. The n- 
butanol layer was removed and the top of the gel washed with distilled water. A 10ml 
stacking gel solution (5% (w/v) Protogel™ acrylamide, 0.13M Tris-HCl, pH 6.5, 0.1% 
(w/v) SDS) was polymerised with 3mg ammonium persulphate (from a 10% (w/v) 
solution) and lOpl of TEMED. The stacking gel was poured to the top of the mould, and a 
comb placed into the gel, and allowed to set for 1 hour at room temperture. The comb was 
then removed carefully, and the gel placed in an electrophoresis tank, which was filled with 
an electrophoresis buffer (0.025M Tris-HCl, pH 8.8, 0.096M glycine, 0.1% (w/v) SDS). 
Unpolymerised acrylamide was washed from the wells of the stacking gel with 
electrophoresis buffer prior to loading of the protein samples.
Protein samples were prepared for electrophoresis by the addition of an equal volume of 
SDS-PAGE loading buffer (0.18M Tris-HCl, pH 6.5, 2% (w/v) SDS, 10% (w/v) glycerol, 
2.6% (w/v) p-mercaptoethanol, 0.005% (w/v) bromophenol blue), and heated at 95°C for 5 
min. 1 Opg of cell extracts and 4pg of purified protein were run on the gel. The gel was run 
at a constant current of 10mA through the stacking gel and 20mA through the resolving gel 
until the dye front was 0.5cm from the lower edge of the gel. The gel was then removed
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from the electrophoresis tank and stained for 10 min with 0.5% (w/v) Coomassie Brilliant 
Blue R in 9:2:9 (v:v:v) methanokacetic acid:water and then destained overnight with 2:1:7 
(v:v:v) methanokacetic acid:water.
2.4.3 Spectrophotometric assay for citrate synthase
Citrate synthase was assayed at 412nm in a Perkin Elmer Lambda 11 spectrophotometer, 
using the method of Srere et al. (1963). The thiol group of the reaction product (free Co A) 
reacts with 5,5’-di-thiobis-2-nitrobenzoic acid (DTNB) to release thionitrobenzoate which 
absorbs at 412nm and has an absorption coefficient of lS^OOM^cm'1.
Coenzyme A was acetylated by dissolving lOmg of coenzyme A in 1ml of Milli-Q water 
(on ice), and adding KHCO3 to a concentration of 0.17M to bring the concentration to 
approximately pH 8.0 from pH 5.0, and acetic anhydride to a concentration of 1 ImM. The 
solution was incubated on ice for 20 min to allow complete acetylation of the coenzyme A.
Unless otherwise stated, the enzyme was assayed in 50mM EPPS buffer, (pH 8.0), 2mM 
EDTA and lOOmM KC1, with 0.2mM oxaloacetate and 0.14mM acetyl-CoA.
2.4.3(i) Determination of kinetic parameters
For the determination of kinetic parameters, assays were carried out in varying 
concentrations of one substrate whilst the second substrate was fixed at a high
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concentration (-10-20 x Km). Km and Vmax values were calculated from these data by the 
direct linear plot of Eisenthal & Comish-Bowden (1974) using Enzpack 3 computer 
software (Biosoft, Cambridge UK).
2.4.3(ii) Thermal inactivation
For the P/CS wt and mutants, thermal inactivation studies were carried out by incubating 
aliquots of citrate synthase (lOOpg/ml) in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, 2mM 
EDTA, 0.1M KC1, in sealed glass capillary tubes. Tubes were incubated at the defined 
temperature in a PEG bath and removed at known intervals and rapidly cooled in an 
ice/water bath. For the TaCS wt and mutants, thermal inactivation studies were carried out 
by incubating lOOpl aliquots of citrate synthase (~30pg/ml) in 50 mM sodium phosphate 
buffer, pH 7.0, 2mM EDTA, 0.1M KC1 in 0.5ml PCR tubes. Tubes were incubated at the 
defined temperature in the Eppendorf Mastercycler and removed at known intervals and 
rapidly cooled in an ice/bath. Enzymic activity was then measured under normal assay 
conditions at pH 7.0.
2.4.3(iii) Temperature optimum
The dependence of catalytic activity on temperature was studied by assaying citrate 
synthase at temperatures between 40 and 90°C. The P/CSs were assayed in 50mM sodium 
phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, 2mM EDTA, 0.1M KC1, and the TaCSs were assayed in 50mM 
EPPS buffer, pH 8.0, 2mM EDTA, 0.1M KC1. The concentrations of acetyl-CoA and
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OAA were chosen to remain at saturating concentrations throughout the assay, and are 
defined in the text where relevant.
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CHAPTER 3
Investigating the role of the inter-subunit ionic network and the C- 
terminal region in the thermal stability of Pyrococcus furiosus citrate 
synthase
3.1 Introduction
Pyrococcus furiosus is a hyperthermophilic organism isolated from marine sediment 
surrounding geothermal sulphurous volcanoes. It is an anaerobic organism that grows 
optimally at 70-103°C and pH 5-9 [Fiala et al, 1986]. The gene encoding citrate synthase 
from P.furiosus has been cloned and overexpressed in E.coli and the recombinant enzyme 
purified [Muir et al., 1995, James et al, 1994]. The ligand-bound (closed) crystal structure 
has been determined to a resolution of 1.9A [Russell et al., 1997]. The enzyme consists of 
two identical monomers of 42.6 kDa [Muir et ah, 1995]. As previously discussed, each 
monomer is composed of 16 a-helices distributed between a large and small domain, and 
the interface of the two subunits is composed of an 8 a-helical sandwich of 4 antiparallel 
pairs of helices (F, G, M and L).
As discussed previously, several trends were observed when comparing the crystal 
structures of citrate synthase from Pfuriosus, S.solfataricus, T.acidophilum, the mesophilic 
pig and the psycrophilic Athrobacter DS23R. Generally, there is an overall increased 
compactness of the enzyme, a reduction in loop regions and a reduction in the number of
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thermolabile residues. More significantly there is a more intimate association of the 
subunits including an increase in the number of intersubunit ion pairs.
The major structural trend of interest identified concerns the nature and strength of 
interactions at the subunit interface. Preliminary studies of citrate synthase using 
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) suggest that the thermal inactivation of the enzyme 
may involve the dissociation of the two subunits with subsequent unfolding of the 
individual monomers. The citrate synthase active site requires residues from both 
monomers; hence the maintenance of dimer integrity at high temperatures is essential.
This chapter primarily studies the role of features of the subunit interface interactions as a 
structural basis of thermostability, and two aspects have been investigated. Firstly, 
compared to the less thermostable citrate synthases, the number of possible ion pairs is 
increased in the Pyrococcus furiosus citrate synthase {PJCS) enzyme. These additional ion 
pairs are located primarily in Helix G and Helix M that make up the central four helices of 
the eight helical sandwich at the subunit interface (Figure 3.1), and importantly interact 
with each other to form a network.
Yip et al. (1998) used a homology-based modeling study to compare sequences of a range 
of glucose dehydrogenase enzymes (GDHs) from species spanning the biological 
temperature range. They analysed the extent of ion-pair network formation and correlated 
the data with observed thermal stability, showing that the networks become more 
fragmented as the temperature optimum of the enzyme decreases.
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Figure 3.1 Comparison of the ionic network regions of several citrate synthases.
Diagram showing the ionic interactions in the central helices (G (green) and M 
(brown)) o f the dimer interface.
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This is consistent with the theory that such networks play an important role in the 
adaptation of enzymes to extreme temperatures.
Ionic interactions have been extensively studied in the glutamate dehydrogenase enzyme 
(GDH) [Aghjanian et a l , 1998]. Removal and substitution of ionic residues in this enzyme 
have showed that ionic networks of the mutant have a significant effect on the thermal 
stability of GDHs compared to the wild-type enzyme [Rahman et al, 1998, Vetriani et al, 
1998].
Secondly, the crystal structure of the closed form of PJCS wt [Russell et al, 1997] has 
revealed that the C-terminal arm of one monomer folds in an extended form over the 
surface of the other subunit to give the appearance of the monomers embracing one 
another. Figure 3.2(b) shows that the PJCS has two terminal arginine residues. 
Examination of the crystal structure revealed that the penultimate residue (Arg375) formed 
an ionic interaction with a glutamate residue (Glu48) on the other associated monomer. It 
was predicted that this interaction might contribute to maintaining the integrity of the dimer 
interface at high temperatures. In comparison with less thermostable citrate synthases it 
can be seen that this region varies greatly in structure (Figure 3.2). This C-terminal region 
is shorter in the pigCS by 4 residues (Figure 3.2(b)) but, as shown in Figure 3.2(a), this 
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Figure 3.2 Comparison of C-terminal region o f citrate synthases.
3.3(a) is a ribbon diagram o f the C-terminal regions o f P.furiosus and Pig citrate 
synthase. The PJCS is shown with the A subunit in yellow and the B subunit in blue, 
and the pigCS C-terminus is shown in pink (this region packs against the N-terminal 
extension o f  the other subunit shown in purple). 3.3(b) is a sequence alignment o f the C- 
terminal arms o f  various citrate synthases. The 13 amino acid arm of PfCS is indicated 
as are the terminal arginine residues (bold).
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Figure 3.2(a) does not include the C-terminal arms structures of TaCS wt and SsCS wt as 
these regions are unresolved in the open crystal structures, although the sequence alignment 
in Figure 3.2(b) shows high homology between the thermostable citrate synthases in this 
region. This may suggest that the C-terminal region only becomes ordered in the presence 
of substrates as the PJCS was crystallised in the closed, ligand-bound form whereas the 
TaCS and SsCS were crystallized in the open, ligand-free form. This may suggest that, if 
the arm region is present in the TaCS and SsCS open structures, the absence of bound 
substrates may cause this region to be in a more flexible conformation. Preliminary data 
from the closed, ligand-bound crystal of TaCS shows that the C-terminal arm region is 
partially more ordered in the presence of substrates (Rupert Russell, personal 
communication).
C-terminal regions have been shown to affect thermostability in other proteins. Hamana et 
al. (1998) analysed the contribution of C-terminal amino acids to the activity and 
thermostability of T.thermophilus orotate phosphoribosyl transferase, ORPTase, by 
constructing ORPTase mutants with amino acid deletions. Results showed that deletions in 
the C-terminal region lowered the thermostability of this enzyme.
This chapter investigates the role of the C-terminal arm region and the extensive ionic 
network in the thermostability of the PJCS by site-directed mutagenesis.
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3.2 Previous work
3.1.1 PJCS ionic network mutants.
Amott (1999) constructed two PJCS mutants to study the role of the ionic network in the 
hyperthermostability of/yCS. As discussed previously (Section 3.1) evidence suggests that 
the ion-pair network present at the subunit interface of PJCS may contribute to the 
increased thermostability of this enzyme.
Residues His93, Arg99, Aspll3, Asp206 and Lys219 from both subunits form a five- 
membered ionic network at both ends of the central 4 helices (G, G’, M and M’) of the 8 a- 
helical sandwich of the subunit interface. Figure 3.3 illustrates the positioning of these 
residues and the helix and subunit each residue is on. Amott (1999) constructed two 
mutant PJCSs, both of which consisted of the replacement of Aspl 13 on Helix G. This 
residue was selected as it would dismpt 3 ionic interactions and it is also fairly exposed to 
solvent compared to the more buried members of the network (see the accessibility values 
on Figure 3.3(b)). This substituted aspartate residue is an acidic residue which carries a 
negative charge. The first mutation has the aspartate replaced with the polar serine residue, 
the larger, hydroxyl version of alanine; this mutant is termed P/CS(D113S). The 
hypothesis of this substitution was that the serine might be able to retain a degree of 
interaction with the other residues in the ionic network, as it is a polar residue, so complete 
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Figure 3.3 Diagram of the ionic network at the subunit interface of PJCS
(a) shows the 3-dimensional positioning o f the ionic network between helices M, 
M ’, G and G ’. All ionic interactions are shown with bond lengths in A. (b) is a 
schematic o f the ionic network from an end on view o f  the helices indicating the 
helices on which each residue lies. The residue substituted is shown in red. The 
accessibility values (blue) indicate the exposure o f  the residue to solvent (using the 
programme NACCESS) where 0-10 is regarded as a buried residue and 20-50 as 
exposed.
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replacement of Aspl 13 with a small, hydrophobic alanine residue; this mutant is termed 
P/CS(D113 A). This substitution was intended to disrupt all ionic interaction of the Aspl 13 
as the alanine residue should be unable to form any ionic bonds or polar interactions.
The mutants were constructed by digesting the mutated region out of the gene products of 
the nested PCR and ligating them into a corresponding digest of the PJCS wt gene. All 
PJCSs were cloned into the pRECl/Ndel expression vector [Amott, 1999].
3.2.2 PJCS C-terminal deletion mutants.
The C-terminal arm region ofP/CS consists of 13 amino acids and forms an extended arm 
that wraps around the opposite monomer (Figure 3.2). As this was a potential contribution 
to the association of the subunits, C-terminal deletion mutants were constructed to test this 
hypothesis.
The terminal arginine residue (Arg375) forms an ionic interaction with a glutamate residue 
(Glu48) on the other associated monomer. Amott (1999) constmcted a PJCS mutant [P/CS 
(-2)] where these two terminal arginine residues were deleted to remove the interaction 
with the other monomer. A second PJCS mutant [PJCS (-13)] was constmcted where the 
entire 13-residue C-terminal arm region was deleted to prevent any interaction between 
subunits in this region, 7^ /CS (-13).
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These mutations were introduced by PCR using primers that incorporated stop codons 
upstream of the bases coding for the C-terminal regions. Again these PJCS C-terminal 
deletion mutants were cloned into the pRECl/Ndel expression vector [Amott, 1999]. All 
PJCS gene/vector constructs were transformed into a citrate synthase negative E.coli strain, 
MOB 154 for expression.
In earlier work by Amott (1999) characterization of the PJCS subunit interaction mutants 
was incomplete; hence, this chapter describes and discusses the kinetic and thermal 
characterization of these mutants.
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Results
3.3 Transformation of PJCS wt and the PJCS (D113S) mutant into MOB154 cells.
The PJCS gene and the PJCS ionic network and C-terminal deletion mutants had previously 
been cloned into the pKEC7/NdeI expression vector using Ndel and KpnI restriction sites 
(see Previous work, section 3.2). All of the PJCS ionic network and C-terminal deletion 
mutants (apart from the PJCS wt and the PJCS (D113S) ionic network mutant) were 
available in MOB 154 citrate synthase negative E.coli glycerol stocks. The PJCS wt and 
PJCS (D113S) mutant were only available as gene/vector constructs. Hence, both the PJCS 
wt and the PJCS (D113S) gene/vector constructs were transformed into MOB 154 cells.
Five colonies of PJCS wt transformed cells and six colonies o f PJCS (D113S) transformed 
cells were selected after incubation on LB-amp agar plates overnight. The plasmid DNA 
was isolated from cultures of each colony. Figure 3.4 shows the Ndel and KpnI restriction 
digests of the plasmid DNA from the five PJCS wt selected colonies. The gene insert is 
~1.3kb and the vector is 2.5kb, hence the final construct is 3.8kb. Figure 3.4 shows that all 
selected colonies have been successfully transformed with the correct construct, having 
bands corresponding to the insert, vector and the partially digested full construct. A digest 
of the plasmid DNA from the 6 selected PJCS (D113S) transformed colonies showed 
exactly the same results as for the PJCS colonies; hence this gel is not shown. For both 
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Figure 3.4 Restriction digest o f PfCS wild-type in pREC7/AJdel.
This figure shows the plasmid DNA prepared from 5 colonies o f MOB 154 cells 
transformed with the PfCS  wt gene/vector construct. Lanes l(a-e) correspond to the 
undigested plasmid from the selected colonies a-e. Lanes 2(a-e) show the plasmid 
digested with N del and KpnI restriction enzymes. The 3.8kb band corresponds to the 
singly cut full construct, the 2.5kb band corresponds to the p R E C l/N del expression 
vector, and the 1.3 kb band corresponds to the PfCS  gene insert. Colony (a) was 
selected for expression o f PfCS wt.
3.4 Expression and purification of PfCS wt and the PfCS inter-subunit contact 
mutants.
The transformed MOB 154 cells for PfCS wild-type and all the PfCS mutants were grown 
in a 1L culture, under control o f the recA promoter on the pRECl/Ndelvector, and induced 
with 50pg nalidixic acid/ml. In each case between 8-14g o f cells were obtained after 
centrifugation. Heat-treated cell-ffee extracts were prepared and applied to a 30 ml Dye 
Matrex Red A column. The citrate synthase was eluted with one bed volume o f 5mM OAA 
and ImM Co A. Each 1ml fraction collected was assayed for citrate synthase activity and 
the active fractions were pooled together. Table 3.1 shows the activity and protein 
concentration o f all PfCS at each stage o f purification.
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39.0 530.3 285.1 1.9 100.0
Heat
treated
36.0 402.7 117.4 3.4 75.9 1.8
Red A 
extract
18.0 156.5 16.9 9.3 29.5 5.0
PfCS (-2) Cell
extract
39.0 9852.5 496.1 19.9 100.0
Heat
treated
37.0 5935.2 204.2 29.1 60.3 1.46
Red A 
extract
25.0 4669.9 145.3 32.1 47.4 1.62
P/CS(-13) Cell
extract
37.0 199.2 280.5 0.7 100.0
Heat
treated
23.0 64.4 24.4 2.6 32.3 3.7
Red A 
extract





40.0 1640.6 252.4 6.5 100.0 “
Heat
treated
38.0 1405.3 66.1 21.3 85.7 3.3
Red A 
extract





40.0 1072.7 627.3 1.7 100.0
Heat
treated
37.0 641.4 88.1 7.3 59.8 4.3
Red A 
extract
12.5 117.1 8.1 14.5 10.9 8.5
Table 3.1 Purification table of PfC S  wild-type and PfC S  subunit interface mutants.
Table shows the total activity (U) and the total protein (mg) present at each stage o f the 
purification process; crude cell extract, heat treatment at 85°C (for wild-type) or 80°C (for 
mutants), and purification on a Dye Matrex Red A column. Table indicates the yield of 
citrate synthase obtained at each stage. Citrate synthase activity is assayed as standard (55°C, 
pH 8.0) and total activity is quoted in Units (pmoles product/m in).
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All o f the citrate synthases are expressed as soluble, active proteins. Figure 3.5(a) shows an 
SDS-PAGE o f the cell extract, heat-treated extract, and purified citrate synthase collected 
from the Dye Matrex Red A column for wild-type P/CS. Figure 3.5(b) shows that all the 
purified enzymes were homogenous on SDS-PAGE and the enzymes had Mr values o f -43  
kDa [Muir et al., 1995].
43kDa 43kDa
Figure 3.5 SDS-PAGE of purification of PfCS wild-type and mutants.
Figure (a) shows the purification of PfCS wild-type. Lane 1 contains protein 
markers (long Mr range). Lane 2 corresponds to the cell-free crude extract, lane 3 
corresponds to the cell extract after heat treatment for 15 min at 85°C, and lane 4 
corresponds to the PfCS after purification on the Matrix Red Gel A column. Figure 
(b) shows the PfCS wild-type (expressed in pKK223 (1) and p R E C l/N d e l (2) 
expression vectors) and all o f the PfCS mutants after treatment on the Dye Matrex 
Red A column to illustrate similar degrees o f  purity.
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3.5 Kinetic parameters of PfCS wt and the PfCS  inter-subunit contact mutants
Preliminary data on the kinetic parameters of the PfCS wt and each of the PfCS mutants 
had previously been obtained by Amott (1999). A more detailed analysis was required, 
therefore, for each citrate synthase; the Km for oxaloacetate and acetyl-CoA and the Vmax of 
the enzyme were determined. The Km for each enzyme was determined by adding a fixed 
excess of one substrate (20 x Km, based on the preliminary results previously obtained) and 
varying the concentration of the other (0.5, 0.7,1, 5 and 10 x Km). The data were analysed 
using ENZPACK, and the Km and Vmax data were obtained using the Direct Linear plot 
[Eisenthal & Comish-Bowden, 1974] with 68% confidence limits. Figure 3.6 shows the 
data for PfCS wildtype as a Michaelis-Menten plot for both substrates, OAA and AcCoA.
Figure 3.7 shows the same data as a Hanes-Wolfe plot ( ^  vs S), as a straight-line plot 
can best judge the linearity of the data.
The Vmax values were calculated using data obtained from the ENZPACK Direct Linear 
plot and data from Bradford protein estimations of the enzyme samples. The errors for the 
Vmax values were determined by combining the errors from the ENZPACK data and the 
errors from the protein estimation (determined in triplicate for each sample), by using the 
equation:
(A Z f  (AAf  (A B f
( Z f  ~ (Af  (Bf
Where Z = Vmax (pmol/min/mg), A = enzyme velocity (pmol/min/ml) and B = protein 
concentration (mg). The A symbol indicates the error (or change) for each value.
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Figure 3.6 IMichaelis-Menten plots of PfCs wt.
Figure (a) shows the velocity vs [S] plot o f PfCS  wt when AcCoA is fixed (>10xK m), 
0.06mM, and the concentration o f OAA is varied to give to Km value for OAA. Figure
(b) shows the velocity vs [S] plot for PfCS  wt when OAA is fixed (>10xK m), 0.2mM, 
and the concentration of AcCoA is varied to give the Km value for AcCoA. Line is 
generated, in ENZPACK, from Km and Vmax values determined by the Direct Linear Plot. 
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Figure 3.7 Hanes plot of PfCS wt
Figure (a) shows the [S]/V vs S plot o f PfCS wt when AcCoA is fixed 
(>10 xKm), 0.06mM, and the concentration o f OAA is varied to give a Km 
value for OAA. Figure (b) shows the [S]/V vs S plot for PfCS wt when 
OAA is fixed (>10 xKm), 0.2mM, and the concentration o f AcCoA is 
varied to give the Km value for AcCoA. Plots generated in ENZPACK. 
Assays contained a final enzyme concentration o f ~0.2pg/ml.
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Table 3.2 summarises the kinetic data for P/CS wt and the PJCS ionic network and C- 
terminal deletion mutants.








PJCS wild-type 4 (±0.3) 15 (±1) 23 (±1) 16
PJCS (-2) 5 (±0.5) 20 (±1) 17 (±1) 12
PJCS (-13) 51 (±5.0) 212 (±18) 14 (±1) 10
PJCS (D ll3A) 7 (±0.3) 17 (±1) 24 (+1) 17
PJCS (D113S) 7 (±0.6) 12 (±1) 19 (±1) 14
Table 3.2 Kinetic parameters determined for PJCS wt and PfCS mutants.
Table shows the Km and Vmax values determined for PfCS wild-type and the 4 subunit 
interaction mutants. The Km values are determined by fixing the concentration o f  one 
substrate (>20xK m) and varying the concentration o f  the other. The Vmax values were 
calculated using data from the Direct Linear plot and determination o f  protein 
concentration (mg). The standard errors quoted for the Km and V max values are 
calculated from the 68% confidence limits from the Direct Linear plot. The values 
are calculated using a Mr value o f  42.6 in each case.
As the active sites of PJCS lie at the subunit interface any structural changes induced in the 
mutant enzymes (all mutations are in this subunit interface region) may affect the kinetic 
parameters of the enzyme. However, Table 3.2 shows that the ionic network mutants 
(PJCS (D113A) and PJCS (D113S)) have kinetic constants that are similar to that of the 
wild-type enzyme. This is also true in the case of one of the C-terminal deletion mutants 
PJCS (-2). However PJCS (-13) possesses Km values that are increased compared to the 
PJCS wild-type, although it has retained Vmax and kcat values comparable to PJCS wt. 
Given the general sensitivity of kinetic parameters to structural changes at the active site, it
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is felt that the data in Table 1 imply that the mutations have not induced large 
conformational change in the enzyme, except perhaps in the case of PJCS (-13).
3.6 Thermal inactivation of PJCS wt.
The PJCS wild-type and the PJCS mutants were analysed for their thermostability 
properties in terms of their resistance to irreversible heat denaturation. Each enzyme was 
incubated at ~100°C (100°C for all thermal inactivations apart from the C-terminal mutants 
in the absence of substrates, which were incubated at 103°C) and, at defined time intervals, 
samples were snap-cooled in an ice-water bath and then assayed for enzyme activity at 
55°C under standard assay conditions (pH 7).
Previous thermal inactivation data were obtained by Amott (1999) where the citrate 
synthase enzymes were incubated at ~100°C in the absence of substrates (Figure 3.8). Data 
of this nature are more difficult to compare directly with temperature (Topt) experiments or 
kinetic analyses that are carried out in the presence of both citrate synthase substrates 
(OAA and AcCoA). Therefore, the thermal inactivation experiments were repeated under 
the same conditions but this time with the addition of OAA and CoA during the incubation 
(Figure 3.9). An increased concentration of OAA was used to ensure that the enzymes 
were fully saturated despite the thermal instability of this substrate. Also CoA, one of the 
citrate synthase products, was used instead of AcCoA to prevent any reaction occurring 
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Figure 3.8 Thermal inactivation of PJCS wt and subunit interface mutants in the 
absence of substrates.
Enzyme samples were incubated at a high temperature and the remaining activity 
was measured at known time intervals under standard assay conditions at 55°C. (a) 
shows the thermal inactivation o f PJCS wt and the C-terminal mutants at 103°C 
and (b) shows the thermal inactivation o f PJCS wt and the ionic network mutants 
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Figure 3.9 Thermal inactivation of PfCS wt and the subunit interface mutants in the 
presence of substrates.
Enzyme samples were incubated at 100°C in the presence o f 5mM OAA and 
0.14mM CoA, and the remaining activity was measured at known time intervals 
under standard assay conditions at 55°C.
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Table 3.3 shows the 1st order rate constants (kinact) and the half-lives (t>/2) for the thermal 
inactivations of PJCS wild-type and the PJCS mutants. All of the PJCS mutants show an 
increase in the kinact values over that of the PJCS wt enzyme, indicating an increased rate of 
thermal inactivation at 100°C. These values correspond to a shorter ty2 at this temperature.
Thermal inactivation in the absence 
of substrates
Thermal inactivation at 100°C in 
the presence of substrates
Enzyme kinact t‘/2 kinact t>/2
(min’1) (min) (min'1) (min)




0.035 (± 0.002) 20.1
PJCS (-2) 0.244 (±0.002)* 2.8 0.088 (± 0.005) 7.9
PJCS (-13) 0.136 (±0.005)* 5.1 0.067 (± 0.002) 10.4
PfCS (D ll3A) 0.191 (±0.018)t 3.6 0.134 (±0.005) 5.2
PJCS (D113S) 0.113 (±0.005)f 6.1 0.134(± 0.007) 5.1
Table 3.3 Thermal inactivation first order rate constants (kin,ct) and half-lives (t/2) of PJCS wt 
and subunit interface mutants.
kinact and h/2 data were calculated from the slopes o f  the thermal inactivations at 100°C as 
shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. Two values for PJCS wt are shown, * indicates the values 
obtained from Figure 3.8(a) incubated at 103°C for the inactivation o f the C-terminal 
mutants, f  indicates the values obtained from the thermal inactivation at 100°C (Figure 
3.8(b)) for the inactivation o f  the ionic network mutants. Enzyme samples were 
incubated at the relevant temperature in the absence and presence o f  5mM OAA and 
0.14mM CoA, and the remaining activity was measured at known time intervals under 
standard assay conditions at 55°C.
Figure 3.8(a) shows that both of the C-terminal deletion mutants have a greater rate of 
thermal inactivation than the PJCS wt. Surprisingly, removal of the two terminal arginine 
residues has greatly decreased the thermostability of PJCS wt (a 2.9-fold increase in kinact). 
Some of this stability seems to be recovered with the removal of the entire 13-residue C- 
terminal region that shows a 1.6-fold decrease in kinact compared with PJCS (-2). These data
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may be explained by assuming that the removal of the terminal arginines disrupts the 
interaction of Asp375 with Glu48 on the opposing subunit. This may cause an increase in 
the flexibility of the C-terminal arm region, which may be a target for thermal inactivation.
Disruption in the ionic network of PJCS wt also results in an increase in the rate of thermal 
inactivation. Figure 3.8(b) shows that PJCS (D ll 3 A) has an increased rate of thermal 
inactivation compared to both PJCS wild-type and PJCS (D113S), a 3.6-fold and 1.7-fold 
increase respectively. This is consistent with the hypothesis that the introduction of an 
alanine residue to replace Argl 13 would disrupt all interactions with the rest of the ionic 
network. The PJCS (D113S) is more stable at 100°C than PJCS (D ll3A) but still less 
stable than the PJCS wild-type. This may suggest that the serine substituted into the ionic 
network may retain some interaction with other charged residues, therefore retaining some 
thermal stability.
Interestingly the kinact values of all the citrate synthases show a decrease in the presence of 
substrates, which suggests that the substrates are able to provide a degree of protection 
against thermal inactivation for these enzymes (Figure 3.9). This is most apparent in PJCS 
(-2), which shows a 2.7-fold decrease in kinact in the presence of substrates. This is 
important as Figure 3.9(b) shows that there is no significant difference in the thermal 
denaturation between PJCS (D113 A) and PJCS (D113S) in the presence of substrates.
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The AAG*jnact (the change in activation energy of thermal inactivation, i.e. AG*wt - 
AG*mutant) can be calculated from the first order rate constants for thermal inactivation 
(kimct) using the Arrhenius equation. The Arrhenius equation states:
k  =  Ae~Ea/RT
where k= rate constant, A= frequency factor or pre-exponential factor, Ea= activation 
energy, R= the gas constant (8.314 J/mol/K) and T=absolute temperature (K).
This equation can be rearranged to give a straight-line equation:
In k = —— + ln(^ 4)
R T
The Arrhenius activation energy (Ea) equates to the activation energy (AG*) as described in 
transition state theory (illustrated in Figure 3.10), that is, the difference in free energy 
between substrates and transition state. Hence, the equation can be stated as:












Figure 3.10 Diagram to illustrate the transition state theory.
Figure describes the enzymic reaction o f S (substrate) to P (product) via a 
reaction transition state (S*). The free energy difference between the 
substrate and the transition state is described as AG*, and the free energy 
difference between the substrate and the product is described as AG.
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Hence, the following simultaneous equation can be solved:
In km = AG*"' + ln(^) (equation 2)
RT
In kmut = ^  mm + ln(^4) (equation 3)
In kwt — In kmut — -AG + ln04) -  RT J
r - A  G* 
RT + In {A) (eqn2-eqn3)
Inf ^w‘ 1 _ * wt * mi“
\kZ t)  RT + RT
RT In
kmut
AG * mut — AG * wt = AAG *,
AAG = 7?rin Wt
kmut
(equation 4)
Equation 4 is used to calculate that difference in activation energy between the PJCS wt and 
the PJCS mutants in both the absence and presence of substrates, and also the change of 
activation energy caused by the presence of substrate in a single CS.
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Table 3.4 shows the AAG * mact values determined from the kinact data in Table 3.3.
Difference in AG*tnact o f  mutants compared to 
PJCS wild-type
Difference in AG * inact 
between same enzyme (with 
and without substrate)
Enzyme AAG * mact in 
absence of substrates 
(kJ/mol)
AAG * inact in 
presence of 
substrates (kJ/mol)
AAG * mact between 
absence and presence 
of substrates (kJ/mol)
PJCS wild-type - - +2.70 (±0.22)* 
+1.029(±0.14)f
PJCS (-2) -3.37 (±0.16)* -2.86 (±0.23) +3.19 (±0.18)
PJCS (-13) -1.55 (±0.09)* -2.01 (±0.13) +2.21 (±0.10)
PyCS(D113A) -3.98 (±0.43)f -4.16 (±0.28) +1.10 (±0.11)
PJCS (D113S) -2.35 (±0.24)f -4.16 (±0.32) -0.53 (±0.04)
Table 3.4 Change in activation energies of thermal inactivation for PJCS wt and subunit 
interface mutants.
AAG * mact values were calculated from k ^  data (Table 3.4) obtained from the thermal 
inactivations at 100°C (Figures 3.8 and 3.9) using equation 4 derived previously. Two 
values for PJCS wt are shown, * indicates the values obtained from Figure 3.9(a) 
incubated at 103°C for the inactivation o f the C-terminal mutants, f  indicates the values 
obtained from the thermal inactivation at 100°C (Figure 3.9(b)) for the inactivation o f  the 
ionic network mutants.
The data in Table 3.4 show that although the presence of substrates decreases the value of 
kinact for all PjCSs (except PJCS (D113S)), that is, the enzymes become less susceptible to 
irreversible thermal denaturation, there is no change to the relative stabilities. The 
AAG * mad values for the difference between PJCS wild-type and PJCS mutants change by a 
similar magnitude in both the absence and presence of substrates. The difference between 
the AG * mact values of the same PJCS in the absence or presence of substrate remains 
relatively comparable for PJCS and all the PJCS mutants. This indicates that the presence 
of substrates in the thermal inactivation results in the same magnitude of change in
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AG * inaa for each citrate synthase, suggesting that the substrates do not change the effect of 
the mutation on the citrate synthase enzyme.
3.7 Temperature optima of PfCSs.
The temperature dependence of enzyme activity of PJCS wt and the PJCS mutants, and 
their temperature optima (Topt), were determined by carrying out 2-minute enzyme assays at 
different temperatures between 40-90°C. Increased OAA concentrations were used so that 
this substrate remained at saturating levels despite its thermolability at high temperatures 
(half-life -0.8 min at 90°C). Degradation of AcCoA was shown to be insignificant during 
the time course of the assay. Each measured rate of reaction was corrected for the rate of 
degradation of DTNB, which increases with elevation in temperature, and which therefore 
results in an over-estimation of catalytic activity (up to 10% measured activity at 90°C).
Figure 3.11 shows that the Topt for PJCS wild-type is >90°C, which is consistent with 
previous experimental data [Muir et al., 1995]. All of the PJCS mutants display a decrease 
in Topt compared to PJCS wt indicating that the disruption in interactions at the subunit 
interface have affected the thermoactivity of the PJCS wt enzyme. As shown in Table 3.2, 
the Vmax values of the PJCS wt and the PJCS mutants at 55°C (pH 8) are comparable, 
which is also demonstrated in Figure 3.11 where the specific activities at 55°C (pH 7) are 
very similar to each other. It should be noted that the temperature-dependence of catalytic 
activity (Figure 3.11) was determined at pH 7; that is, under the same conditions as those in 














specific activities given in these figures are approximately half o f those given in Table 3.2, 
which were determined at pH 8, nearer the pH optimum for citrate synthase.
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— ■—  P fC S wt 
— • — PfC S (-2)
— A— PfC S (-13) 
— • —  PfCS D113A  
— A— PfCS D 113S
T e m p e r a tu r e  (°C )
Figure 3.11 Temperature dependence of the catalytic activities of PJCS wt and 
PJCS mutants.
Enzyme assays were carried out at pH 7.0 over a range o f temperatures, 
40-90°C, and initial rates were measured over 2 minutes in each case. 
Substrate concentrations of 0.14mM acetyl-CoA and 1.25mM OAA were 
used in all cases, except PJCS (-13) where 1.2mM acetyl-CoA and 
2.5mM OAA were used.
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Both ionic network mutants, PJCS (D ll3A) and PJCS (D113S), have a Topt of ~80°C, 
which is significantly lower than the Topt of PJCS wild-type, >90°C. Figure 3.11 also 
shows that the ionic network mutants have similar specific activities to the Z^ /CS wild-type 
up until their Topt at 80°C. This suggest that the mutants have no significant change in their 
catalytic activity compared to PJCS wt, which correlates to the kinetic data, but undergo a 
temperature induced conformational change which results in loss of activity. The C- 
terminal deletion mutants also demonstrate this, although these mutants show a loss of 
activity at lower temperatures than the PJCS wt and the ionic network mutants. PJCS (-13) 
is seen to be the most temperature sensitive with a Topt of ~65°C, whereas PJCS (-2) Topt of 
~75°C.
The implication that the mutants have no great change in catalytic activity but are sensitive 
to a temperature induced conformational change that will affect the activity at elevated 
temperatures can be illustrated in an Arrhenius equation plot. The data in Figure 3.11 can 
be plotted as a straight-line Arrhenius plot using equation 1 as in Section 3.6:
. y - A G *Ink =---------+ In (A)
RT
If it is assumed that A and AG * cat (the activation energy of the citrate synthase catalytic 
reaction) are approximately constant values over a moderate range of temperature (~50K),
then In k can be plotted against to give a straight line of slope equal to “ ^  * caj/^  and
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the intercept on the ordinate gives ln^4. Figure 3.12 shows the temperature optima data 
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0.0033
Figure 3.12 Arrhenius plot of PfCS wt and PfCS subunit interface mutants.
Temperature dependence data plotted as Arrhenius plot. Slope o f  line is equal 
to - AG * cat /R . Line is fitted to P f C S  wt data for illustrative purposes.
The Arrhenius plot (Figure 3.12) shows that there is no significant change in the activity o f  
the PJCS mutants compared to the PJCS wt at lower temperatures. The differences in the 
activation energies o f the catalytic reactions ( AG * cat) become increasingly significant with 
elevated temperatures. Table 3.5 summarises the AG * cat values calculated from the linear 


















significant difference in the catalytic power of the PJCS subunit interface mutants 
compared to the PJCS wt until increased temperatures prevent catalytic activity. This 
suggests that the mutations at the dimer interface region make the PJCS susceptible to 
temperature-induced conformations, which result in the loss of activity at increased 
temperatures.
Enzyme AG * cat (kJmol)
PJCS wild-type 73. (±1.5)
PJCS (-2) 85 (±1.5)
PfCS (-13) 71 (±12)
PfCS (D ll3A) 88 (±3)
PJCS (D113S) 87 (±3)
Table 3.5 Activation energies of the catalytic reactions of PJCS wt and mutants.




The PJCS wt and each of the 4 mutants were successfully expressed in the high expression 
vector pRECl/Ndel. Purification of the citrate synthases was aided by their expression in a 
citrate synthase negative strain of E.coli, MOB 154. The absence of any mesophilic citrate 
synthase and the thermostability of the expressed citrate synthases enabled the enzymes to 
be partially purified by a simple heat treatment. This heat step (85°C for the PJCS wild- 
type and 80°C for the mutants) removed a high proportion of the protein from the cell 
extract (Figure 3.5) and, even though this heat step was above the Topt for the C-terminal 
deletion mutants (Figure 3.11), there was no significant loss of citrate synthase activity 
(Table 3.1).
The Dye Matrex Red A column achieved the final purification in each case (Figure 3.5 and 
Table 3.1). Dye Matrex Red A has been used previously for the purification of eukaryotic 
and bacterial acyl-CoA utilizing enzymes, including citrate synthase, on the basis that the 
dye has a preferential affinity for NADP-linked enzymes and that Coenzyme-A shares 
common structural features with NADP [James et al., 1994]
The intention of the mutations at the subunit interface of PJCS is to study the role of inter­
subunit interactions specific to the thermostability of this enzyme. As this study is 
concerned with determining the molecular basis of thermostability, it is important that only 
regions of the protein concerned with thermostability are altered. This is particularly 
important in the citrate synthase enzyme as the active sites lie between the two subunits,
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requiring residues from both subunits for activity. Any large disruption between the 
subunits could subsequently affect the activity of the enzyme. To determine whether a 
mutated enzyme has significantly altered active-site structure compared to the wild-type 
enzyme it is useful to compare the kinetic parameters of the enzymes studied.
The kinetic data displayed in Table 3.2 show that the Km, Vmax and kcat values are consistent 
between each PJCS, apart from the values obtained for the PJCS (-13) C-terminal deletion 
mutant. This suggests that the ionic network mutations, D113A and D113S, and the -2 
deletion mutation do not greatly affect the active site of PJCS at 55°C as the Km and Vmax 
values are comparable at this temperature. The PJCS (-13) displays Km values that are 
greatly increased compared to the PJCS wt (~ 10-fold increase), although the Vmax values 
suggest that there is no change in the overall catalytic activity. The increase in the Km 
values for this enzyme means that the concentrations of both OAA and AcCoA need to be 
increased so that the enzyme may be completely saturated. If the enzyme is not saturated 
then the apparent activity will be lower than the Vmax value. This is illustrated in Table 3.1 
where the purified fractions were assayed before the kinetic parameters were determined so 
the substrate concentrations were non-saturating and the specific activity appears lower 
than the Vmax values later obtained for this enzyme.
These changes in the kinetic parameters of PJCS (-13) suggest that the activity of this 
citrate synthase has been affected by the complete deletion of the C-terminal arm region. 
Structural data suggest that this region of the enzymes may be involved in the association 
of the subunits [Russell etal., 1994], so if this region is removed and the subunits no longer
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associate as intimately, then the activity of the enzyme would be compromised. This does 
not appear to apply to the PJCS (-2) where only the two terminal arginine residues are 
deleted as illustrated in Figure 3.2. These arginine residues are basic in nature and the 
penultimate arginine (375) binds ionically to a glutamate residue (48) on the other subunit. 
The removal of these residues in PJCS (-2) does not appear to affect the kinetic properties 
of this enzyme with respect to the PJCS wild-type implying that this mutation does not 
affect the active site structure of PJCS.
Thermal inactivation data show that both the C-terminal deletion mutants and the ionic 
network mutants are considerably less thermostable than PJCS wild-type when incubated in 
the absence of substrates (Figure 3.8, data produced by Amott (1999)). For the C-terminal 
deletion mutants it seems that removing the two terminal arginines causes a greater 
reduction in thermostability of PJCS than removing the entire 13-residue arm region even 
though the -13 mutation is more detrimental to the catalytic activity. These data may 
suggest that the loss of the ionic interactions, when the terminal arginine residues are 
removed, results in a gain of conformational entropy (more flexibility in this region now 
that the arm is not ‘anchored’ to the other subunit). This flexible region may now be more 
susceptible to thermal denaturation. The complete removal of this C-terminal flexible 
region (the -13 mutation) may stabilize the enzyme, even though this causes a change in 
the catalytic properties at 55°C. There is evidence that indicates the reduction of flexibility 
in a protein may contribute to an increase in thermostability [Daniel et al., 1996].
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In the case of the ionic network mutants, the thermal inactivation data show that both PJCS 
(D113 A) and PJCS (D113S) have an increased rate of thermal inactivation compared to the 
PJCS wild-type with PJCS (D113 A) being the most susceptible to irreversible denaturation. 
This may reflect the ability of the polar serine side chain to participate in a hydrogen 
bonding interaction with the remaining charged residues of the network which the smaller, 
hydrophobic alanine residue is unable to do, according to the initial hypothesis (see 
previous work, Section 3.2). Pappenberger et al. (1997) showed that the disruption of the 
ionic network in the D-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase from Thermotoga 
maritima resulted in a decrease in free energy of activation for thermal unfolding of about 
4kJ/mol at 100°C. This is comparable with results shown in Table 3.4 where the PJCS 
ionic network mutants show a decrease in the activation energies of thermal inactivation of 
2.3-4.2 kJ/mol about 100°C in both the absence and presence of substrates. Thermal 
inactivation in the presence of substrates (Figure 3.9) however, shows that there is a lower 
rate of irreversible denaturation for all of the PJCS mutants, except PJCS (D113S) 
suggesting that the presence of substrate provides a degree of stability at high temperatures. 
The effect of the presence of substrates is more apparent in the case of the ionic network 
mutants (Figure 3.9(a)), where there is no significant difference between PJCS (D ll3A) 
and PJCS (D113S). These effects are not surprising in the case of citrate synthase as the 
binding of substrates requires residues from both subunits, so the substrates may provide an 
extra interaction between the two monomers and aid in maintaining the integrity of the 
dimer.
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Although the effects of the presence of substrates are visible from the thermal inactivation 
data (Figures 3.8 and 3.9), Table 3.4 shows that the overall relative stabilities remain 
unaltered compared to the PJCS wild-type. These data also show that the presence of 
substrates causes the same degree of stabilisation in each citrate synthase. Hence the 
substrates have little effect on the change in the thermostability of the PJCS induced by the 
mutations, but have a general stabilising effect on all of the PJCSs.
The temperature dependence data obtained, illustrated in Figure 3.11, shows a reduction in 
Topt compared to PJCS wild-type for all PfCS mutants; 70°C for PJCS (-2), 65°C for PJCS (- 
13) and 80°C for both ionic network mutants compared to >90°C for PJCS wt. This figure 
also shows that at 90°C there is no PJCS (-2) or PJCS (-13) activity remaining which 
contradicts the thermal inactivation data that shows both enzymes can survive a five minute 
incubation at 100°C without complete irreversible denaturation. This implies that the loss 
of activity after the Topt (Figure 3.11) is not solely due to irreversible denaturation [Daniels 
et al., 2000]. The same applies for the ionic network mutants as they have very little 
activity remaining at 90°C (Figure 3.11), but have residual activity after an incubation at 
100°C for >5 minutes (Figures 3.8 and 3.9). These data strongly imply that the loss of 
activity after the Topt for each PJCS can be due to a conformational change that results in 
the loss of activity, rather than complete irreversible denaturation of the protein. This 
conformational change may be associated with a dissociation of the dimers since this is the 
region of the enzyme that has been mutated. As the active site of this enzyme requires 
residues from both monomers for activity, then a dissociation of the dimers would result in 
a loss of activity. This would explain the difference of the Topt values between the PJCS
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mutants as each mutation could have caused a different degree of instability within the 
dimer interface region of the protein. This theory is consistent with the data derived from 
the Arrhenius plot (Figure 3.12 and Table 3.5), which show no significant difference in the 
activation energy of catalysis for each PjCS at lower temperatures. Change in activation 
energies only occurs at higher temperatures when a thermally-induced change in the PJCS 
mutants causes a loss of activity.
In conclusion, characterisation of the PJCS subunit interface mutants has shown that it is 
possible to change the thermostability of the PJCS wild-type without, in all but one case, 
significantly changing the catalytic abilities of the enzyme. There is strong evidence 
provided here to demonstrate the role of both the ionic network and the C-terminal arm 
region in the hyperthermostability of the PJCS. As reviewed in the Introduction, ionic 
interactions, especially ionic networks, are now thought to be a common feature of 
enzymes that function near to or above 100°C.
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CHAPTER 4
Construction of inter-subunit ionic network mutants of Thermoplasma 
acidophilum citrate synthase.
4.1 Introduction
Thermoplasma acidophilum is a thermophilic Archaeon that grows optimally at 55-60°C, 
pH 1-3. The gene encoding citrate synthase from T.acidophilum has been cloned and over­
expressed in E.coli, and the recombinant enzyme purified [Sutherland et al., 1990; 1991]. 
The open (ligand-free) crystal structure has been determined to a resolution of 2.5A 
[Russell et al., 1994]. The Thermoplasma acidophilum citrate synthase (TbCS wt) shows 
optimal activity at ~75°C, compared to the recombinant PJCS wt which has a temperature 
optimum >90°C [Amott et al., 2000].
The TaCS wt amino acid sequence is 42% identical (62% similar) to the citrate synthase 
amino acid sequence from Pyrococcus furiosus, and there is a very high degree of structural 
homology. As for the PJCS wt, the 7hrCS wt consists of two monomers (each of 43kDa) 
[Sutherland etal., 1991], composed of 16 a-helices distributed between a large and a small 
domain, and the interface of the two subunits is composed of an 8 a-helical sandwich of 4 
antiparallel pairs of helices (F,G,M and L).
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As previously discussed, structural trends with increasing temperature were identified when 
comparing the crystal structures of citrate synthase spanning the biological temperature 
range (10-100°C) and, as described in Chapter 3, this investigation is primarily concerned 
with structural changes at the dimer interface of the 7bCS enzyme. The 7bCS wt has an 
increase in hydrophobic interactions at the subunit interface compared to the citrate 
synthase from the mesophilic pig (37°C); however, there is in addition one ionic interaction 
in this region compared to two ionic interactions found at the interface of the CS from 
Sulfolobus solfataricus (85°C) and the five-membered ionic network found in this region in 
the CS from P.furiosus (100°C) (see Figure 3.2).
The previous chapter (Chapter 3) discusses the effects of disrupting inter-subunit contacts 
to investigate their role in the structural basis of thermostability in the PJCS. As previously 
discussed (see Section 3.1), the additional ion pairs found at the subunit interface of PJCS 
wt are located in Helix G and Helix M that make up the four central helices of the eight 
helical sandwich. Figures 4.1 (a) and 4.1 (b) illustrate the positioning of the ionic network of 
PJCS wt compared to the equivalent region in the 7bCS wt.
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Figure 4.1 Comparison of intersubunit central helices (G and M) of citrate 
synthases from T.acidophilum, P.furiosus and T.aquaticus.
Ribbon diagrams show helices G and M o f both subunits at the subunit 
interface. Equivalent residues that make up the ionic network in PfCS 
are labeled in each case. This figure shows that while TaCS has only one 





The aim of the investigation in this chapter is to introduce a number of ionic interactions at 
the subunit interface of TaCS wt by site-directed mutagenesis with the final aim of 
constructing a five-membered ionic network equivalent to that found at the dimer interface 
of PJCS wt. Only a few examples have been reported where such a modification has been 
successfully achieved. Nemeth et al. (2000) created an inter-subunit ion pair that could join 
existing ion clusters at the dimer interface of 3-isopropylmalate dehydrogenase from E.coli 
to mirror the existing ionic interactions in the thermophilic Thermus thermophilus enzyme. 
They found that this substitution resulted in an increase in melting temperature of 2-4°C of 
the mesophilic enzyme. Lebbink et al. (1999) investigated the role of an 18-residue ionic 
network that is present in the glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH) of the hyperthermostable 
Archaeon P.furiosus by introducing four new charged residues into the slightly less 
hyperthermostable glutamate dehydrogenase of the bacterium Thermotoga maritima, 
thereby to mirror the ionic network in the P.Juriosus enzyme. Amino acid substitutions 
were introduced as single mutations as well as in several combinations. This study showed 
that some single amino acid substitutions resulted in a decrease in resistance towards 
thermal inactivation, but a combination of destabilizing single mutations restored stability 
in most cases. In one case a combination of three destabilizing mutations increased the 
thermostability of the T.maritima GDH i.e. increased the half-life of inactivation at 85°C by 
30 minutes, increased the temperature optimum by 3°C and increased the melting 
temperature by 0.5°C. This is good evidence of the need for balanced charges at subunit 
interfaces and high cooperativity between the members of the ionic network.
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Figure 4.2 summarises the position and substitution of the mutations required to introduce 
an ionic network, equivalent to the five-membered ionic network present at the subunit 
interface of PJCS wt, into the TaCS wt. In this figure each mutation is named RAM3, 
RAM4, RAM5 or RAM6, which correspond to the primer used to introduce these 
mutations. The primers are discussed further in Section 4.2.2. TaCS wt has one ionic bond 
present at the subunit interface, Lys218-Asp205, which corresponds to one of the ionic 
bonds in the ionic network of PJCS wt, Lys219-Asp206, also shown in Figure 4.1.
4.1.1 Methioninel 00-Aspartate, M100R (RAM3).
The first substitution in 7bCS wt is Methl00 to an arginine residue, Ml 00R (RAM3). This 
should form an ionic interaction with Asp205, although this interaction is predicted to form 
a bond of-3.6A compared to the equivalent bond in PJCS wt (2.9A). One problem with 
the M100R substitution is its close proximity to Lys218 (2.1 A) compared to a distance of 
4.9A between Lys219 and Arg99 in PJCS wt. This may cause a clash between the 
positively charged groups in the 7bCS, which may result in an unfavourable structural 
change at the subunit interface.
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Figure 4.2 Schematic comparison of ionic network regions of TaCS wt and PfCS  wt.
T.acidophilum  residues are shown in red and P.furiosus residues are shown in 
black. The lengths o f  the ionic bonds in the P.furiosus ionic network are shown 
in black, and in red for T.acidophilum  where possible. Each change o f  residue 
between the two citrate synthases is named corresponding to the primer used to 
make this mutation in the TaCS wt (RAM3, RAM4, RAM5 and RAM6).
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4.1.2 Threoninel 11-Glutamate, T111E (RAM4)
The second substitution made to TaCS wt is the substitution by Thrl 11 with a glutamate 
residue, T il IE (RAM4), (Figure 4.2). Figure 4.1(b) shows that the Aspll3 residue of 
PJCS wt is positioned on a four-residue loop that is not present in the TaCS wt. The nearest 
equivalent residue in the TaCS wt structure is T hrill (labeled on Figure 4.1(a)). If the 
Thrl 11 in TaCS wt were to be directly substituted with an aspartate residue (when building 
the PJCS wt ionic network into TaCS wt) it would be impossible for this residue to form 
any ionic bonds with other members of the ionic network because of the distance of this 
residue from the rest of the ionic network.
The ionic network present in the citrate synthase from the thermophilic bacterium, Thermus 
aquaticus (TaqCS wt) suggests a solution to this problem. Figure 4.1 (c) shows a model of 
the central four helices of the subunit interface of TaqCS wt. The crystal structure of this 
enzyme has not yet been determined so a comparison can only be made to the sequence- 
based model of this protein [Nordberg-Karlsson, E., Crennell, S.J., Danson, M.D. & 
Hough, D.W., unpublished data]. As the TaqCS wt has the greatest sequence identity with 
PJCS wt (47%) then the latter crystal structure has been used as a basis for the modeling.
The sequence-based model of the TaqCS wt shows that this enzyme is structurally 
homologous to the TaCS wt, Sulfolobus solfataricus citrate synthase (SsCS wt) and the 
PJCS wt. Thermus aquaticus has a growth optimum of ~70°C, so it lies between the 
growth optima for T.acidophilum (55°C) and P.furiosus (100°C). The TaqCS wt has a
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temperature optimum of 80°C. As the increased thermostability of citrate synthase appears 
to be correlated with an increase in ionic interactions, particularly at the subunit interface, it 
would be expected that the TaqCS wt subunit interface would contain between one ion pair 
(as in TbrCS) and a five-membered ionic network (as in PJCS). Figure 4.1 suggests that this 
hypothesis may be true in this case. The TaqCS wt model indicates that there may be five 
residues forming four ionic bonds between the four central helices of the subunit interface, 
although this in an increase in ionic bonds compared to the SsCS wt, that has a temperature 
optimum of ~90°C, which has two ionic bonds. The simple ionic network of TaqCS wt is 
equivalent to the ionic network found in the PJCS wt with the exception of the Aspl 13 in 
PJCS wt which is Glul09 in TaqCS wt. Interestingly, this is the aspartate residue that is 
substituted in an attempt to decrease the thermostability of PJCS wt in Chapter 3. This is 
interesting as it suggests that the increase of ion pairs at the subunit interface with 
thermostability is not a feature unique only to the archaeal citrate synthases.
Therefore, a glutamate residue is used to substitute the Thrl 11 in the TaCS wt in an attempt 
to mirror the Aspl 13 residue in the PJCS wt. The glutamate residue may be used in this 
case as this residue is one methylene group longer than the aspartate residue, hence, this 
may make up the difference in distance from the other members of the ionic network 
enough to allow the formation ionic interactions.
Figure 4.2 illustrates that the substitution of Thrl 11 to a glutamate may cause a clash with 
the negatively charged Asp94. Also, this substitution may still be insufficient to make up
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the distance so an alternate mutation was also made, RAM6, which is the insertion of the 
loop region that is present in PJCS wt (Section 4.1.4).
4.1.3 Aspartate94-Histidine, D94H (RAM5)
The third mutation is to substitute Asp94 with a histidine residue, D94H (RAM5), in an 
attempt to create an ionic bond with the residue that mirrors the Aspl 13 in the PJCS wt. 
This mutation is relatively exposed to the solvent so, theoretically, a mutation at this site 
should not cause extensive disruption to the overall protein structure.
4.1.4 Four-residue loop insertion, G/D/I/P (RAM6)
The final mutation is an alternative to the T11 IE (RAM4) mutation, discussed in Section 
4.1.2. Figure 4.1 shows that the Aspl 13 residue in the PJCS wt is present on a four-residue 
loop, which is absent from the TaCS wt. This loop appears to be responsible for 
positioning the Aspl 13 residue near to the subunit interface, enabling the formation of ionic 
interactions. Although the T il IE (RAM4) mutation attempts to position a glutamate 
residue in the equivalent position, it may prove more successful to insert the complete four- 
residue loop into the 7hCS wt.
The loop in PJCS wt is made up of Glyl 12, Aspl 13, Ilel 14 and Prol 15 (G/D/I/P). These 
four residues are substituted into the TaCS wt in place of the Phel 13 and Lysl 14 residues.
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Preliminary study of the TaCS wt structure has suggested that there is sufficient room in 
this region for the loop to be inserted.
The four mutations designed were introduced into the TaCS wt structure in different 
combinations to try to minimize any disruption caused by introducing residues with 
clashing charges. A list of all the TaCS wt ionic network mutants are summarized in 
Section 4.2.2.
Preliminary modeling of the mutations, discussed in Chapter 5 (Section 5.6), into the TaCS 
wt revealed no major problems; hence, this chapter describes the methods used for the 
construction of all the TaCS ionic network mutants and the purification of these enzymes to 
a degree sufficient for kinetic and thermal characterization. The characterization of the 




As it was necessary to use a PCR method for site-directed mutagenesis that was able to 
introduce a mutation into a gene and amplify it in sufficient quantity for cloning in 
relatively few steps, a two-step nested-PCR (or megaprimer PCR) method was selected. 
The principle for this nested-PCR method is shown in Figure 4.3.
The 1st round PCR uses a sense primer (RAMI) containing an Ndelrestriction site, and a 
mutagenic primer (RAM3, RAM4, RAM5 or RAM6) to generate a fragment with the 
desired mutation. In the case of mutating and cloning wild-type and mutant citrate 
synthases of T. acidophilum, this fragment is expected to be -300 bases in length. The 
product of this PCR is used in the 2nd round PCR along with an antisense primer (RAM2) 
containing a Kpnl restriction site to generate the full length gene (-1.3kb) for purification 
and cloning into the pREC7/NdeI expression vector. All primers used are discussed in 
detail in Section 4.2.2. The exact protocol for this nested-PCR method is described, along 
with the results, in Section 4.4.
This method of site-directed mutagenesis is very useful as it enables the construction of 
TaCS genes containing multiple combinations of the mutations by using different 
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Figure 4.3 Nested PCR method for the construction o f TaCS ionic network mutants.
Diagram shows the two stages o f the nested PCR protocol. The 1st round PCR uses a 
sense primer (RAM I) containing an N d el restriction site and a mutagenic primer 
(RAM3, RAM4, RAM5 or RAM6). The product o f this PCR becomes the megaprimer 
in the 2nd round PCR along with an antisense primer (RAM2) containing a K pn l 
restriction site. The gels illustrate the expected products o f  this PCR method. Gel (a) 
shows that in the 1st round PCR a product o f  -3 0 0  bases is formed (lanes c and d). 
Lanes a and b on gel (a) show the 1.3kb product (entire TaCS  wt gene) if  RAMI and 
RAM2 are used for cloning purposes. Gel (b) shows the 1.3kb product o f the 2nd round 
PCR which is expected to be the full length TaCS gene containing the introduced 
mutation. The DNA templates and products are shown as a thick line. The mutation 





As discussed in Section 4.1, four primers were used to introduce mutations into the TaCS 
wt, RAM3, RAM4, RAM5 and RAM6, corresponding to the four different mutations 
illustrated in Figure 4.2. These mutagenic primers were designed to correspond to the 
antisense sequence and contained only the nucleotide replacements necessary for the 
introduction of a mutation in the final protein (see Table 4.1). Figure 4.4 shows the region 
of the TaCS wt gene sequence to which the primers bind when introducing mutations into 
the subunit interface ionic network region. It can be seen that all the mutations are present 
within ~100 bases of sequence (between 231-321), indicating that the expected product 
from the 1st round PCR is expected to be ~300 bases in length, from the start of the TbCS 
wt gene to the end of the mutagenic primer (as shown in Figure 4.3).
Table 4.1 describes the primers (RAMI and RAM2) used for cloning the 7hrCS wt and 
mutant genes into the pKECl/Ndel expression vector. RAMI is a sense primer that 
introduces an Ndel restriction site at the start of the TaCS wt gene, and RAM2 is an 
antisense primer that introduces a Kpnl restriction site at the end of the gene. The 
positioning of the restriction site within the primer is illustrated in Table 4.2; sequence to 
the left of this restriction site (5’) is necessary for the action of the restriction enzyme. 
Sequence to the right of the restriction site is identical to the ThrCS wt gene for binding. As 
there are no mutations introduced into these regions of the TaCS wt gene, then RAMI and 
RAM2 can also be used for cloning the TaCS ionic network mutants. As shown in Figure 
4.3, RAMI is the sense primer used in the 1 st round PCR along with one of the mutagenic
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primers (RAM3, 4, 5 or 6). RAM2 is the antisense primer used in the 2nd round PCR with 




RAM 1 N d el site
5 ’- GGA ATT CCA TAT GCC AGA AAC TGA AGA AAT TAG -3’
N d el site 
at start of 
gene
RAM 2 K pn l site
5’- CGG GGG GTA CCT CAC TTT CTT TCA GCG ATG G -3’
K p n l site 
at end o f 
gene
RAM 3
5’-GC AAC CGC GGC CCT CTG CAT TGC CAC AGC -3’
M100R
RAM 4
5’- CCA CTT GAA CTT TTC CTC CGA TGC TGC C -3’
T I M E
RAM 5
5’-G  CAT TGC CAC AGC ATG CGA TTC CCT TGG C -3’
D94H
RAM 6
5’- CGT ATC CTT GTT CCA CGG AAT GTC GCC CTT TGT CTC CGA TGC -3’
G/D/I/P
loop
Table 4.1 Primer sequences.
RAMI and RAM2 primers contain restriction sites which are underlined and in red. 
The sequence at the 5’ end relative to the restriction sites is sequence preferred by the 
restriction enzyme in both cases. RAM3, RAM4, RAM5 and RAM6 are the 
mutagenic primers and are shown in colours corresponding to the colours shown in 
Figure 4.4. In the mutagenic primers the base change is shown in red and the 
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Figure 4.4 Binding positions of the mutagenic primers on the TaCS wt gene.
All the mutagenic primers (RAM3, RAM4, RAM5, and RAM6) bind 
within a region o f -1 0 0  bases on the 7aCS wt gene. The colours o f the 
primers correspond to the colours shown in Table 4.1. In each case the 
change in sequence o f the primer is underlined and the change in amino 
acid is shown in the corresponding colour on the protein sequence.
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Table 4.2 describes the ten TaCS ionic network mutants created using different 
combinations of the mutations shown in Figure 4.3 and Table 4.1. For ease of discussion, 
the names given to the 7aCS mutants directly correspond to the number of the primer used 
for the mutation that the TaCS mutant contains i.e. RAM3 is used to insert the M100R 
mutation so the mutant containing this mutation is called TaCS 3sm (the sm indicating that 
it is a single mutation).
TaCS mutant name Mutations
7aCS 3sm M100R
7aCS 4sm T il IE
TaCS 5sm D94H
7aCS 3/4dm M100R/T111E
TaCS 4/5dm T il 1E/D94H




TaCS 3/5/6tm Ml 00R/D94H/G/D/I/P
Table 4.2 TaCS ionic network mutant nomenclature.
The name given to each TaCS mutant is shown in the left hand 
column. Each number in the mutant name corresponds to the primer 
used for each mutation within the mutant (shown in right hand 
column). The sm, dm and tm correspond the the number o f  mutations 
in each mutant i.e. single mutation, double mutation and triple 
mutation.
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4.3 Cloning of 7aCS wt from pUC19 into pRECl/N del
The TaCS wt gene was previously cloned and expressed in the pUC19 expression vector 
[Sutherland et al., 1990, Sutherland et a l, 1991]. As the P/CS wt and previous PJCS 
mutants were expressed in the higher expression vector pREC7/Ade/(see Chapter 3), it was 
decided to clone the TbCS into this vector for an increased level o f expression and to keep 
all the citrate synthase expressions consistent for comparative purposes.
The TaCS wild-type gene was amplified from the p7bCS19 construct using the standard 
PCR protocol (Chapter 2) with the sense primer (RAMI) containing the Ndel restriction 
site and the antisense primer (RAM2) containing the Kpnl restriction site (Table 4.1). 
Figure 4.5 shows a 1.3kb PCR product that is consistent with the expected size o f  the 7bCS 
wt gene [Sutherland et al.. 1990].
Lane a contains DNA marker (lkb ). Lanes b, c and d show the controls for the 
PCR experiment. Lane b is single primer control for RAM I, and lane c is the 
single primer control for RAM2. Lane d is the double primer control in the 
absence o f template DNA. Lanes e and f  show the PCR product with varying 
concentrations of template DNA (the reaction for lane f  contains half the 
concentration of template DNA compared to reaction for lane e).
1.3kb
a b e d e f
Figure 4.5 PCR amplification of the 7aCS wt gene
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The 1.3kb PCR product was purified from the 1% agarose gel using the QIAEX II kit and 
digested with Afafe/and Kpnl restriction enzymes for 3h. A preparation o f the pKEC7/NdeI 
expression vector was also digested for 3h with Ndel and Kpnl. Figure 4.6 shows the 
digested PCR product and the digested pREC7/NdeI vector on a 1% agarose gel.
m
lkb pREC7 /N del TaC S w tP C R
marker product
Figure 4.6 Double digests of pREC7//V<fe/ and 7aCS wt PCR 
product for ligation.
The gel shows the pREC7/M fe/ expression vector and the 
TaCS wt PCR product double digested with N d el and K pnl 
for ligation.
The purified PCR product and vector were ligated using the Rapid DNA ligase kit (using 
T4 DNA ligase) according to the recommended protocol (see Materials and Method). The 
successful ligation required a 1:4 ratio o f insert to vector, using 20ng o f purified PCR 
product and ~80ng o f the purified pREC7/Ndel vector. The new TaCS construct was 
transformed into the citrate synthase negative E.coli stain, MOB 154, using the heat-shock 
method (see Materials and Methods). 50ng o f the ligation mixture was transformed into
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1 OOjLil o f prepared MOB 154 competent cells. This transformation resulted in ~ 120 colonies 
on one LB-ampicillin plate incubated at 37°C overnight. Eight o f these colonies were 
selected and the plasmid DNA was isolated from 1ml o f overnight culture o f each colony. 
Figure 4.7 shows the restriction digests, with AWe/and Kpnl, o f the plasmid DNA from the 
eight selected colonies. Two o f the eight selected colonies have been successfully 
transformed with the correct construct, having bands corresponding to the insert (L3kb), 









Figure 4.7 Restriction digest o f TaCS wt in pREC7/NdeI
The figure shows the plasmid DNA prepared from 8 colonies o f MOB 154 
cells transformed with the TaCS  wt gene/pREC7/NdeI construct. Lanes a-h 
show the plasmid digested with Ndel and Kpnl restriction enzymes. Lanes c 
and d have bands that correspond to the singly cut full construct (3.8kb), 
the pR E C l/N del expression vector (2.5kb) and the TaCS wt gene insert 
(1.3kb). Lanes a, b, e, f, and h show a single band corresponding to the 
vector (2.5kb) indicating that the ligation o f the insert into the vector was 
unsuccessful in these cases. Lane g has a band that may correspond to the 
vector, but has the incorrect insert. The plasmid preperation run in Lane d 
was selected for purification o f  TaCS wt.
a b c d e f g h
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One colony was selected for the expression and purification o f the TaCS wt. The TaCS wt 
gene from the selected colony was sequenced using the RAMI primer (forward) and the 
RAM2 primer (reverse). Each sequence reaction gave a DNA sequence o f ~800bp which 
were compared with the original TaCS wt sequence using the GCG program. Figure 4.8 
shows a double digest o f the construct from the selected colony along with the single 
digests to confirm that a TaCS wt construct has been successfully created. Expression of  









Figure 4.8 Single and double Ndel and Kpnl restriction digests of 
pRECl/Ndel/TaCS wt construct
Lane a shows the DNA marker (lkb). Lane b is the undigested 
vector/insert construct. Lanes c and d show single digests o f the 
construct with N d e l and K p n l respectively. Lane e is the double 
restriction digest with N d el and Kpnl, and shows that it is the 
correct construct, having bands corresponding to the insert (1.3kb), 
vector (2.5kb) and the partially digested full construct (3.8kb).
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4.4 Site-directed mutagenesis of TaCS wt gene.
The TaCS ionic network mutants were constructed using the nested-PCR (or megaprimer) 
method outlined in section 4.2.1. The first round PCR was the standard PCR method as 
described in Materials and Methods. This protocol is outlined below:
50ng template DNA
15pmoles each primer (RAMI plus required mutation primer) 
20mM dNTPs 
x 10 Thermopol buffer 
2U Vent DNA polymerase
The temperature cycles were optimized for the binding of the 1st round PCR primers (each 
between 26-42 bases in length). The vent polymerase was added to the PCR reaction mix 
after a ‘hot start’:
96°C for 5 min 
85°C for 3 min
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The 1st round DNA fragment was then amplified by 30 cycles of:
96°C for 1.25 min 
45 °C for 2 min 
72 °C for 2 min
The PCR was then completed with a 10-minute incubation at 72°C followed by a soak at 
4°C.
Figure 4.9 depicts a typical result from a 1st round PCR. As all the mutations are in the 
same region o f the TaCS wt gene (bases 524-614), see Figure 4.4, all the 1st round PCR 
products are expected to be between 300-400 bases in length. The 1% agarose gel shown 
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Figure 4.9 1st round PCR in the construction of 7aCS 4sm (T 111E).
Lane a shows DNA marker (lkb). Lanes C l , C2 and C3 
show the PCR controls: C2 and C3 are single primer controls 
and C3 shows the double primer control in the absence of 
template DNA. Lanes R l-5  are multiple 1st round PCR 
products showing a product o f  the expected size (~300bp).
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As illustrated in Figure 4.3, the 2nd round PCR in the nested-PCR method utilizes the 300- 
400bp 151 round PCR product as a ‘megaprimer’. The conditions for the 2nd round PCR are 
similar to those of the 1st round PCR, the important changes being the increased time of the 
primer annealing step and the concentration of the megaprimer.
As the megaprimer is much longer than a standard primer (300-400 bases instead o f-30 
bases) then the annealing time must be increased to ensure that the full-length megaprimer 
binds to the template DNA. The concentration of the megaprimer is also important for this 
reason. Brons-Poulsen et al (1998) showed that an increased concentration of the 
megaprimer increases the yield of product. Hence, the annealing time for the 2nd round 
PCR was increased to 5 min and the concentration of the megaprimer giving optimal 
product yield was found to be at -2-2.5 pmoles. The vent polymerase was added to the 
reaction mix after a ‘hot start’ as before, then the DNA fragment was amplified by 30 
cycles of:
96°C for 1.25 min
50°C for 5 min
72°C for 2 min
The PCR was then completed with a 10-minute incubation at 72°C followed by a soak at 
4°C as before.
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A typical result for the 2nd round PCR is shown in Figure 4.10. This figure shows the 
results o f the 2nd round PCR in the construction o f TaCS 3sm (M100R). For each mutant 
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Figure 4.10 2nd round PCR in the construction of TaCS 3sm (M100R).
Lane a shows the DNA marker (lkb). ). Lanes C l, C2 and C3 
show the PCR controls: C2 and C3 are single primer controls and 
C3 shows the double primer control in the absence of template 
DNA. Lanes R l-4  are 2nd round PCR products showing a product 
o f the expected size (~1.3kb). The arrow indicates PCR reactions 
with increasing concentrations o f 1st round PCR mega-primer
Obviously different primers are required for each different mutation in the 151 round PCR. 
In each case this gives a 300-400 base fragment that is able to introduce a single mutation 
into any TaCS template (TaCS wt or a TaCS that already contains a mutation) during the 
2nd round PCR. This is useful as it enables many combinations o f  mutations to be
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introduced into the TaCS wt. Table 4.3 shows the primer required for the 1st round PCR 
(apart from RAMI) and the TaCS template used in the construction of each TbCS mutant.
TaCS name Mutation Primer used for 1st 
round PCR (apart 
from RAMI)
TaCS template used 
for both 1st and 2nd 
round PCRs
TaCS 3sm M100R RAM3 7aCS wt
TaCS 4sm T il IE RAM4 TaCS wt
TaCS 5sm D94H RAM5 7hrCS wt
TaCS 3/4dm M100R/T111E RAM4 TaCS 3sm
TaCS 4/5dm T il 1E/D94H RAM5 TaCS 4sm
TaCS 3/4/5tm Ml OOR/T 111 E/D94H RAM5 TaCS 3/4dm
TaCS 6sm G/D/I/P RAM6 TaCS wt
TaCS 6/3dm M100R/G/D/I/P RAM6 7aCS 3sm
7bCS 6/5dm D94H/G/D/I/P RAM6 TaCS 5sm
TaCS 3/5/6tm Ml 00R/D94H/G/D/I/P RAM5 TaCS 6/3dm
Table 4.3 Summary of the mutagenic primers and template DNA used in 
the construction of each TaCS ionic network mutant.
All 2nd round PCR products were ligated into the pRECl/Ndel expression vector and 
transformed into the citrate synthase negative E.coli strain MOB 154 as for 7bCS wt (see 
Section 4.3). In each case, one transformed colony was selected for the expression of each 
TaCS ionic network mutant. The 7hrCS mutants genes were sequenced using primers
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RAMI and RAM2, and all contained only the required mutations. Figure 4.11 shows the 
double restriction digest, with Ndel and Kpnl, o f the plasmid DNA isolated from the 
selected colony for each 7bCS mutant indicating that all colonies have been successfully 
transformed with the correct construct, having bands corresponding to the insert (1.3kb), 
vector (2.5kb) and the partially-digested full construct (3.8kb).
(a)























Figure 4.11 Restriction digests of all 7aCS/pREC7/N d el constructs.
These gels shows that each mutant has the correct construct, having 
bands corresponding to the insert (1.3kb), vector (2.5kb) and the 
partially digested full construct (3.8kb). On gel (a) lane a shows TaCS 
wt, lane b shows TaCS 3sm, lane c shows 7hCS 4sm, lane d shows 
TaCS 5sm, lane e shows TaCS  3/4dm, lane f  shows TaCS  4/5dm and 
lane g show TaCS  3/4/5tm. On gel (b) lane h shows TaCS  6sm, lane i 
shows TaCS 6/3dm, lane j shows TaCS 6/5dm and lane k shows 
7aCS 3/5/6tm.
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4.5 Purification ofwt and mutant TaCSs
The transformed MOB 154 cells for 7bCS wt and all the TaCS ionic network mutants were 
grown in a 500ml culture of Terrific Broth (lOOpg ampicilhn/ml) to an optical density at 
600nm of 5, then induced with 50pg nalidixic acid/ml. For comparative purposes the 
citrate synthase from SsCS wt was also expressed in pRECl/Ndel in MOB 154 cells. In 
each case, between 5-7g of cells were obtained after centrifugation and resuspended in 2ml 
of 20mM EPPS (pH 8.0), 2mM EDTA. Cell extracts were prepared by sonication (see 
methods) and then heat-treated by incubation at 65°C for 15 min.
A 2ml Dye Matrex Red A column was equilibrated with lOxbed volume of 20mM EPPS 
(pH 8.0), 2mM EDTA, and then the 2ml heat treated samples were applied to the column. 
Another lOxbed volume of 20mM EPPS (pH 8.0), 2mM EDTA was used to wash the 
column, after which the citrate synthase was eluted with a solution of 5mM OAA and ImM 
Co A. Ten 1ml fractions were collected in each case. Figure 4.12 shows a typical elution of 
the TaCS wt and TaCS mutants, illustrating that the citrate synthase is present in the first 
five fractions collected, which was the case for each citrate synthase purified. These data 
are consistent with SDS-PAGE analysis of the first five fractions collected for each citrate 
synthase (Figure 4.13). Purification tables for all the citrate synthases purified are shown in 
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Figure 4.12 TaCS wt enzyme elution from Dye Matrex Red A column.
Graph shows the activity and protein concentration o f each o f  the ten 
fractions collected after elution of the TaCS wt from the Dye Matrix 
Red A column. The activity (U/ml) is shown in red and the protein 
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Figu re 4.13 SDS-PAG E of TaCS wt pu rification.
SDS-PAGE shows the protein content o f five purified fractions o f  TaCS 
wt eluted from the Dye Matrex Red A column. Lanes 1-5 correspond to 
the first five fractions shown in Figure 4.12. Lane a is a protein marker 
(broad range). Lane b corresponds to the crude extract, lane c to the 
heat-treated extract (65 °C for 15 min) and lane d to the flowthrough 
from the column collected before the ligand-induced elution o f the 
protein.
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Figure 4.14 shows that all the purified TaCS samples were homogeneous on SDS-PAGE 
and all the enzymes had Mr values o f -43 , which is consistent with previous data 
[Sutherland et al., 1991]. The SsCS wt can be seen as a smaller band (-41-42 kDa) which 
is consistent with previous purifications o f this enzyme [Smith et al., 1987]. Unfortunately, 
the SsCS wt showed the presence o f a contaminating band with a smaller molecular weight. 
Due to time constraints it was impossible to rectify this problem, so the SsCS wt was used 
as shown in Figure 4.14. The contamination present in the SsCS wt sample will affect the 
specific activity o f this enzyme and may affect the overall thermostability depending on the 
nature o f the contaminating protein. This problem is considered when characterizing the 














Figure 4.14 SDS-PAGE of all purified TaCS enzymes.
Gel shows each TaCS enzyme after elution from Dye Matrex Red A 
column. Each lane contains ~4 |ig  protein. On gel (a) lane a- TaCS wt, 
lane b- TaCS 3sm, lane c- 7hCS 4sm, lane d- TaCS  5sm, lane e- TaCS 
3/4dm and lane f- 7aCS 4/5dm. On gel (b) lane g- TaCS 3/4/5tm, 
lane h- TaCS  6sm, lane i- TaCS 6/3dm, lane j- TaCS  6/5dm and lane 




The nested-PCR (mega primer) method of introducing mutations into the TaCS wt proved 
to be successful. The two-step nature of this method enabled the production of many 
combinations of ionic network mutants. This is advantageous when introducing a number 
of charged residues into a localized area of a protein as discussed by Lebbink et al. (1999). 
This group aimed to introduce the equivalent 18-residue ionic network present at the 
subunit interface of glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH) from the hyperthermophilic 
P.furiosus into the GDH from the less hyperthermophilic Thermotoga maritima. This 
involved introducing four new charged amino acids into the subunit interface of T.maritima 
GDH. Interestingly, the data showed that successive introduction of the amino acids 
substituted to form the network did not result in incremental stabilization of the GDH 
enzyme. However, several combinations of individual destabilizing mutations resulted in 
restored activity and stability. This suggests that there is high cooperativity between the 
amino acid members of the ionic network. Hence, the ionic network was introduced into 
the TaCS wt in multiple combinations of the four separate mutations, M100R (RAM3), 
T11 IE (RAM4), D94H (RAM5) and G/D/I/P (RAM6).
The TaCS wt and the TaCS ionic network mutants were successfully cloned into the 
pREC7/NdeI expression vector (Figure 4.11) and all were sequenced to confirm that only 
the desired mutations were present in each gene. The enzymes were expressed in MOB 154 
citrate synthase negative E.coli cells and successfully purified on a small scale Dye Matrex 
Red A column (2ml). Purification tables (appendix) show that 0.5-5mg of protein were
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obtained. As these tables show, in some cases the yield of protein obtained is not 
exceptional i.e. only 5% recovery for the purification of 7bCS 6/3dm. It was only 
necessary to purify enough protein for complete characterization of each enzyme, and the 
quantities of protein obtained were sufficient for this purpose. Figure 4.14 shows that all of 
the ThrCSs appear, on SDS-PAGE, to be purified to a similar degree of homogeneity. All 
recombinant enzymes are shown to have a molecular weight of -43, which is consistent 
with previous purifications of both native [Smith et al., 1987] and recombinant [Sutherland 
et al., 1991] T.acidophilum citrate synthase.
Preliminary thermal inactivations of the 7hrCS ionic network mutants suggested that at least 
one of the TaCS mutants might show an increase in thermostability. This increase in 
thermal stability was not equal to the thermostability of PJCS wt, but more comparable to 
the thermostability of the citrate synthase from SsCS. For this reason it was decided to 
purify the recombinant 5!sCS wt (supplied by Carl Thompson, University of Bath), for 
comparative purposes. Previous purifications of the SsCS wt show that the native enzyme 
has a molecular weight of -41 kDa [Smith et al., 1987] and the recombinant has a Mr of 
~42.5kDa [Connaris et al., 1998] which correspond to the major band present in Figure 
4.14. Unfortunately, there is also a contaminating band present that is smaller and may be 
a degradation product. This is important, as any contamination will effect the calculation of 
the specific activity of this enzyme. Initial specific activity data presented in the 
purification tables (appendix) show that the activity of this SsCS wt is comparable with the 
specific activities of the TaCS wt and some of the mutants (-100 U/mg). Previous specific 
activity data show that the specific activity of SsCS wt is usually -30-55% higher than
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TaCS wt at 55°C [Smith et al., 1987, James et al., 1994]. The purification tables 
(appendix) show that the specific activity at 55°C of SsCS wt is 17.5% higher than that of 
TaCS wt. This may illustrate the effect of the contaminating band of SsCS wt, but further 
characterization of all enzymes must be carried out before any conclusions may be drawn.
The purpose of purifying the citrate synthase from Sulfolobus solfataricus was to compare 
the thermal stability of this enzyme to the thermostability of TaCS wt and the TaCS ionic 
network mutants. If the contamination of the SsCS wt does not affect the thermostability of 
this enzyme then comparisons may still be made. Kinetic and thermal characterization of 
all citrate synthases discussed in this chapter are discussed in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5
Kinetic and thermal characterization of the Thermoplasma 
acidophilum citrate synthase ionic network mutants.
5.1 Introduction
As explained in the Chapter 4, ten mutants of the Thermoplasma acidophilum citrate 
synthase were created in an attempt to introduce an ionic network at the subunit 
interface that would mirror the ionic network found in Pyrococcus furiosus citrate 
synthase. This chapter describes and discusses the kinetic and thermal characterization 
of these mutant enzymes with relation to the T. acidophilum wild-type citrate synthase 
(TbCS wt).
Single and multiple combinations of four mutations were introduced into the 7aCS wt 
gene using a nested (or megaprimer) PCR method (Section 4.2). Multiple combinations 
were used as it has been previously shown in a similar study that some single mutations 
may result in a decrease towards thermal inactivation, but a combination of 
destabilizing single mutations can restore stability [Lebbink et al., 1999]. Table 4.2 
(Chapter 4) summarises the 7hrCS mutants created, indicating each mutation that the 
enzyme contains.
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5.2 Kinetic parameters of TaCS wt and the JIuCS ionic network mutants.
For each TaCS, the Km values for oxaloacetate (OAA) and acetyl-CoA (AcCoA) and 
the Vmax were determined. As for previous kinetic data (Section 3.5), the Km for each 
enzyme was determined by adding a fixed saturating concentration of one substrate (10- 
15 x Km) and varying the concentration of the other (0.5, 0.7, 1, 5 and 10 x Km). The 
concentrations of substrate were based on previous kinetic parameters determined for 
TaCS wt [Amott et al., 2000]. The data were analysed using ENZPACK, and the Km 
and Vmax values were obtained using the Direct Linear plot [Eisenthal and Comish- 
Bowden, 1974]. As before, the data obtained follow a Michaelis-Menten relationship 
and the straight line Hanes-Wolfe plots (as illustrated in Figures 3.8 and 3.9, Chapter 3). 
Table 5.1 summarises the kinetic data for TaCS wt and the ionic network mutants. The 
table also includes kinetic data obtained for the S.solfataricus citrate synthase {SsCS wt) 
purified as described in the previous chapter (Section 4.5).
Table 5.1 shows that, in most cases, the substitution of residues at the subunit interface 
of TaCS results in an increase of the Km for AcCoA. Only TaCS 3sm, TaCS 4sm, TaCS 
3/4dm and TaCS 6sm showed an increase of less than 3-fold Km(AcCoA) compared to 
TaCS wt. Every other 7bCS mutant showed a Km(AcCoA) increase of more than 3-fold 
compared to TaCS wt, and some mutants had up to a 10-fold increase in this value 
(TaCS 4/5dm).
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TaCS wt 3 6 77 55
TaCS 3sm 7 12 146 105
7aCS 4sm 5 13 96 69
TaCS 5sm 18 13 80 57
TaCS 3/4dm 8 9 143 102
TaCS 4/5dm 29 6 73 52
TaCS 3/4/5tm 15 2 41 29
TaCS 6sm 4 4 74 53
TaCS 6/3dm 11 17 65 47
TaCS 6/5dm 21 10 86 62
TaCS 3/5/6tm 13 11 51 37
SsCS wt 7 48 127 91
Table 5.1 Kinetic parameters determined for TaCS wt, SsCS wt and TaCS ionic
network mutants.
The Km values are determined by fixing the concentration of one substrate 
(>20XKm), and varying the concentration of the other. The V ,^  were 
calculated using the data from the Direct Linear plot in ENZPACK and the 
determination of protein concentration (mg). Standard errors were determined 
from the standard deviations (68% confidence limits) given from the Direct 
Linear Plot analyses, and were <10% on all values of Km and V ,^ . The TaCS 
mutants are described in Section 4.1. The values were calculated using a 
Mr value of 43 in each case.
The Km(OAA) values for the TaCS ionic network mutants seem to be less affected than 
the Km(AcCoA) values by the amino acid substitutions at the subunit interface. There is 
a small increase in Km(OAA) values for most of the TaCS mutants, but this does not 
exceed 2.5-fold of the Km(OAA) for TaCS wt. TaCS 3/4/5tm and TaCS 6sm show a 
slight decrease in Km(OAA) compared to the TaCS wt, and TaCS 4/5dm shows little 
change.
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The Vmax for TaCS wt is 77 pmoFmin/mg and, for comparative purposes, any TaCS 
mutant Vmax value between 70 and 80 pmol/min/mg is considered relatively unchanged. 
An increase in Vmax is any value greater than 80 pmol/min/mg, and a decrease is any 
Vmax value below 70 pmol/min/mg. Using these criteria, the majority of the 7bCS 
mutants have relatively unchanged Vmax values compared to the TaCS wt. Both of the 
TaCS mutants containing the full ionic networks (TaCS 3/4/5tm and TaCS 3/5/6tm) 
show a decrease in Vmax, along with the TaCS 6/3dm mutant. TaCS 3sm and TaCS 
3/4sm show an increase in Vmax and kcat values.
5.3 Thermal inactivation of TaCSs.
The TaCS wt and the TaCS ionic network mutants were analysed for their 
thermostability properties in terms of their resistance to irreversible denaturation. Each 
enzyme was incubated at a chosen temperature (65-85°C) and, at defined time intervals, 
samples were snap-cooled in an ice-water bath and then assayed for enzyme activity at 
55°C under standard assay conditions (pH 7.0). To investigate the effect of the 
presence of substrates on the thermostability of these citrate synthases, the thermal 
inactivations were carried out in both the absence and presence of citrate synthase 
substrates.
5.3.1 Thermal inactivation in the absence of substrates.
Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 show the thermal inactivations of the TaCSs at 65°C, 
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Figure 5.1 Thermal inactivation o f citrate synthases at 65°C, in the 
absence of substrates.
This figure shows only the data obtained for TaCS  m utants that 
showed a decrease in therm ostability compared to the TaCS  wt and 
SsCS  wt. All 7aCS m utants that are not shown (7hrCS 3sm, TaCS  
4sm, TaCS  5sm, TaCS  4/5dm, TaCS  3/4/5tm, TaCS  6sm and TaCS  
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Figure 5.2 Thermal inactivation o f citrate synthases at 70°C, in the 
absence o f substrates.
Only the data obtained for TaCS  m utants showing a decrease in 
thermostability com pared to TaCS  wt at this tem perature are shown 
in the figure. The TaCS  m utants not shown {TaCS  4sm, TaCS  5sm, 
TaCS 4/5dm and TaCS  6/5dm) showed sim ilar therm ostabilities to 
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Figure 5.3 Thermal inactivation of citrate synthases at 75°C, in the 
absence of substrates.
TaCS 6/3dm and TaCS 3/5/6tm are not shown on this figure as 
they had no rem aining activity after incubation at 75°C in the 
timescale indicated. TaCS 4sm, TaCS 5sm, TaCS  4/5dm and 
TaCS 6/5dm are not shown as they displayed sim ilar thermal 
stabilities to the 7aCS wt at this temperature.
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Figure 5.4 Thermal inactivation o f citrate synthases at 80°C, in the 
absence o f substrates.
All TaCS  ionic network m utants not shown on this figure (TaCS  
3sm, TaCS  3/4dm, TaCS  3/4/5tm, TaCS 6sm, TaCS 6/3dm and 
TaCS 3/5/6tm) do not display any rem aining activity after 


















Figure 5.5 Thermal inactivation o f citrate synthases at 85°C, in the 
absence o f substrates.
All TaCS  ionic network m utants not shown in this figure (TaCS  
3sm, 7aCS 4sm, TaCS  3/4dm, TaCS  3/4/5tm, TaCS  6sm, TaCS 
6/3dm, 7bCS 6/5dm and TaCS  3/5/6tm) do not display any 
rem aining activity after incubation at 85°C in the timescale 
indicated.
For illustrative purposes the data obtained for some TaCS mutants are omitted from 
certain figures depending on whether they retain no activity at that incubation 
temperature or show no great difference in thermal inactivation from the TaCS wt; this 
is stated in the figure legend o f  each figure. Table 5.2 displays all the first-order rate 
constants (k ;nact) and the ty2 (half-life) values obtained for these thermal inactivations o f 
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7aCS wt 0.0074 94.4 0.0067 102.4 0.0062 109.9 0.0088 78.6 0.0659 10.5
TaCS 3sm 0.0090 76.6 0.0297 23.2 0.2867 2.4 X X X X
TaCS 4sm 0.0023 304.7 - - 0.0044 156 0.0184 37.5 X X
TaCS 5sm 0.0023 292.3 - - 0.0039 174 0.0046 152.8 0.0322 21.5
TaCS 3/4dm 0.0138 44.3 0.0778 8.9 0.5997 1.2 X X X X
TaCS 4/5dm 0.0018 387.9 - 0.0078 88.5 0.0101 68.9 0.2512 2.8
TaCS  3/4/5tm 0.0064 107.5 0.0274 25.3 0.1748 4 X X X X
TaCS 6sm 0.0064 109.1 0.0212 32.8 0.1338 5.2 X X X X
TaCS 6/3dm 0.0645 10.8 0.4528 1.5 X X X X X X
TaCS 6/5dm 0.0009 720.2 - " 0.0074 93.8 0.0831 8.3 X X
TaCS 3/5/6tm 0.0219 31.8 1.6803 4.1 X X X X X X
SsCS  wt 0.0002 2150 0.0053 132 0.0025 276.2 0.0053 132 0.0014 524.4
Table 5.2 Thermal inactivation param eters, kinact and t./„ of TaCS ionic network mutants
compared to TaCS wt and SsCS wt over a range o f temperatures.
All data displayed in this table are calculated from the thermal inactivations, in the 
absence o f substrates, shown in Figures 5.1-5.5 (including some data not shown in these 
figures for illustrative purposes). The - symbol indicates where there are no data 
available, but there is no great change in therm ostability compared to the TaCS  wt after 
incubation at the indicated temperature. The x symbol indicates where the CS enzymes 
no longer show residual activity after incubation at the relevant temperature. All kin-*., 
data have standard errors <10%, not shown.
Interestingly, most o f the TaCS ionic network mutants seem to have a decrease in k inact 
value and an increase in ty2 value compared to the TaCS wt at 65°C (apart from TaCS 
3sm, TaCS 3/4dm, TaCS 6/3dm and TaCS 3/5/6tm). The ionic network mutants that 
show this increased thermostability at 65°C all contain the M100R mutation (RAM3), 
illustrated in Figure 5.1. TaCS 3/4/5tm is the only mutant that contains the M100R 
mutation that has a reduction in k jnact and an increase in ty2, but these are only marginal 
changes compared to the TaCS wt at 65°C (not shown on Figure 5.1).
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It is clear from Figures 5.1-5.5 and Table 5.2 that the rates of thermal inactivation are 
different for each different combination of mutation although some trends consistent 
with a specific mutation can be identified. Figure 5.2 shows that a thermal inactivation 
at 70°C results in the loss of activity of all mutants containing either the M100R 
(RAM3) or G/D/I/P loop insertion (RAM6) mutations, apart from TaCS 6/5dm. All 
the TaCS ionic network mutants containing the M100R (RAM3) mutation are inactive 
or have a half-life <4 minutes with a thermal inactivation at 75°C (Figure 5.3).
The only 7aCS ionic network mutants that show residual activity after thermal 
inactivation at 80°C are those with single or combination mutations of T il IE (RAM4) 
and D94H (RAM5), (Figure 5.4). The TaCS 6/5dm mutant still retains some activity 
after incubation at 80°C but is greatly reduced compared to the TaCS wt, a ten-fold 
increase in kinact being found at this temperature (Table 5.2). Inactivation at 85°C 
(Figure 5.5) suggests that the only 7hrCS ionic network mutant to show any increase in 
thermal stability, in the absence of substrates, is the TaCS 5sm (single D94H mutation) 
that has a two-fold decrease in kinact at this temperature.
Table 5.3 shows the AAG*inact (the change in activation energy of thermal inactivation, 
i.e. AG*wt -A G *mutant) calculated from the first order rate constants for thermal 
inactivation (kjnact) using the Arrhenius equation as rearranged in Chapter 3 (equation 
3). The negative values of AAG*inact indicate cases where the stability of the TaCS 
mutant is reduced compared to the TaCS wt, and positive values indicate an increase in 
stability compared to the TaCS wt at each temperature. These data show that an 
inactivation at 65°C results in an activation energy increase of up to 5kJ/mol for some 
TaCS mutants compared to the TaCS wt at that temperature. The table shows that as
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the temperature o f the thermal inactivation is increased the AAG*jnact values for most o f  
the TaCS ionic network mutants decrease. It can be seen from the data that once the 
difference in activation energy decreases to ~-10-15kJ/mol the AAG*inact value does not 
decrease further but the enzyme becomes irreversibly denatured. Table 5.3 shows that 
there is a 2.1kJ/mol increase in activation energy o f the TaCS 5sm mutant compared to 
the TaCS wt at inactivation at 85CC. This increase is five-fold less than the AAG*jnact 
increase o f SsCS wt compared to the TaCS wt.
Citrate
synthase
AAG*jnacto f TaCS mutant compared to TaCS wt at each temperature
(kJ/mol)
65°C 70°C 75°C 80°C 85°C
TaCS 3sm -0.6 -4.2 -11.1 X X
TaCS 4sm +3.3 - +1.0 -2.2 X
TaCS 5sm +3.3 - +1.3 +1.9 +2.1
TaCS 3/4dm -1.8 -7.0 -13.2 X X
TaCS 4/5dm +3.8 - -0.7 -0.4 -4.0
TaCS 3/4/5tm +0.4 -4.0 -9.7 X X
TaCS 6sm +0.4 -3.3 -8.9 X X
TaCS 6/3dm -6.1 -12.0 X X X
TaCS 6/5dm +5.9 - -0.5 -6.6 X
TaCS 3/5/6tm -3.0 -15.8 X X X
SsCS wt +10.1 +0.7 +2.6 +1.5 +11.5
Table 5.3 Change in activation energies o f TaCS ionic network mutants compared to TaCS wt at
various temperatures.
AAG*mact values are calculated from k ^ ,  data displayed in Table 5.2 using equation 3 
(Section 3.4). Values shown are the difference in activation energy (AAG*inact) o f  the TaCS 
ionic network mutants com pared to TaCS  wt. A positive value indicates an increase in 
therm al stability compared to the 7aCS wt, and a negative value indicates a decrease. The - 
symbol indicates where there are no data available as there is no great difference in therm al 
stability compared to the TaCS  wt in that case. All data shown have standard errors <10%.
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5.3.2 Thermal inactivation in the presence of substrates.
Previous thermal inactivation experiments on site-directed mutants of PJCS wt (Section 
3.6, Chapter 3) show that the activation energy of thermally induced unfolding of the 
mutants is increased by the presence of substrates, a l-3kJ/mol increase in AAG*mact in 
the presence of substrates. Also, temperature optima (Topt) determinations and kinetic 
analyses are necessarily carried out in the presence of both citrate synthase substrates, 
OAA and AcCoA. For these reasons the thermal inactivations of TaCS wt and the 
TaCS ionic network mutants were repeated but this time with the addition of OAA and 
CoA during the thermal incubation. As before, one of the citrate synthase products, 
CoA, was used instead of AcCoA to prevent any reaction occurring during the 
incubation period.
Interestingly, it was found that incubation at 65°C and 70°C in the presence of 
substrates resulted in no loss of catalytic activity over a period of 30 min for any of the 
citrate synthase enzymes: 7bCS wt, TaCS mutants or SsCS wt (data not shown). Figure 
5.6 shows the thermal inactivation at 75°C in the presence of substrates (TaCS mutants 














Figure 5.6 Thermal inactivation o f citrate synthases at 75°C, in the presence of 
substrates.
Enzymes are incubated at 75°C for up to 25 m inutes in the presence o f 18mM OAA 
and 0.2mM CoA. Data for TaCS  4sm, TaCS  5sm, TaCS 4/5dm and TaCS 6/5dm 
are not shown as they are shown to be stable after incubation at 80°C in Figure 5.4. 
The dashed line indicates the tim e until which there appears to be no loss in 
activity.
Figure 5.6 shows that, for a minimum o f 15 minutes, all the TaCS ionic mutants show 
similar stability to that o f the TaCS wt. After 15 minutes o f incubation at 75°C (in the 
presence o f substrates) the TaCS mutants that showed a loss o f residual activity at this 
temperature in the absence o f  substrates (Figure 5.3) rapidly begin to lose residual 
activity. Similar data were obtained with incubations at 80°C and 85°C although the 
citrate synthases showed no irreversible denaturation for only 10 and 5 minutes, 
respectively. OAA is a fairly thermolabile substrate, suggesting that it may be the loss 
o f substrate at these temperatures that results in the inactivation o f the enzymes after 
certain time periods. Therefore, the thermal decomposition o f  both OAA and CoA at 
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Figure 5.7 Thermal decomposition o f oxaloacetate and CoA at 80°C and 85°C.
18mM OAA and 0.2mM  CoA were incubated at 80 and 85°C and 
samples were taken out and cooled in an ice-water bath at 5-minute 
intervals. CoA concentrations were determined by titration with DTNB. 
Concentrations o f OAA were determined in the citrate synthase reaction 
in the presence o f excess AcCoA.
Figure 5.7 shows that there is very little thermal degradation o f CoA after 25 minutes 
incubation at both 80°C and 85°C. Oxaloacetic acid is shown to be much more 
thermolabile than CoA at these temperatures, with an approximately 115-fold increase 
rate constant (kinact) at both temperatures. To correlate the thermal degradation o f  
substrate with the thermal inactivations o f TaCS in the presence o f substrates, it was 
calculated that after 10 minutes at 80°C, and 5 minutes at 85°C, only 2% and 5% o f the 
original OAA concentrations were present, respectively (18mM initial concentration). 
This meant that after 10 minutes at 80°C and 5 minutes at 85°C the TaCS enzymes were 
<95% saturated., and thus susceptible to thermal inactivation.
As there would be a sufficient OAA concentration to give >95% saturation o f  citrate 
synthase at 85°C for 5 minutes, the thermal inactivation was repeated in the presence o f  
OAA and CoA for this short time period only (Figure 5.8). The only mutant enzyme
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tested in this experiment was TaCS 5sm which had shown increased stability over the 














Figure 5.8 Thermal inactivation o f TaCS wt, SsCS wt and the TaCS 5sm ionic 
network mutant at 85°C, in the presence o f substrates.
The citrate synthase enzymes were incubated with 18mM OAA and 
0.2mM  CoA. These concentrations are sufficient for the enzymes to be 
saturated completely for the 5-m inute incubation period. All other TaCS  
ionic mutants are not included in this figure as they showed a decrease 
in therm al stability at 85°C in the absence o f substrates (Figure 5.5).
In the presence o f substrates, there is little difference between the thermal stability o f  
TaCS 5sm and that o f the SsCS wt (Figure 5.8 and Table 5.4). With respect to the 
7aCS wt, the k inact values for both TaCS 5sm and SsCS wt, which are both very similar, 
are approximately 3-fold greater. Table 5.5 shows the AAG*inact values calculated from 
Figures 5.5 and 5.8. These data show that both the TaCS wt and the TaCS 5sm ionic 
network mutant are stabilized by the presence o f  substrates by ~3-4kJ/mol. Unusually, 
the thermal stability o f the &CS wt has decreased in the presence o f substrates i.e. the 
activation energy has been reduced by ~6 kJ/mol.
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Citrate synthase k^ act (min-1) ty2 (min) A AG* inact compared 
to TaCS wt 
(kJ/mol)
TaCS wt 0.0253 (±3.2x1 O'3) 27.5 -
TaCS 5sm 0.0088 (±1.8xl0'3) 79.6 ±3.1
SsCS wt 0.0097 (±2.3x1 O'3) 71.7 ±2.9
Table 5.4 kinact and t% values calculated for the thermal inactivation of TaCS wt,
SsCS wt and the 7aCS 5sm ionic network mutant at 85°C in the 
presence of substrates.
The rates o f inactivation (kmact) and half-lives (t./2) o f  the citrate synthase 
enzymes are calculated from data reported in Figure 5.8.
Citrate synthase AAG’Vact compared to 
7aCS wt (85°C in 
presence o f  substrates) 
(kJ/mol)
AAG^act compared to 
TaCS wt (85°C in 
absence o f  substrates) 
(kJ/mol)
A A G * ^  o f  CS in 
presence o f  substrates 
compared to absence o f  
substrates. 
(kJ/mol)
7bCS wt - - ±2.8
7aCS 5sm ±3.1 ±2.1 ±3.9
SsCS wt ±2.9 ±11.5 -5.8
Table 5.5 AAG*inact data calculated from rates of thermal inactivation at 85°C in both the 
absence and presence of substrates.
The AAG*inact values were calculated from the k,,,^ data in Tables 5.2 and 5.4 (which 
were calculated from Figures 5.5 and 5.8). The first two data columns show the 
difference in activation energies for the thermal inactivation process o f TaCS 5sm and 
SsCS wt compared to TaCS wt in the absence and presence o f  18mM OAA and 
0.2mM  CoA. The positive values indicates an increase in thermal stability compared 
to 7aCS wt The final data column shows the difference in activation energies o f  the 
enzymes incubated in the presence o f  substrates compared to the enzymes incubated 
in the absence o f  substrates. A  positive value indicates an increase in thermal stability 
in the presence o f  substrates.
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5.4 Temperature optima of TaCSs.
The temperature dependence of enzyme activity of TaCS wt and the TaCS ionic 
network mutants were determined by carrying out 2-minute enzyme assays at different 
temperatures between 40-85°C. Each measured rate of reaction was corrected for the 
degradation of DTNB, which increases with elevation in temperature resulting in an 
over-estimation of catalytic activity (~10% of actual enzymic rate at higher 
temperatures). Unfortunately, after prolonged storage at 4°C, TaCS 6/3dm and TaCS 
3/5/6/tm had lost all activity prior to this experiment; therefore no temperature optima 
data are available for these mutants. This loss of activity on storage was not entirely 
unexpected, as these two TaCS mutants were shown to be much less thermostable than 
the 7aCS wt (Section 5.3).
Figures 5.9-5.12 show the temperature dependence of the TaCS ionic network mutants 
compared to both the TaCS wt and the SsCS wt. To aid identifying any changes in the 
temperature dependence data caused by any specific mutation, these data are displayed 
corresponding to the mutations they contain i.e. Figure 5.9 shows all mutants containing 
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Figure 5.9 Temperature dependence of the catalytic activity o f TaCS wt, SsCS wt 
and all TaCS ionic network mutants containing the M 100R (RAM 3) 
mutation.
Enzyme assays were carried out at pH 8.0, at varying temperatures 
between 40-85°C. 0.14mM  AcCoA and 1.25mM OAA were used in each 















Figure 5.10 Temperature dependence o f the catalytic activity o f TaCS wt, 
SsCS wt and all TaCS ionic network mutants containing the 
T i l  IE (RAM 4) mutation.
Enzyme assays were carried out at pH 8.0, at varying temperatures 
between 40-85°C. 0 .14mM AcCoA and 1.25mM OAA were used in 





















Figure 5.11 Temperature dependence o f the catalytic activity o f TaCS wt, 
SsCS wt and all TaCS ionic network mutants containing the 
D94H (RAM5) mutation.
Enzyme assays were carried out at pH 8.0, at varying temperatures 
between 40-85°C. 0 .14mM AcCoA and 1.25mM OAA were used in 


















Figure 5.12 Temperature dependence o f the catalytic activity o f TaCS wt, SsCS 
wt and all TaCS ionic network mutants containing the 
G/D/1/P(RAM6) loop mutation.
Enzyme assays were carried out at pH 8.0, at varying temperatures 
between 40-85°C. 0.14mM  AcCoA and 1.25mM OAA were used in 
each assay, and initial rates were measured over 2 min.
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These temperature dependence data (Figures 5.9-5.12) show that no TaCS ionic 
network mutant has an increased temperature optimum (Topt) compared to that of the 
TaCS wt, (~75°C). As shown in Figure 5.11, all of the TaCS mutants that contain the 
D94H (RAM5) mutation have an unusual flattened temperature dependence curve, 
which makes it difficult to estimate the Topt value for these enzymes. It can be noted 
that, although there is no obvious Topt value, all these mutants have a consistent specific 
activity over a range of temperatures (50-75°C), and only show a decrease in specific 
activity after 75°C, which is the temperature optimum of the TaCS wt. These TaCS 
mutants containing the D94H (RAM5) mutation also show a great reduction in the 
specific activity of the enzyme compared to the TaCS wt. Figures 5.9, 5.10 and 5.12 
show that only 7hrCS 3sm, TaCS 3/4dm, TaCS 4sm and TaCS 6sm have temperature 
dependence curves from which a Topt value can be estimated.
Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show the temperature dependence data in the form of Arrhenius 
plots. These data are plotted according to the rearranged Arrhenius equation as stated in 
Section 3.3.4. Figure 5.13 illustrates the flattened nature of the temperature dependence 
curves for all of the 7hrCS mutants containing the D94H (RAM5) mutation. It was 
difficult to obtain any activation energy ( AG * cat) data from the slope of these plots, as 
the lines were too flat. Figure 5.14 shows the Arrhenius plot of the temperature 
dependence data excluding the TaCS mutants with the D94H mutation. AG * cat values 
for these TaCS ionic network mutants were determined from the linear portions of the 
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Figure 5.13 Arrhenius plot of the catalytic activities of TaCS wt, SsC S wt 
and the TaCS ionic network mutants containing the D94H 
(RAM5) mutation.
Data shown are calculated from the tem perature dependence data 
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Figure 5.14 Arrhenius plot of the catalytic activities of TaCS wt, SsC S wt 
and all the TaCS ionic network mutants excluding any 
containing the D94H (RAM5) mutation.
Data shown is calculated from the tem perature dependence data 
used for Figures 5.9, 5.10 and 5.12. Line is fitted to the TaCS wt 
data for illustrative purposes.
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TaCS wt 75 42 (±1)
7aCS 3sm 60 39 (±5)
TaCS 4sm 70-75 29 (±2)
TaCS 3/4dm 60 32 (±3)
TaCS 6sm 55-60 28 (±4)
SsCS wt >85 30 (±1)
Table 5.6 Temperature optima (Topt) and activation energies of the catalytic
reaction (AG * c a t) of TaCS wt, SsCS wt and all TaCS ionic network 
mutants that do not contain the D94H (RAM5) mutation.
The Topt data are calculated from Figures 5.9, 5.10 and 5.12. The A G  * cat 
data are calculated from the linear portion o f  the data in Figure 5.14.
Table 5.6 shows that the AG*cat values of the TaCS ionic network mutants are 
decreased compared to the TaCS wt, although there is less than a 1.5-2-fold decrease at 
the most. This suggests that the substitution of amino acids at the subunit interface of 
the TaCS wt affects the activity and thermoactivity of this enzyme, which is consistent 
with the change in specific activity shown in Figures 5.9-5.12.
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5.5 Cis-trans conformation of proline residues in the 4-membered loop region 
of TaCS wt mutants
The crystal structure of PfCS wt indicates that the proline residue in the loop region: 
Glyll2, Aspll3, lie 114 and Proll5 (G/D/I/P), is in the cis configuration (Figure 
5.15(a)). This loop contains the aspartate residue necessary for the majority of the ionic 
interactions making up the ionic network present at the subunit interface (Chapter 3). 
This suggests that the cis configuration of this proline residue is important as it holds 
the loop near the subunit interface, hence, allowing the Aspll3 residue to interact with 
other charged residues to form ionic bonds. This G/D/I/P loop region has been inserted 
into the equivalent position in the TaCS wt (replacing Phel 13 and Lysl 14).
Thermal characterization of the TaCS ionic network mutants containing the G/D/I/P 
loop mutation (RAM6) shows a reduction in thermostability in each case, compared to 
the TaCS wt (Section 5.3). This loop insertion mutation (RAM6) is an alternate 
mutation to RAM4, which is the substitution of T hrill with a glutamate residue 
(T ilIE), see Chapter 4. Thermal inactivation data also shows that TaCS mutants 
containing the RAM4 mutation show a decrease in thermostability compared the TaCS 
wt. This may suggest that the introduction of these mutations is not resulting in the 
formation of the expected ionic interactions. In the case of the RAM4 (T ilIE ) 
mutation, this may indicate that the glutamate residue may still not provide the 
sufficient length for the formation of ionic interactions in this region (Section 4.1). The 
data may also suggest that the inserted loop (RAM6) is not in the correct conformation 










Comparison of loop region in PfCS and 7’aCS
Figure (a) shows the four am ino acid loop region (Glyl 12, A spl 13, lie 114, Prol 15) 
in magenta. Figure (b) shows the equivalent residues in the TaCS structure
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Modeling of the 7bCS ionic network mutants containing the G/D/I/P loop insertion has 
suggested that the proline residue in this region may be in the trans conformation, as 
this is the most common conformation. This would result in the entire loop region 
being moved in the opposite direction to the intersubunit ionic network; hence prevent 
the formation of any ionic bonds. Study of the crystal structure of the TaCS wt also 
suggests that there may be sufficient space in the protein for this proline residue to 
adopt a cis configuration. As there is a small, flexible glycine residue on the opposite 
side of the loop region (Glyll2), it may be possible to ‘flip’ the loop into the correct 
position. This would require the presence of an enzyme that can catalyze the cis/trans 
isomerisation of proline residues.
5.6 Peptidyl proline cis-trans isomerase (PPIase)
5.6.1 Introduction to PPIase.
In proteins, the partial double bond character of the peptide bond results in two 
conformations depending on the value of the dihedral angle: cis and trans with co=o and 
co=180°, respectively [Stewart et al., 1990], see Figure 5.16(a). The isomer with the 
two Ca atoms trans to each other is favoured due to the lesser steric conflict involving 
the substituents at these positions. A difference in energy of approximately 20kJ/mol 
(5kcal/mol) exists between the trans and cis isomers, and therefore, cis-trans 
isomerisation of a peptide bond is a slow process at room temperature and has shown to 
play an important role in protein folding (recently reviewed by Pal & Chakrabati., 1999 
and Eyles & Gierasch., 2000). However, cis and trans conformations of X-proline
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bonds (where X represents any amino acid) have comparable energies (80-100kJ/mol), 




















Figure 5.16 cis/trans isomerisation o f a peptidyl-prolyl bond.
Figure (a) shows the conformations o f tra m  and cis isomers of 
a general peptide bond. Figure (b) shows both the cis and trans 
conformers o f a peptidyl-prolyl bond.
Consistent with these energetic data, a survey o f protein structures by Stewart et al. 
(1990) found only 0.05% o f all X-Xnp (where Xnp is also any other amino acid), but 
6.5% o f all X-Pro peptide bonds, occur in the cis conformation in the folded protein
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(Figure 5.16(b)). Cis peptidyl-prolyl bonds are found primarily in bends and turns, 
suggesting a specific structural role for this type of bonding [Stewart et al, 1990].
It has been suggested that, as proline residues reduce the conformational degrees of 
freedom in the main polypeptide chain, they may be involved in increasing the 
thermostability of a protein by increasing the rigidity of the polypeptide chain [recently 
reviewed by Watanabe et a l, 1997]. Watanabe et al. (1997) showed that introducing 
proline substitutions in the homologous oligo-l,6-glucosidases from various Bacillus 
strains growing within different temperature ranges, identified two specific proline sites 
critical to protein thermo stabilization. Bogin et al (1998) compared the crystal 
structures of the closely related mesophilic Clostridium beijerinckii alcohol 
dehydrogenase (CBADH) and the hyperthermophilic Thermoanaerobacter brockii 
alcohol dehydrogenase (TBADH), and suggested that the extra proline residues located 
in strategically important positions in TBADH might contribute to the thermal stability 
of this enzyme. Site-directed mutagenesis was used to replace eight complementary 
residue positions in CBADH, one at a time, with proline residues. They showed that 
two of the eight proline residues in TBADH contribute to its thermal stability.
The cis/trans isomerisation of proline-peptide bonds is often the rate-limiting step in 
protein folding. Enzymes that catalyze this step are called peptidyl-prolyl cis/trans 
isomerases (PPIases). PPIases are ubiquitous in living organisms and three families, 
cyclophilin (CyP), FFK506 binding protein (FKBP) and parvulin (Pvn), have been 
studied in detail (recently reviewed by Gothel et a l, 1999 and Maruyama et a l, 2000). 
The cyclophilins form a family of cellular proteins that bind the drug cyclosporin A. For 
this reason they are also called immunophilins. In vitro cyclophilins accelerate slow
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protein folding reactions by catalyzing the cis/trans isomerisation of peptide bonds 
preceding a prolyl residue.
5.6.2 PPIase experiments.
For these experiments calf thymus Cyclophilin (CyP) PPIase was used (Sigma, product 
number C7696). Due to time constraints on this project, it was impossible to design and 
carry out unfolding (in guanidine or urea) and refolding experiments for the TaCS ionic 
mutants. Instead, it was decided to try to change the conformation of the proline (on the 
G/D/I/P inserted loop, RAM6) from trans to cis on the intact protein. This enzyme has 
previously been used in in vivo protein folding experiments, but there a no evidence that 
it has ever been used to catalyze the conversion of a trans X-Pro bond to a cis 
conformation in a folded protein.
These experiments consisted of incubating both TaCS 6/5dm and TaCS 3/5/6tm 
separately in buffer (pH 7.0) containing the cyclophilin enzyme. These TaCS mutants 
were chosen because they contain both the G/D/I/P loop mutation (RAM6) and other 
amino acids that then give the potential of making one or more ionic interactions. On 
the other hand, the ThrCS 6sm containing just the loop mutation was not investigated as 
it does not contain the other residues required to form ionic interactions (see Figure
4.2). Similarly, 7bCS 6/3dm was not chosen either as it has been shown to be very 
unstable (Sections 5.3 and 5.4) with a greatly reduced thermal stability compared to the 
TaCS wt. This may be due to the M100R (RAM3) mutation that has previously been 
shown to be a destabilizing mutation.
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Published protocols for the use of PPIases have all involved the renaturing of denatured 
proteins or the effects on small peptides. Fischer (1985) showed that the optimum pH 
for PPIase activity when refolding urea-denatured ribonuclease A was pH 7.8. Schiene 
et al. (1998) used 0.1-5pM of various PPIases (including human cyclophilinl 8) on 
400pM of a tetrapeptide substrate (a PPIase:substrate ratio of 1:4000- 1:80) to map the 
stereospecificity (pH 7.8). von Ahsen et al (2000) used 1.5pM of various cyclophilins 
(from yeast, Neurospora crassa and E.coli) for the refolding of 15pM guanidine- 
denatured mouse dihydrofolate reductase, DHFR (pH 7.2), (a PPIase: substrate ratio of 
1:10). It must be noted that these are high concentrations of cyclophilin used, as calf 
thymus cyclophilin has a molecular weight of 17kDa. A lpM solution of calf thymus 
cyclophilin gives a protein concentration of 0.03mg/ml, which is the same concentration 
as the solutions of TaCS 6/5dm and TaCS 3/5/6tm used for the thermal inactivations (a 
1:1 ratio), (Section 5.3). Many enzyme reactions i.e. restriction digests etc., use <10% 
concentration of enzyme to substrate. For this reason, TaCS 6/5dm and 7hrCS 3/5/6tm 
were incubated with lpM of cyclophilin (1:1 ratio), but also this incubation was 
repeated with 1:10 and 1:50 cyclophilin:substrate.
Most of the protein refolding experiments using a PPIase in the literature carried out 
their experiments at room temperature (25°C), but as the cyclophilin used here is from 
calf thymus then incubation at 37°C was also used. All incubations were left overnight. 
The thermal inactivations of the incubated samples were carried out as before (Section 
5.3). The initial specific activities of the citrate synthases were not affected by the 
incubation with cyclophilin.
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Figure 5.17 shows the thermal inactivation at 80°C o f TaCS 6/5dm and the TaCS wt, in 
the absence and presence o f  lpM  cyclophilin incubated at either 25°C or 37°C 
overnight. The thermal inactivation was done at 80°C as the TaCS 6/5dm still has 
activity remaining (12%) after a 25 minute incubation at this temperature (see Figure 
5.4, Section 5.3). This figure shows that the incubation o f the TaCS wt and TaCS 
6/5dm with cyclophilin has no effect on the thermostability o f  the enzyme, whether 
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Figure 5.17 Thermal inactivation o f TaCS wt and TaCS 6/5dm at 80°C after incubation in the 
presence and absence o f cyclophilin, at 25 or 37°C.
0.03pg/m l solutions o f 7aCS wt and TaCS  6/5dm were incubated at pH 7.0, with and 
without lpM  cyclophilin (CyP), 1:1 ratio o f cyclophilin:substrate, overnight at 25 or 
37°C. After the overnight incubation, the enzymes were incubated at 80°C, and samples 
were removed at 5-minute intervals and cooled in an ice-water bath. These samples were 
assayed as standard at 55°C. Each TaCS wt sample: incubated at 37°C w/o CyP ( ♦ ) ,  
incubated at 37°C with CyP (O ) ,  incubated at 25°C w/o CyP (A) and incubated at 25°C 
with CyP (A ) ,  showed a sim ilar therm al inactivation. Each TaCS 6/5dm sample: 
incubated at 37°C w/o CyP ( ), incubated at 37°C with CyP ( ), incubated at 25°C w/o
CyP ( ) and incubated at 25°C with CyP ( ), showed the same degree o f therm al
inactivation relative to the TaCS  wt. The lines are best fits to the data for the incubation at 
37°C in the absence o f lpM  CyP for each enzyme.
Figure 5.18 shows the thermal inactivation at 80°C o f the TaCS 6/5dm and the TaCS wt 
incubated, overnight at 37°C, with either 1:10 or 1:50 cyclophilin:substrate. Figure 
5.19 shows the thermal inactivation at 70°C o f the TaCS 3/5/6tm and TaCS wt 
incubated, overnight at 37°C, with 1:10 and 1:50 cyclophilin:substrate. Again, 70°C 
was used as the incubation temperature as Figure 5.2 (Section 5.3) shows that TaCS
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3/5/6tm still has activity remaining (20%) after a 10 minute incubation at this
temperature.
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Figure 5.18 Thermal inactivation o f TaCS wt and TaCS 6/5dm at 80°C after incubation in the 
presence and absence o f 1:10 or 1:50 cyclophilin:substrate concentration, at 37°C.
0.03(ig/ml solutions o f TaCS  wt and 7brCS 6/5dm were incubated at pH 7.0, with and 
without 1:10 or 1:50 cyclophilin(CyP):substrate, overnight at 37°C. After the overnight 
incubation, the enzymes were incubated at 80°C, and samples were removed at 5-minute 
intervals and cooled in an ice-water bath. These samples were assayed as standard at 55°C. 
Each TaCS  wt sample: incubated w/o CyP ( ♦ ) ,  incubated at 1:10 CyP ( O )  and incubated at 
1:50 CyP (A), showed a sim ilar therm al inactivation. Each TaCS  6/5dm sample: incubated 
w/o CyP ( ), incubated at 1:10 CyP ( ) and incubated at 1:50 CyP ( ), showed the same
degree o f therm al inactivation relative to the 7brCS wt. The lines are best fits to the data for 
the incubation in the absence o f cyclophilin for each enzyme.
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Figures 5.17-5.19 all show that incubation o f the TaCS ionic network mutants 
containing the G/D/I/P inserted loop, with cyclophilin at varying concentrations, does 
not effect the thermostability o f  the mutants. This is unsurprising as the proteins are 
already folded which would make it very difficult to change the conformation o f one 
amino acid within the protein structure. However, these data do not show whether or 
not the proline bond has undergone a change in cis/trans configuration, just that there is 
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Figure 5.19 Thermal inactivation o f TaCS wt and TaCS 3/5/6tm  at 70°C after incubation in the 
presence and absence o f 1:10 or 1:50 cyclophi!in:substrate concentration, at 37°C. 
0.03(il/ml solutions o f TaCS  wt and TaCS  3/5/6tm were incubated at pH 7.0, with and without 
1:10 or 1:50 cyclophilin(CyP):substrate, overnight at 37°C. After the overnight incubation, the 
enzymes were incubated at 70°C, and samples were removed at 5-minute intervals and cooled 
in an ice-water bath. These samples were assayed as standard at 55°C. Each TaCS  wt sample: 
incubated w/o CyP ( ♦ ) ,  incubated at 1:10 CyP (O) and incubated at 1:50 CyP (A), showed a 
sim ilar therm al inactivation. Each 7aCS 3/5/6tm sample: incubated w/o CyP ( ♦ ) ,  incubated at 
1:10 CyP ( O )  and incubated at 1:50 CyP (A), showed the same degree o f therm al inactivation 
relative to the TaCS  wt. The lines are best fits to the data for the incubation in the absence of 
cyclophilin for each enzyme.
It may be interesting to vary the conditions o f the incubation with cyclophilin; an 
increased time o f incubation or variation in temperature could be employed. However, 
these results suggest that the Pro 115 residue may only be converted from trans to cis 
during an unfolding and refolding experiment in the presence o f a PPIase. 
Unfortunately, time did not permit these experiments to be carried out, although such 
investigations are on-going in the research group.
5.7 Discussion
Kinetic characterization o f the TaCS ionic network mutants shows that, at 55°C, there is 
an increase in the Km for AcCoA for all o f  the mutant enzymes compared to TaCS wt, 
some increases being as large as 10-fold (TaCS 4/5dm) (Table 5.1). There is also an
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overall increase in the Km values for OAA (apart for TaCS 3/4/5tm and TaCS 6sm), 
although no more than 2.5-fold compared to the wild-type citrate synthase. Most of the 
TaCS mutants have a Vmax value comparable to that of the TaCS wt (70-80 
pmol/min/mg), although both of the mutants containing the full ionic networks (TaCS 
3/4/5tm and TaCS 3/5/6tm) have only 52 and 66% the catalytic activity of TaCS wt 
respectively. Changes in enzyme activity are not unexpected as mutations at the 
subunit interface may have an effect on the structure of the citrate synthase active site, 
which lies between the two monomers. The data suggest that, in some cases, the active 
site might be affected by mutations, but no intersubunit mutation has destroyed the 
catalytic activity completely. This is similar to the situation with PfCS where mutations 
to disrupt the inter-subunit ionic network had little effect on catalytic activity [Amott et 
al., 2000], as discussed in Chapter 3.
Interestingly, some of ionic network mutants show a large increase in Vmax at 55°C, 
most noticeably for TaCS 3sm and TaCS 3/4dm at pH 8.0 (Table 5.1). This increase in 
enzyme activity at lower temperatures has also been noted in the thermal inactivation 
and temperature dependence data obtained (Table 5.2, Figure 5.9). These data suggest 
that some mutations at the intersubunit region of TaCS wt cause an increase in catalytic 
activity at lower temperatures. This may result from a loss of rigidity of the citrate 
synthase enzyme i.e. an increase in the degree of flexibility. It has been shown that an 
increase in thermostability may coincide with an increase in rigidity; hence a loss in 
rigidity can result in a loss of thermal stability but an increase in activity at lower 
temperatures.
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For ease o f discussion, thermal inactivation and temperature dependence data are 
discussed with respect to each o f the four mutations involved in constructing the five- 
membered ionic network into TaCS wt, M100R (RAM3), T il  IE (RAM4), D94H 
(RAM5) and the G/D/I/P loop insert (RAM6). A reproduction of Figure 4.2 from 


















Figure 5.20 Schematic comparison o f ionic network regions o f 7tfCS wt and PfCS wt
T.acidophilum  residues are shown in red and P.furiosus residues are shown in 
black. Each change o f residue between the two citrate synthases is named 
corresponding to Table 4.2. This figure is a reproduction o f  Figure 4.2
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5.7.1 MethioninelOO -a rg in in e ,  M 100R  (R A M 3).
The first mutation introduced into the 7hrCS wt subunit interface was the substitution o f  
MethlOO with an arginine residue. This mirrors the Arg99 residue in the ionic network 
of the PfCS wt, which forms ionic bonds with Asp206 and A sp ll3  on the opposite 
subunit (Figures 5.20 and 5.21).
Thermoplasma acidophilum M100R 
(RAM3) mutant
Pyrococcus furiosus wild type
Lys219
Asp206
Figure 5.21 Predicted structure o f the subunit interface o f 7aCS 3sm compared to the crystal 
structure PfCS wt.
For the M100R (RAM3) substitution (Figure (a)), the main chain of the arginine residue 
is aligned with the first two side chain atoms o f the MethlOO residue, thereby keeping 
its conformation the same as in P.furiosus citrate synthase (Figure (b)). Normal 





Thermal inactivation and temperature optima data show that there is a distinct decrease 
in the thermostability of all the TaCS mutants containing the M100R mutation. Figure 
5.21(a) shows the M100R mutation modeled into the TaCS wt, compared to the ionic 
network of TyCS wt (Figure 5.21(b)). In Figure 5.21(a) the arginine residue is 
introduced into the 7aCS by aligning its main chain and the first two side chain atoms 
with the MethlOO, thereby keeping its conformation the same as in PfCS wt. This 
model shows that the M100R mutation results in 3 clashes with neighbouring residues. 
Firstly, the introduced arginine residue might be too close to the Ser208 residue, -1.7A, 
which is almost the same length as a carbon-carbon bond. Also, the substituted residue 
may clash, both sterically and with opposing charge, with Lys218 and Alai 07. If this 
model were correct then these clashes would cause the helices of the subunit interface to 
move away from each other, which may explain the decrease in thermostability of 
enzymes containing this mutation. This may also introduce flexibility in the interface 
region of the citrate synthase enzyme, which may explain the increase in catalytic 
activity of these mutants at lower temperatures.
5.7.2 Threoninel 11-glutamate, T i l  IE (RAM4)
Chapter 3 discusses the substitution of Aspll3 in the ionic network at the subunit 
interface of TyCS wt. The equivalent residue in the TaCS wt is Thrl 11. To overcome 
this problem it was decided to substitute the Thrl 11 with a glutamate residue as the 
glutamate is of equivalent charge to the aspartate but is a carbon bond length longer.
Figure 5.22 (a) shows the predicted position of the T il IE mutation in the 7aCS wt 
subunit interface. This figure illustrates the glutamate residue in its most favourable
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rotamer, and shows that it has the potential to form ionic bonds including both its 
oxygen atoms. Figure 5.22(b) shows that at the subunit interface o f PfCS wt the 
Aspl l3  forms an ionic bond, 3.05A, with Lys219. The interactions o f  the glutamate 
residue in the TaCS T11 IE mutant with Lys218 are much longer, about 6A, and hence 
potentially much weaker.









Figure 5.22 Predicted structure of subunit interface o f the TaCS 4sm compared to the crystal 
structure o f PfCS wt.
Figure (a) shows the T 1 1 IE substitution positioned taking the most favourable rotam er o f 
glutamate to possibly make 2 long ionic bonds with Lys218.
Hence, Figure 5.22(a) shows that the T il  IE mutation would have little effect in 
increasing the thermostability o f  the TaCS enzyme. This may explain the fact that the 
TaCS 4sm mutant shows little change in kinetic parameters or Topt, so no change in the 
structure o f the active site, but the thermal stability is affected suggesting that this 
mutation has introduced a small structural change to the enzyme. Hence, any change in
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the thermostability of the TaCS mutants containing the T11 IE mutation, in combination 
with other mutations, may be a result of the effect of the other mutations.
5.7.3 Aspartate94-histidine, D94H (RAM5).
This mutation is a direct substitution of a histidine residue for Asp94 in the TaCS wt to 
mirror the His93 in the intersubunit ionic network of PfCS wt. Kinetic data indicate 
that, apart from the frill network mutants (TaCS 3/4/5tm and TaCS 3/5/6tm) that have a 
reduced Vmax, this D94H (RAM5) mutation does not have a great effect on the Vmax 
values (Table 5.1). This mutation does appear to increase the Km for both AcCoA and 
OAA.
Thermal inactivation data, in the absence of substrates (Figures 5.1-5.5), show that apart 
from the full network mutants, TaCS 3/4/5tm and TaCS 3/5/6tm, all of the TaCS 
mutants containing the D94H (RAM5) mutation retain much of their thermostability. 
The double mutants, TaCS 4/5dm and 7aCS 6/5dm, have t>/2 values of 2.8 and 8.3 
minutes at 85°C and 80°C respectively (Table 5.2). Although these 7aCS ionic network 
mutants are not as thermostable as the 7aCS wt, they are more thermostable than the 
other ionic network mutants constructed. Temperature dependence data (Figure 5.12) 
show that all of the mutants containing the D94H mutation have an unusual, flat 
temperature dependence curve with no clear temperature optima (Topt). These mutants 
do not appear to lose activity until 70-75°C, similar to the Topt of the wild-type, but do 
not have an increase in activity with increasing temperatures up to this temperature.
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The most interesting mutation constructed appears to be the TaCS ionic network mutant 
containing the D94H mutation alone, TaCS 5sm. Thermal inactivation at 85°C, in the 
absence of substrate (Figure 5.5), shows that this mutant is more thermostable than the 
TaCS wt i.e. TaCS 5sm has a. 2-fold decrease in k jnact compared to the TaCS wt (Table
5.2). This increase in thermostability becomes more interesting when the thermal 
inactivation is carried out in the presence of Co A and OAA (Figure 5.8). This figure 
shows that the TaCS 5sm mutant is more thermostable than the TaCS wt, but it also 
shows that this mutant has a thermal stability, at 85°C, comparable to the SsCS wt. 
Interestingly, Table 5.5 indicates that both the TaCS wt and the TaCS 5sm mutant have 
an increase in thermo stability when incubated in the presence of substrates, 2.4 and 3.2 
KJ/mol respectively.
Figure 5.23 illustrates a speculative arrangement of the added histidine residue in place 
of the Asp94 in the TaCS wt. The histidine was overlaid onto the first two carbons of 
the Asp94, and then orientated in the equivalent position as in TyCS wt. The magenta 
interaction shows that the histidine is closer to Lys218, 4.6A, than the Asp94-Lys218 
interaction in the TaCS wt. This may result in the clashing charges pushing the 
histidine residue away from the positively charged lysine residue. This movement in 
residues may cause a weak ionic interaction with the negatively charged Glu92 (Figure 
5.23 (a)); this interaction cannot exist in the 7aCS wt, as the Asp94 is a negatively 
charged residue (Figure 5.23(b)). The ionic interaction formed between the histidine 
and Glu92 may pull the glutamate residue closer to the histidine residue, which would 
put the Glu92 in a position to form an ionic bond with Lysll2.
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Thermoplasma acidophilum 




















Figure 5.23 Comparison o f the predicted structure of the 77*CS 5sm mutant to the 
77iCS wt, SsCS wt and PfCS wt structures.
Figure (a) shows the predicted structure o f TaCS  5sm The histidine 
residue is overlaid on the first two carbon atoms o f the Asp94 that is 
shown in Figure (b). The m agenta interaction shows how this mutation is 
closer to the Lys218 residue. Figures (b), (c) and (d) show the equivalent 
region in T.acidophilum, S.Sulfolobus and P.furiosus citrate synthases.
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This bond is not present in the PfCS wt (5.23(d)). The Glu92-Lysll2 bond that is 
formed by this mutation is equivalent to the second ionic bond that is present in the 
ionic network region of SsCS wt, Glu98-Lysl08, 5.1 A, (Figure 5.23(c)). This may 
explain why initial characterization of the TaCS 5sm mutant shows it to be more 
thermostable than the TaCS wt, and has equivalent thermal stability to the SsCS wt in 
the presence of substrates
5.7.4 Four-residue loop insertion, G/D/I/P (RAM6)
As described in Chapter 4, Section 4.1, and Section 5.5 of this chapter, the Aspll3 
residue of the ionic network in the PfCS wt is positioned on a four-residue loop at the 
subunit interface (Figure 5.24). This loop, consisting of Glyll2, Aspll3, He 114 and 
Proll5 (G/D/I/P), is not present in the TaCS wt. This results in the T hrill residue in 
TaCS wt, the equivalent residue to Asp 113, being positioned too far away from the 
ionic network region to be substituted for an aspartate that will be able to interact with 
other members of the ionic network. The T11 IE (RAM4) mutation attempts to shorten 
this distance by substituting in a glutamate, which is longer than the aspartate residue, 
but this mutation did not work sufficiently well (Section 5.7.2). The alternative method 
was to insert the entire four-residue loop, G/D/I/P (RAM6), into the subunit interface of 
TaCS wt.
Kinetic data (Table 5.1) indicate that the mutant containing the G/D/I/P loop (RAM6) 
alone shows very little change in the kinetic parameters compared to TaCS wt. No 
temperature dependence data was obtained for these mutants, as all enzyme activity was
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lost, in each case, after extended storage at 4°C. This also highlights the instability of 
these enzymes in general.
As discussed previously, it is possible that the T11 IE (RAM4) mutation failed, as it was 
unable to make an ionic interaction due to its distance from the ionic network region 
(Section 5.7.2). The insertion of the loop (RAM6) should be able to decrease the 
distance of the inserted Aspll3 residue from the subunit interface. Section 5.5 of this 
chapter discusses the possibility that the proline residue in this inserted loop region may 
be in the incorrect conformation. In PfCS wt, the Proll5 residue is in the cis 
conformation, which is the more unfavourable conformation (Section 5.6.1), and Figure 
5.24(b) shows how the cis conformation of the proline residue is essential for 
positioning the Aspl 13 correctly. It is possible that the proline in the inserted loop in 
the TaCS mutants is in the trans conformation, pushing the Aspl 13 residue away from 
the ionic network region.
Section 5.6 describes experiments carried out in an attempt to convert the possible trans 
proline residue into a cis conformation in the TaCS ionic network mutants containing 
the G/D/I/P loop (RAM6) mutation using a peptidyl proline cis-trans isomerase 
(PPIase). Due to time restrictions it was impossible to unfold the enzymes then refold 
them in the presence of the PPIase, so the enzymes were just incubated with the PPIase 












The intersubunit loop region in the PfCS wt.
Figure (a) depicts the five-membered ionic network at the subunit 
interface o f PfCS wt, including the four-residue loop region that is 
responsible for positioning A spl 13 so that ionic bonds may be formed. 
The cis conformation o f the Prol 15 residue is highlighted in red. Figure 
(b) shows the same structure from a position that shows how the cis 
prolyl bond is essential for the positioning o f the A spl 13 residue. Again, 
the cis prolyl bond is highlighted in red. The entire loop region is shown 
in m agenta in both figures.
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These experiments were unsuccessful in increasing the thermostability of TaCS 6/5dm 
and TaCS 3/5/6tm, although the results did not indicate whether or not the proline 
residue had changed conformation, the data only showed that there was no resulting 
increase in thermostability. It would be more beneficial to unfold the TaCS ionic 
network mutants before refolding in the presence of the PPIase. It would also be 
interesting to obtain crystal structure data for these mutants to discover the actual 
orientation of the proline residue in the inserted loop region.
In conclusion, attempts to increase the thermostability of TaCS wt by mirroring the 
five-membered ionic network present in the PfCS wt, using site-directed mutagenesis, 
seem to have been unsuccessful. Thermal characterization shows that only one TaCS 
ionic network mutant, TaCS 5sm, has any increase in thermostability compared to the 
TaCS wt. Interestingly, this TaCS mutant contains only a single mutation that, as 
modeling studies suggest, may form an interaction that mirrors the second ionic bond 
found at the subunit interface of the more thermostable SsCS wt.
Clearly, it is necessary to obtain crystallographic data for the TaCS 5sm to determine 
the structural changes of the amino acid substitution for comparison to the modeling 
data. Further thermal characterization of this TaCS mutant is also required to study the 




6.1 The role of the ionic network of PfCS in thermostability
This site-directed mutagenesis study of the 5-membered ionic network present at the 
subunit interface of the PfCS has shown that substitution of the Aspl 13 residue with a 
serine or alanine residue reduces the thermal stability of the enzyme (Chapter 3). This 
suggests that the ionic network plays an important role in the enzymes thermostability, 
possibly in retaining dimer integrity at high temperatures. Although these data are 
consistent with previous studies on hyperthermophilic enzymes, without three- 
dimensional crystal structures of the PfCS ionic network mutants it is impossible to tell 
whether the site-directed mutation is actually causing the intended disruption to the 
inter-subunit interactions, or is causing an unexpected disruption to the overall structure 
of the protein. Kinetic parameters determined for the PfCS mutants suggest that there is 
no major difference when compared to the PfCS wt, which supports the conclusion that 
the required mutation has not caused any major disruption to the overall enzyme 
structure, or to the active site structures at the subunit interface.
It is clear that many mutations made to a thermostable enzyme by site-directed 
mutagenesis may result in the loss of thermal stability due to unforeseen effects of 
introducing substitute residues into an enzyme structure and, although determining 
kinetic parameters can confirm that the catalytic activity has not been greatly affected,
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without three-dimensional structures there is no guarantee that any mutation is creating 
or disrupting the hypothesised interactions.
For these reasons, I wanted to study the role of the ionic network by attempting to 
increase the thermal stability of a less thermostable enzyme by introducing an ionic 
network using site-directed mutagenesis.
6.2 Substituting the PfCS equivalent inter-subunit ionic network into TaCS.
Each equivalent residue that contributes to the 5-membered ionic network in PfCS was 
introduced into the equivalent position, where possible, into 7aCS by site-directed 
mutagenesis. It is understood that the introduction of a charged residue into the 
structure of an enzyme can cause a disruption until the charged is complemented by the 
formation of an ionic bond or a network. For this reason each mutation was created 
singly or in combination with the other amino acid substitutions.
The kinetic data for these TaCS ionic network mutants show comparable values to those 
of the TaCS wt, yet the thermal inactivation and temperature optima data show a 
general reduction in thermal stability and thermoactivity for each CS, apart from the 
TaCS 5sm. From thermal inactivation studies and crystal structure comparison it has 
been hypothesised that the single D94H mutation introduced into TaCS has created an 
interaction which, in turn, has stabilised an ionic bond equivalent to the second 
intersubunit ionic bond found in the more thermostable SsCS.
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The TaCS wt and TyCS wt are 42% identical (62% similar), and although this is a fairly 
high sequence identity, the three-dimensional structure of TaCS wt may not be similar 
enough to the PJCS wt for the exact positioning of 5 amino acid residues to form an 
ionic network. However, the SsCS is 59% identical (76% similar) to the TaCS wt 
sequence, and hence an increase in structural homology may allow the equivalent 
second ionic bond of SsCS to be successfully substituted into TaCS. Elucidation of the 
TaCS 5sm three-dimensional structure is required to investigate the nature of the bonds 
formed from the single mutation to compare with both the TaCS wt and SsCS wt 
structures.
6.3 Using rational design/site-directed mutagenesis to increase the thermal 
stability of an enzyme.
Overall, attempts to construct the 5-membered ionic network into TaCS were 
unsuccessful as both TaCS mutants containing the frill ionic networks were very 
thermolabile compared to the TaCS wt. This may suggest that, although the rational 
design/site-directed mutagenesis approach is a valuable tool for the study of specific 
features of thermostability, it may be more beneficial to use directed evolution if the 
sole purpose is to increase the overall thermostability of an enzyme. It would be 
interesting to put the TaCS wt through directed evolution with selective pressures for 
hyperthermostability, to observe what thermally stabilising structural features would 
evolve, and whether they would involve the formation of an ionic network or employ an 
alternative stabilising strategy. As discussed before, it seems that hyperthermostable 
enzymes have employed the use of ionic networks to achieve extreme thermostability, 
so it would also be interesting to investigate whether an increase in thermostability by
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directed evolution would be the result of an increased ionic content. This may be 
unlikely as the addition of single charged residues into the structure may be disruptive, 
and hence that mutant may not be selected for during screening for thermal stability. 
However, if the enzyme already contains an ionic interaction then it may be that a 
network could form as the charge of each subsequently added charged residue may be 
‘shared’ with neighbouring charged residues, and prevent the disruption caused by a 
single charged residue.
To summarise, it is clear that both rational design/site-directed mutagenesis and directed 
evolution are valuable approaches to the study of enzyme thermostability, although it is 
necessary to select the appropriate method for the required experimental aim. The site- 
directed mutagenesis method is used to investigate the specific interactions through 
which nature has achieved protein thermostability. Alternatively, directed evolution can 
be used to increase the thermostability of an enzyme, not necessarily using the same 
selective pressures as natural evolution, hence, different strategies of achieving 
thermostability may be observed.
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APPENDIX
Purification Table for TaCS wild-type and the TaCS ionic network mutants



















2.0 333.2 15.9 20.9 100.0
Heat treated 2.0 308.7 3.6 85.3 92.6 4.1
Red A 
extract 5.0 261.0 2.3 113.0 78.3 5.4
7aCS 3sm Cell-free
extract
2.0 242.4 30.9 7.8 100.0
Heat treated 2.0 243.1 7.7 31.6 100.3 4.0
Red A  
extract 5.0 84.0 0.5 156.2 34.7 19.9
TaCS 4sm Cell-free
extract
2.0 171.2 21.4 8.0 100.0
Heat treated 2.0 159.1 3.8 42.3 92.9 5.3
Red A 
extract 5.0 95.2 0.8 118.6 55.6 14.8
TaCS 5sm Cell-free
extract
2.0 550.8 35.1 15.7 100.0
Heat treated 2.0 457.6 11.0 41.6 83.1 2.7
Red A  





2.0 499.2 29.8 16.7 100.0 “
Heat treated 2.0 508.1 9.9 51.1 101.8 3.1
Red A  





2.0 147.2 37.1 4.0 100.0
Heat treated 2.0 150.4 13.4 11.2 102.2 2.8
Red A  
extract 5.0 40.9 0.5 82.6 27.8 20.8
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2.0 35.1 33.7 1.0 100.0 ”
Heat treated 2.0 41.3 7.7 5.4 117.9 5.2
Red A  
extract 5.0 19.6 0.4 49.1 56.0 47.1
7aCS 6sm Cell-free
extract
2.0 347.6 27.8 12.5 100.0
Heat treated 2.0 336.1 12.1 27.9 96.7 2.2
Red A 





2.0 1133 18.7 60.5 100.0 "
Heat treated 2.0 671.9 8.7 77.2 59.3 1.3
Red A 





2.0 130.8 11.9 11.0 100.0 “
Heat treated 2.0 185 8.1 23.0 141.5 2.1
Red A  





2.0 71.3 9.3 7.7 100.0
Heat treated 2.0 27.7 3.8 7.3 38.9 1
Red A  
extract 5.0 21.8 0.4 50.1 30.5 6.5
Sswt Cell-free
extract
2.0 770.3 30.6 25.2 100.0
Heat treated 2.0 998.8 24.6 40.6 129.7 1.6
RedA
extract 5.0 716.0 5.4 132.8 93 5.3
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